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SUMMARY
The study looks at the land development problems, which have resulted from the
occurrence of informal settlements in the formal Ha Matala study area in Maseru
(Lesotho), and offers ways of resolving them. Ha Matala is an area within the Maseru
urban, which was identified by the government, for development of high quality
neighbourhood with services such as water, roads and electricity. The area was also
hoped to accommodate certain economic activities, which would benefit the area and the
country as a whole. However, the intentions of this development scheme were hampered
by the informal settlement.

The informal settlers have settled with no regard to the physical services such as water
mains, access culverts, roads, electrical poles and cables and sites boundaries in the area.
They have also ignored a civic and community centre site that was provided for socioeconomic services such as a bus-terminal and associated informal and formal activities.
The land invasion has caused the developer, the Lesotho Housing and Land Development
Corporation (LHLDC), to have second thoughts about providing a school site, open
spaces and a cemetery in the study area. This has been proven by the fact that, these sites
have been subdivided for more residential use. The controversy of it all is that like formal
leaseholders, the informal settlers also hold Titles (Form Cs or leases) to the land. This
problem has been the most complex to resolve - it has been dragging for over ten years
now, and has even engendered ripple effects across the country.

In order to establish the extent and the nature of the problem that prevails in Ha Matala

study area, a considerable number of sites visits were taken, and the original and recent
layout plans and orthophotos were used. Pictures that depicted various problems were
taken. A qualitative method was used to gather primary data by way of formal and
informal interviews, which were administered by structured, open-ended questionnaires.
The secondary data was collected through library search and planning documents in
Lesotho. The data explains the concept ofinformal settlements, upgrading and associated
concepts, both internationally and in Lesotho's context. It also reveals the historical
IV

background to the problem and explains the extent and nature ofthe problem, as it exists.
Interviews were also set up for evaluation of a set of predetermined strategies by critical
stakeholders. The individual stakeholders were to suggest the most workable strategy,
based on the social, economical, political and technical challenges of each strategy. The
strategies are proposed as thus:

1. Relocate/remove invaders and restore the original scheme.
2. Relocate informal settlement on public space and upgrade areas on residential sites;
and return to intentions of the plan.
3. Abandon affected parts, and find sites for public facilities.
4. Temporarily relocate the informal settlement and restore the plan.
5. Redesign the area and accommodate the informal settlement.

The strategies were assessed through a SWOT analysis and then weighted in regard to
their relationship with the socio-economic, political and technical aspects of the study,
which are in turn measured by certain criteria. Strategies 5 and 1 carried more weight
than other strategies, while strategy 3 carried the least weight. This implied that, in order
to upgrade the Ha Matala study area in a sustainable manner, either strategy 5 or 1 should
be used, and that strategy 3 should not be considered as answer in this particular case
study.
The findings indicated that, the land problems to be addressed by these strategies are
categorised as thus: ~

No access to individual sites;

~

Limited access for vehicular movement;

~

Subdivision of open spaces and places to provide for other public facilities such as a
school; and,

~

Affected infrastructure by the building of houses over pipes and roads

The nature of the problem solicits for congruent measures, which are to be largely based
on strategies number 1 and 5.
v

A LIST OF ACRONYMS
ISAS:

Institute of Southern Africa Studies

LEC:

Lesotho Electricity Corporation

LCU:

Lesotho Construction Unit

LG:

The Ministry ofLocal Government

LHLDC:

Lesotho Housing and Land Development Corporation (responsible for
direct estate developments and site and services schemes. It is a parastatal
and a sister body with MCC above, and UDS below).

LSPP:

Department ofLands Survey and Physical Planning (the ChiefPlanning
Authority that is located within Local Government (LG).

MCC:

Maseru City Council (responsible for management, maintenance,
development control and collection of levy within Maseru Urban Area. It
falls under Local Government umbrella though it is a parastatal).

SDA:

Selected Development Area is land that a prospective developer (usually
the government) acquires and earmark for future developments.

UDS:

Urban Development Services (it is at par with LHLDC)

WASA:

Water and Sewerage Authority
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
A finalised layout:

is an approved plan, which has been adopted for development and
implemented on the ground. It is a plan whereby a developer has
subdivided undeveloped land into lots then surveyed, pegged and
serviced them for sale.

Development:

is the carrying out of any buildings, engineering or other works or
operations in, on, over or under land, or the making of any material
changes in the use of the land or buildings or subdivision ofland.

Implementation:

a process of transforming a plan into a tangible thing that can be
seen on the ground.

Plan:

refers to a layout plan, normally presented on paper and not on the
ground or in the physical form.

Planning:

in this paper will be restricted to physical planning, to the design
and implementation of a plan.

Pitso (Lipitso plural): a community meeting, normally called under the jurisdiction Chief

to inform his subordinates of current issues that affect their
environment. Here, the public's opinions are not valued, and more
often than not, the public is expected to act as ordered without
challenging the authority.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTORY OVERVIEW

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Unauthorized occupation of land is a common process and countries worldwide have and still
are experiencing it - more especially in the urban areas of developing countries. The process is
given various names depending on where it occurs, its nature and its magnitude. Included in the
names given such lands occupations are: encroachment or informal settlement, or illegal
settlement or squatter settlement, which can be collectively included in the broader category of
land invasion. Closely associated with this concept is the idea of upgrading. Upgrading such
areas is quite a challenge because of the socio-economic, biophysical and spatial aspects of the
area of concern and outlying areas. This study regards unauthorized land occupation as illegal
land occupation or informal settlement. Such settlement is informal because it is unapproved by
the local authority, and does not abide with the formal development standards. lllegal land
occupation is regarded as such because it is unlawful. In other words, an informal settlement can
occupy land that was acquired legally. The study sets out to establish workable strategies in
upgrading unsanctioned land developments that occurred at Ha Matala study area, which is a
formal area (Masinga 1994) (Angel et al. 1983) (Botha. & Kaplinsky, 1989) (procto, et al. 1998)
(Leduka, 2001).

It is obvious, from the numerous terms given to forms of unauthorised land occupation, that
people would do anything to access land and possess it. Procto et al. (1998) point out that, "Land
is the most valuable asset of any country". It is the most basic need for rural people, and also
forms the basis for a nation's wealth. Demand, for land to live on and to carry out other landrelated activities, is on the increase, in cities, towns and villages. However, land is a limited
resource and there is always great competition to control it. Some of the ways used to gain this
control result in injustices such as limiting or excluding the poor from accessing it and, history
shows that this has been the trend in a number ofcountries (Ibid. 1998: 14).

It is argued that the market economies of the Third World are rapidly transforming land into a

commodity, which can be freely bought and sold. It is this notion that caused destruction within
the study area. Generally, transactions in the land market and in the urban land market in
particular, increasingly reflect economic relationship between persons and groups rather than
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social relationships. This continues to lock the poor outside both the formal and informal land
markets (Angel, 1983: 7). The study has established that land problems in the study area go
beyond planning and implementation levels.

To date, governments, in many developing countries, have failed to meet the ever-increasing
land demands adequately. Hence, illegal settlements still pose a development problem and have
even taken a more serious turn in some countries such as Lesotho, where they occur on
subdivided and serviced lands, which are proposed for housing projects.

The study looks into problems of informal land occupation on parts of a serviced layout that
took place in the Ha Matala area within Maseru urban bounds, and suggests ways to resolve
them. The occupation has infiinged upon sites that were meant for a civic and community
centre, a primary school, a cemetery and some residential sites. Located next to the civic and
community centre was a bus-terminal, which was going to cater for all public transport that
comes to and fro the southern region of Lesotho, and shopping complex. The scheme aimed,
amongst other intentions, at relieving congestion in the Maseru central business district centre
(CBD), providing alternative route to address traffic congestion and to create appropriate space
for the agglomeration ofeconomic activities. Certain infrastructural components ofthe proposed
scheme particularly water mains and roads have been affected by the informal settlement. In the
case ofelectricity, the impact is not so great. It is indisputable that, crucial elements ofthe layout
have been affected, and, that this calls for intervention, which should come in a form of
upgrading.

Upgrading can be tailored to suit the nature of the problem and Masinga (1994) cites Karodi as
suggesting two types of upgrading, in-situ upgrading and Greenfield development. In-situ
upgrading is said to be more costly and complicated than new upgrading because it is done
directly within the settlement, while Greenfield upgrading is done, by sometimes, temporarily
relocating the settlement while upgrading the original one, or by relocating the settlement on a
new, and, well-planned site. Unlike Greenfield developments where there are few problems with
servicing sites, in-situ upgrading projects have to approach the introduction of services in and
around existing settlements. In some instance structures have to be removed and relocated to
enable services to be put in place. Clearly then, upgrading an already serviced area like Ha
Matala may be more complex. Worse yet, the people may not appreciate the-proposed strategies
for the upgrading process Masinga (1994), (Sarin, 1983). This implies that, a pre-requisite for
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any successful development or upgrading program, in any given social setting, is community
participation.
In view ofthe literature and attempted local and international strategies on upgrading, this paper

proposes a range of strategies that should be employed to resolve problems that are presently
facing Ha Matala study area and these are outlined below:

1.

To remove or relocate the informal settlement and restore the original plan,

2.

To relocate the informal settlement on public space, and upgrade affected areas on
residential sites,

3.

To abandon the affected area, and find new sites to allocate public facilities

4.

To temporarily relocate the informal settlement and restore the plan;

5.

To re-design the area and accommodate the informal settlement

Strategy 1:

The first part of this strategy proposes forced removal of informal settlement,
with no consideration of its consequences. The second part of it still proposes
forced removal, but offers informal settlers a new site, with or without their
consent.

Strategy 2:

Recommends that, the developer should relocate some ofthe informal settlement
and upgrade the rest of it in order to restore the plan partially.

Strategy 3:

Advises the developer to disregard parts ofthe study area that have been affected
by the informal settlement.

Strategy 4:

Suggests a temporary site for the informal settlement in order to allow
comfortable upgrading on the original site, and then return the informal settlers
through formal and more legal procedures.

Strategy 5:

Strategy 6:

Proposes that, the plan should be changed in order to

accommodate the informal settlement, but at the same time have an up to
standard residential area.

The informal settlement that occurred at Ha Matala can be taken as a malicious or an ignorant
act. Probably, landowners knew that the subdivision and selling ofland, they made, were illegal.
It is also possible that, they were unaware that, they no longer had rights, whatsoever, to the

land. The research is yet to unravel the grounds of this informal settlement, and choose,
appropriately, from the above strategies, the ones that will address the problem. Upgrading
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programmes, state Procto, et al. (1998), have to acknowledge issues that influence such
settlements before proposing way out.
The aim of the study is to evaluate, by presenting the proposed strategies above, to different
stakeholders, as to how far they (strategies) are applicable to the case ofHa Matala Study Area.

1.2

MOTIVATION FOR THE RESEARCH mPlc

The unauthorised occupation of land wastes resources because it does not give any thought to
environmental and economic issues. More so if it takes place on land, which is laid out,
subdivided and serviced with basic roads, access culverts, electricity, water and sewerage, for
residential and commercial use, as in the case ofHa Matala Study Area. Given that it is a formal
layout, which is occupied both formally and informally the challenge is to see how best can this
area be upgraded. In this area, there are three categories of people, those who hold the modem
titles (leases) to the land, those who hold traditional titles (Form Cs) and those who do not have
any titles at all. Map 3 shows all three categories of land occupation, of which the third group
attacks the plan from outside. The upgrading of this area is most interesting because of its
heterogeneous social and spatial characters, which have resulted from these settlements.

Where illegal land allocation and informal settlements occur, automatically the blame goes to
those implicated in the matter. The assumption is that, the aforementioned, go for sites, which
are big and seem idly, like open spaces because of their lack of understanding concerning the
use of these. However, this study has discovered that some affected sites are the deeds of the
developer, Lesotho Housing and Land Development Corporation (LHLDC). It has subdivided a
cemetery site, a school site and open spaces, with the aim of recovering the layout costs. True
enough the LHLDC might recover the costs in this way, but the area is bound to face spatial and
social problems as a result and there is an imperative need for a pragmatic approach to
upgrading the area.

There is credible evidence that, the lack of open spaces and subsequently leisure activities drive
youth into delinquency. Rape cases, crime, drunkenness amongst the youth as well as adults in
areas like Riverlea Extension, South of Johannesburg, and Upper Thamae in Maseru, which are
deprived of these, form part of the landscape. To add to this, Lamprecht (2001:13), states that,
"with no aftercare or sports facilities, there is little in Riverlea Extension for bored youngsters to
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do". It is against this evidence this study considers that the Ha Matala Development Plan is
restored and that the open spaces are used as intended.
While the developer has tried to rid the study area of informal settlements since 1991, it has also
shown a sign of despair by subdividing these sites. In so doing, it has partially yielded to the
informal settlement, which is related to strategy number five mentioned above. However, the
strategy is meant for the benefit, and not more ruin of the scheme. If people are given the
capacity to realise environments that work in their favour and those that do not, sound strategies
to resolve, in a sustainable way, prevailing problems in the study area can be reached.

Historical records and indeed present examples have shown that in informal settlements, there
will be lack of basic social facilities such as water, roads, public transport, schools, and proper
sanitation and leisure activities. This happens because the informal developers do not consider
the adverse impact of such settlements until after they are settled. Hence they encounter
problems in the short-run as people cannot survive in an area that has no adequate and proper
supply of crucial facilities such as water. The supply of water, in the study area, is likely to be
troubled in the short-term because ofexertion of pressure, by informal buildings on the mains.

Plot boundaries of such settlements are normally not defined well (Baross, and Mesa 1986). As
such, there is always tension amongst neighbours who are likely to accuse each other of
encroachment on their self-defined bounds. However, in the study area the existing tension is
mainly caused by the double land allocation resulting from legal and illegal processes of land
alienation. The informal settlements in the study area, have blocked access to both individual
sites and to other ends in some parts, have taken up sites big enough to render at least two
standard, residential plots. Since the open spaces have not yet been developed, the area still
looks somewhat dynamic and efforts should be made to prevent any non-leisure activities on
these sites.

Informal settlements that seem to be taking ground across the country on serviced land need to
be stopped. The strategies that will be recommended to resolve the Ha Matala problems will be
good enough to be adapted to address similar problems across the country. Ha Matala as a case
study provides precedence for similar development in Lesotho. It also encompasses diverse
problems that are likely to face any land development problems in Lesotho. Plans are hardly
implemented as intended and it is time that planning authorities took a firm stand against this
trend, and ensured that all recognised, and appreciated planning.
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1.3

BACKGROUND mTHE STUDY AREA

The Ha Matala site, which covers an area of roughly 110 hectares (ha), was developed in two
phases, viz. Phase 1 and Phase 2. An arterial road that runs through the study area divides the
two phases. It connects the CBD ofMaseru to the southern region of the country and the only
international airport. The area is closely located to the CBD at a distance of 4km. Originally, it
was not part of the urban area, but as Maseru expanded, Ha Matala and a few other areas that
were within the same radius distance were incorporated into the urban boundaries (See Map 1,
overleaf).

The basic purpose of developing this area was to prevent unsightly developments such as the
ones that occurred at Ha Abia, a place not far from Ha Matala (Map 1). Ha Abia is also located
along the same arterial road as Ha Matala and about the same distance from the CBD. What
happened in Ha Abia is that, it was invaded after Mr. Malataliana of Department of Lands
Survey and Physical Planning (LSPP) and his crew had surveyed it in 1988, and it now looks
like a slum. It lacks services as well as healthy social and environmental conditions. The houses
are built haphazardly in relation to each other and there is no good access to individual sites and
no storm water disposal.

Thus, the government through the Ministry of Local Government (LG), within which LSPP is
located, acquired the Ha Matala site in 1989 and declared it a Selected Development Area
(SDA). This meant that the government through LSPP took over land rights and had full control
over it. In 1990, the LSPP transferred the land rights to the LHLDC, which carries out direct
estate developments and land purchasing.

After the transfer of land rights from the LSPP to the LHLDC, a couple of lipitso (meetings to
address the public in a way of informing them) were held by the LHLDC to introduce
themselves to the people and inform them of their plans for the area. Then the LHLDC
proceeded with plan preparations for the proposed development. Implementation of the plan
occurred in 1990/91. The area was developed in a classic two-staged delivery system, meaning
that, the LHLDC through relevant bodies, subdivided, surveyed and pegged the lots and then
installed the physical infrastructure. Individual households were responsible for financing and
the construction ofthe top structure.
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After the completion of plan implementation, and installation of infrastructure in 1991, some
individuals, who destroyed parts ofthe plan, settled the plan informally. The informal settlement
that occurred within the study area has caused considerable damage (see Proposed Land Use
Map 2 and the Existing Ha Matala Map 3 on the following two pages).

Although the area is not yet fully developed, both informal and formal residents continue to
build in the area. Settlement in Phase 1 is more advanced than Phase 2. Phase 2 still looks quite
abandoned because not many structures are coming up and a few that are, are not in accordance
to the plan. Problems that face the two sites differ slightly in the sense that, in Phase 1 more
problems are felt at the design level, while in Phase 2 the problems are also at the political level.
Different strategies to address these problems will therefore be required. The study itselffocuses
more on spatial problems that are evident in the plan.

1.4

THE RESEARCH PRDPDSAl.

1.4.1

The Research Topic

The study looks into the socio-economic, technical and political challenges of upgrading
informal settlements ~ithin the formal Ha Matala study area.

1.4.2 Research Problem·
The Ha Matala Developmen't Scheme was intended to render a more balanced and viable
development environment within the urban confines of Maseru and was impinged upon by
informal settlements and land development problems. As such, the implementation of the
scheme as it was first conceptualized was not possible. Moreover, there were and still are
challenges and problems experienced at both the political and spatial levels in regard to land
development matters and the future course ofthe project.

Despite a layout plan being finalised and implemented on the ground, and basic infrastructure
being put into place, land invasion nevertheless occurred in Ha Matala, nullifYing many of the
good efforts to produce a controlled and viable living environment. This has resulted in
haphazard and disorderly development on some parts ofthe layout. As a result, the LHLDC has
lost a great deal on this scheme and is seeking ways to recover costs.
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The study area cannot afford to lose these sites because they are quite crucial for Maseru in
general, where almost every cemetery is nearing saturation and there is a dire need of schools,
jobs and active and passive open spaces.

1.4.3

Research Question

Why did the Ha Matala Development scheme fail to create the intended development
environment?

1.4.4

Subsidiary Questions

~ How did a failure by the field owners to understand government perceptions about land,

affect the success ofthe project?
~

To what extent was the plan interfered with?

~

At what stage of the plan were problems experienced and why?

~

How easy or difficult is it to mitigate these problems?

~

What common land development challenges and elements are evident in the Ha Matala
Development Scheme that would inform similar upgrading projects?

1.4.5 Hypothesis
A lack of community participation in land development issues is the primary reason why the Ha
Matala Development Scheme could not be implemented according to the proposed plan.

1.4

THE STUDY DUTUNE

Chapter 2 gives a literature review ofinternational concepts, theories, precedents and procedures
that are relevant to the case study. These in turn assist the study to draw similarities and
differences and provide lessons for Lesotho.

Chapter 3 is on the research methodology for the study. This section discusses the usefulness of
qualitative method and tools (e.g. questionnaire) chosen for collection of data. It also identifies
and discusses various sources of data, such as primary (e.g. developers, residents) and secondary
sources (e.g. library material, maps etc).

Chapter 4 gives a background to physical planning in Lesotho. This part brings the literary
review in chapter 2, into the context ofLesotho.
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Chapter 5 gives an account on the background and the prevailing situation of the case study as
known by the respondents and as observed by the researcher from maps and from the ground.
The information in this chapter is illustrated by way of maps, plates, and specimen of letters
from the LHLDC to the invaders. These are shown in the text and in appendix, A, The chapter
discusses specific issues that relate to the study area.

Chapter 6 presents the social, economic, political and technical challenges of upgrading the
study area as perceived by critical stakeholders. A SWOT Analysis is used to assess the people's
views concerning the choice of the most feasible strategies. A weighting system, which
concludes the chapter and paves way for recommendations in chapter 7, is then used.

Chapter 7 is the concluding stage of the study; it draws on all the material from the above
chapters. It also gives answers to questions that were raised in the introductory chapter, and may
prove the hypothesis right or wrong.
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CHAPTER 2
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

2J

INTRODUCTION

The persistent growth of unequal access to land, in Third World countries, has led to illegal
ways of land acquisition and subsequently informal settlements, These settlements are
problematic because, they are not viable and need upgrading, Upgrading itself is faced with
various challenges, such as, socio-economic, biophysical and spatial, which are largely
dependent on the nature and the extent of problems emanating from such settlements. This
chapter, by and large, looks into the concepts ofland, land management, land acquisition, land
tenure systems and upgrading and how they correlate with informal settlements (Urban
Foundation, 1994) and (McCarthy and Smit, 1984).

2.2

lAND

Land has always been considered a basic natural resource, man's habitat and living space; a
matter of life and death, of survival or starvation. The Islamic law regards land as one of the
gifts of nature available for use by those in need. Everyone is involuntarily entitled to the land
that he/she puts to use. Land on the one hand is a simple commodity that people can buy and
sell. On the other hand, it is an inheritance that its possessor should care for by the stewardship
A person has temporary right of use, but no permanent rights of disposal within the area of
concern. This study regards unauthorized land occupation as illegal land occupation or informal
settlement because it disregards recognized formal development standards and planning
procedures. lllegalland occupation is regarded as such because it is unlawful. Land should be
re-possessed from anyone who misused it, to ensure a sustainable and replicable way of land
use and supply (Romaya and Brown, 1999), (Botha and Kaplinsky, 1989).

Land is a crucial resource, which forms the base on which any nation stands. It is therefore,
difficult to imagine any life existing without dependence on land. People need land for
subsistence, accommodation, agriculture, industry, commerce and social activities. "It is for this
reason that the world has seldom enjoyed lasting peace as nations scramble for space
encroaching on others in the process" (Land Policy Review Commission, 2000: 12). In the same
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manner, it was not easy for field owners, in the study area, to believe that the urban area was
engulfing their land, hence why they put up a fight.
Land in the past was quite accommodative to all, and there was no cause for informal
settlements.[However, with an increased rate of urbanisation the concept ofland changed to fit
into the neo-classical modeltLand became a commodity of which, people and uses had to
compete fod The privatisation of land in urban areas of the developing countries implied that
landowners could dispose land permanently, at free market prices. This has also meant that a
vast majority of urban populations in these countries had to fend for themselves because they
were poor and could not afford these prices. Thus, the processes of land invasion and informal
markets of land disposal began. The introduction of informal markets and land acquisition has
caused confusion in some developing countries where stewardship used to feature because
people privately sold land that belonged to the state or the community. This is common in
Lesotho where both Public and Tribal Authorities are recognised by the community. The selling
of land in this fashion has led to great interference of the settlement patterns (Katona, 1995),
(McCarthy and Smit, 1984), (Romaya and Brown, 1999).

Land is one of the most valuable sources for developing cities, which should cater for rapid
urbanising societies. However, it is a limited commodity, which must be used efficiently, and,
unlike other economic goods, the value ofland is in principle, completely derived from its use.

.

The use of land as an economic good places a value on it. Land supply is fixed and cannot be
created or destroyed. Land is limited to certain uses and must be used in a way that will allow
balanced development (Doebele, 1975), (Romaya & Brown, 1999), (Baross, 1983:22). A
balanced and compact land development produces viable living environments. This goes to
show that, there is a need to ensure that, the study area does not end up with residential
development only, by restoring partially or fully, the plan.

The development of housing is linked to other issues such as land availability, tenure systems,
privatisation, individu,al households having financial responsibility, and sometimes cases
.

"

political legitimacy e.g. the legacy ofapartheid ghettos (apartheid South Africa). If there is more
\

housing demand for urbarl dwellers, then urban boundaries will have to be adjusted and,

.

\

sometImes, new urban areas 'established in order to acquire more land to meet the housing
demand. This is one ofthe reas~ns the Maseru urban area was expanded in 1989, prior to the Ha
Matala Development Scheme (Botha. & Kaplinsky, 1989).
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For existing and new urban areas to be well established, they have to be tied with economic
development programmes. However, the extent to which, this will be satisfied is dependent a lot
on how power is transferred to the democratic majority and on the land policies of contemporary
governance (Botha. & Kaplinsky, 1989). This goes to show that economic activities, which were
proposed for the study area, are imperative to create a workable environment. In addition all
stakeholders that were affected and concerned should have been able to fully understand the
development programmes that create sustainable environments. Moreover, they had to be
capacitated and empowered in order that, they could make sound contributions to the Ha Matala
development scheme.

While the concept of land as a commodity is outlandish to most Afiican inclination, the
economic environment and globalization prescribes that the belief should be rebuilt. True
enough, informal land transactions, under various forms of customary tenure, have been
practiced, but have not been contributing as much as they would have otherwise contributed if
they were formalised. This calls for formalisation of these land transactions in order to procure
sounder social, economical and physical developments. In formalising the transactions, those
who are actively involved in the existing informal transactions, like Chiefs and field owners,
need to be consulted and be part of the body that formalises the transactions (Ezigbalike &
Selebalo, 2001: 11).

Angel, (1983) argues that the issue ofland is not technical, but more political and institutional.
Land fulfils a host of social functions, and it is closely bound up with the exercise of power and
influence in society by a large number of competing interest groups. In Lesotho, as indeed in
many other countries, land is a source of power and the one way to express the power is through
land allocation. The double allocation of land in the study area and in Lesotho merely shows
power struggle between Traditional and Local Authorities in relation to land resources.

2.3

LAND MANAGEMENT

Urban management entails the management of land, municipal finance and administration and
infrastructure management. The process of urban management of cities derives largely from
models of north Europe. It bases itself on the industrial revolution ofnineteenth century Europe.
Techniques ofmanagement invented and used as controlling devices to enable the minority rule
and govern in their own interests and to say nothing of the majority. This model of urban
management was transferred to Third World countries, in some cases imposed upon existing
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urban centres. The then governments were not democratic and they operated in a top down
procedure. The management process ignored the needs of urban majority and there was no
attempt to accommodate them in management matters. This meant that the community and the
developers spoke different languages and could not understand each other and it is this
misunderstanding that created muddled land uses in our cities today. It is only through different
kinds of upgrading and relevant land management that the mess can be mitigated (McAuslan,
1985).

Land management requires close co-operation between different levels of government and
between government departments. There are a number of laws, which govern land use and
planning procedures. These do not always work well together and necessitate many changes
(procto, et aI, 1998). In the case of Lesotho, the lack of close co-operation within the planning
authorities, and between Traditional Authorities and the government has given way to
mismanagement ofland (Land Policy Review, 2001), (Katona, 1995).

It as been pointed out that, since land maybe the most important building blocks of human

habitation, the ways that it is managed and shared are quite imperative for creation and
sustainability ofhannonious environments (procto et al, 1998). Land tends to arouse very strong
emotions, which are likely to get stronger with increased densities of people on it. "Land and the
social contracts regarding the use of land are central to the social and economic stability and
well being of any society" (Ibid. 1998:9).

Increased population and poverty, as well as poor land management, hamper socio-economic
growth. To avoid this, the land policy, in the case of Lesotho, must address, in both urban and
rural areas:
~

The need for an equitable distribution of ownership;

~

The need for security oftenure for all;

~

The need for sustainable use ofland;

~ The need for rapid release ofland for development, particularly in urban areas;
~ The need to record and register all rights in property; and,

~ The need to administer public land in an effective manner (procto et al.1998)

Through different Acts, governments control the use of land. The different Acts include
agricultural laws, conservation and offer guidance for developments. However, it is not often
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that the vast majorities are conversant with these Acts and, this on its own, poses a problem in
the development environment. While there is extensive talk about public participatory
development, it is very rare that the disadvantaged majorities are involved adequately; and as a
result cannot make any sound contributions towards development (procto et al, 1998), (Romaya
and Brown, 1999).
It is imperative to control the use ofland through spatial planning because each land use has to
be carefully balanced for sustainability purposes. If development takes place without planning,
the most productive use of land is often lost. The loss is even greater if after implementing a
plan, informal settlements occur as in the case of Ha Matala Study Area. Land must be used in
the best way from the start, and where wrong uses have occurred, the bad effects have to be
rectified, informal settlements must be improved (procto at el.1998) These observations are
equally applicable in Ha Matala as well.

2.3.1

Planning and Procedures

Planning occurs in different ways and at different levels. There is for instance, economic, social,
educational, strategic, environmental, and physical planning. Planning takes place at local,
metropolitan, regional and national scales. It is essentially an activity concerned with the future
and in its strategic form with deciding what course of action to take in respect of a particular
urban issue before it happens. For instance, predicting an increase in land demand and
developing land supply strategies accordingly. Planning is essentially to the well being of an
urban society because the market economy cannot produce a satisfactory environment (Greed,
1996: 6). The Basotho communities therefore, need to be taught about planning and its merits,
so that they can recognise and appreciate its benefits and responsibilities.

Rakodi & Devas, (1993) argues that, planners have little understanding about how the poor
survive. Consequently, urban plans and policies generally have little relevance to the situation
that the poor face and may well make it for worse. All plans aim to improve the lives of people
they affect, as well as their living environment. Proponents of planning regard it as one of the
progressive forces in modem societies. In this study, planning refers to physical planning that
maintains the view that planning results in the right and rational use ofland.

A United Nation's publication (1987) points out that "the national planning of a country is a
systematic effort undertaken by the government to achieve specific economic and social goals. It
involves the establishment oforganisations and appropriate processes for planning, including the
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fonnulation, implementation, evaluation and modification of development plans". It is the joint
responsibility of many interacting organisations and individual agents including political and
operational organisations and other groups comprising experts (planners, architects, surveyors,
builders, engineers' etc) from various disciplines (Ibid. 1987: 5). While the Ha Matala
Development Scheme comprised all the required actors, to produce a good plan and implement
it, the actors were not well coordinated. The idea was to integrate the plan and produce a
balanced development but a lack of cooperation resulted in this objective becoming impossible
to achieve.

Romaya and Brown (1999) point out that the aim ofthe government is to anticipate development
where possible, and "prepare a proper strategic layout before land is parcelled and plots are
distributed." This gives assurance for a relatively efficient layout with basic social and physical
infrastructure. After the declaration ofan SDA, a plan is prepared, then gazetled and adopted for
development. This then leads to subdivision and servicing of land. Land that is developed, in
one way or the other, clearly indicates that, the developer is claiming it. However, in the case of
the aforementioned development, it is clear that such land somehow belongs to the government,
which uses it as a development control device. Apparently the device was not that effective in
the case of Ha Matala study area.

Leduka (1993) argues that although the concept of development control is the accepted 'catch
word' in Lesotho and in many other developing countries, it is very hard for planners to enforce
it because of high demands for land. Demand for land exceeds its supply; hence people are
compelled to engage in illegal land allocations. If communities are involved in development
control, then illegal allocations can be mitigated as well, and this idea should be considered for
future development plans in Lesotho.

Kivell (1993) points out that, private developers, Traditional AuthoritieslLeaders and public
officials, influence land development processes. Land development entails efforts on land
directly or indirectly by the landowner or developer, the builder, the financier and the public
sector. The landowner initiates development on land, the builder constructs the house, and the
financier provides funding, while the public sector regulates development and provides
necessary services and infrastructure. This process is however; confined to market governed
land development and is not applicable to land under a communal tenure system, which does not
sell in the market. Once an applicant acquires land, the land has to be registered and this makes
it easier to know the amount ofland under development. It also makes it simple to control such
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development.
Land developments that are carned out by the LHLDC are market governed, and the above
procedure for development control, holds true for Ha Matala. In this case, the landowner or
developer is the LHLDC, the builder is the end user, and the financier is the end user, through
private (loan) or public sector (loan or subsidiary or grant) - the public sector being Maseru City
Council (MCC). However, the developer, the LHLDC, did not initiate the development in this
particular case, the project was an initiative of Local Government Ministry. Services were not
provided by the public sector, but by the developer, which is usually the case. While the above
model is believed to render development control effortless, this was not the experience with Ha
Matala study area. The developer expected some assistance, in this matter, from government,
which initiated the development scheme. Hence there was no effective surveillance on the area
from the outset and some of the informal settlements that occurred on the study area were
realised late, while others are not even known to the LHLDC.

In Lesotho, as indeed in other developing countries, land allocation is often not equitable, only

those with direct access to the minister, or who are well connected, stand better chances to get
land parcels. This leaves the common people with not much of a choice but to engage into
informal land allocation arrangements (Leduka, 1993). A successful development plan requires
the participation and support of politicians, civil servants, private sector enterprises, the
community and its citizens, each of which plays a distinct role (United Nations Publication,
1987:9).

2.3.2

Plan Formulation

In general, the task of preparing a development plan is undertaken by a planning agency with the

purpose of gathering information, carrying out the required studies and preparing the draft plan.
The preparation of the plan requires interdepartmental consultation, and many, various
organisations are required to participate in the preparation and formulation ofthe national plans.
The political authority sets the objectives of the plan and determines priorities. Since at this
stage the objective reflects political aspirations, they are inevitably over-ambitious and often
contradictory (United Nation Publication, 1987: 12).

In the process ofplan formulation, the planning agency collaborates closely with the Ministry of

Finance and vice versa since the budget determines the resources, which can be, devoted to the
plan and thus defines an important set ofconstraints. Generally speaking, the planning agency is
16

primarily responsible for the estimation of physical, human and financial requirements of the
plan. However, it must co-operate with financial officials to obtain estimates of national
budgetary recipients and expenditure as well as the surplus on current accounts expected to be
available for public investment. The preparation of the plan is heavily dependent on statistics
and close co-operation is needed between those who prepare the plan and those who prepare
statistics (United Nation Publication, 1987: 13).

2.4

LAND ACOUISmDN

Soliman (1987), states that the mechanisms ofland acquisition help in understanding the system
ofland allocation and its consequences at the different stages of settlement development. These
mechanisms could be summarised as follows: land invasion, land tenure, land subdivision and
land transition.

The acquisition ofland is a basic component of any housing development process and is hence
an integral part to the delivery strategy, which also includes housing and infrastructure. A
prospective landowner can acquire it formally or informally through purchase, expropriation, or
the cession of development rights or, as is often the case, direct occupation or invasion. Land
identified for development needs to be secured in a strategic manner by the relevant Local
Councils as well as the private sector/the developer (Metro Housing, 1999).

There are four aspects to land delivery and these are:
~

The Identification ofland for housing developments;

~

The assembling of land so identified;

~ The conversion of land from an undeveloped state into housing products (including

serviced sites for informal housing); and,
~ The delivery oftenure through land registration in respect ofdeveloped land (The Urban

Foundation, 1991).

Such a process requires a set of inter-related activities to ensure that land is identified, acquired
and packaged for development, and ultimately transferred in a manner that ensures that
development can be initiated and eventually, security oftenure passed to beneficiary households
(Metro Housing, 1999).
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In Lesotho, the Traditional Authorities or the public sector deliver land, and the standard supply
of land is acquired from the public sector, which was also responsible for land delivery in the
study area. Land acquisition for immediate developments, such as the Ha Matala study area, is
fraught with problems. Where the state proposes a straightforward purchase, the cost is likely to
be high. Moreover, the expropriation ofland in the public interest for immediate development
may provoke hostility from landholder who may, if threatened encourage the invasion or quick
sale of plots, particularly where this action may inflate the level of compensation that they may
receive (Ward 1983:43).

Once land is acquired in Lesotho, it is developed in either a one-or two-stage system. In the case
of a single-staged system, one agency, maybe the government, or a parastatal, or the private
sector prepares the land and also delivers a complete shelter as finished good to the end user.
One of the aforementioned bodies takes the responsibility of identifying suitable land for
development by assessing the situation on the ground through relevant experts. It then assesses
the holistic environment by taking into account the socio-economic and political situation
surrounding the land so identified. The assessment helps to determine the value ofthe land and
subsequently the appropriate social classes that can be housed there. Land is then subdivided,
surveyed and provided with relevant infrastructure, which is followed by the provision of
appropriate housing.

In a single staged delivery system, different parties that are hired and paid by the responsible
body, normally do the provision of infrastructure and housing. The houses are then advertised
for sales or renting. Housing prices depend on the total cost input and the intended profit. This
way of delivery does not permit any other kind of participation from the end user except for
purchasing.

In a two-staged delivery system, one agency, be it private or public, develops the land insofar as
preparing the land for actual buildings it surveys and pegs sites, reticulates water, sewerage,
electricity and roads. The subdivided sites are then left for a second agency or individuals to
build the top structure and link it to the services. In this case, the end user can actually take part
in the construction ofhislher prospective dwelling that suits hislher own taste. Alternatively, the
end user takes the responsibility ofbringing water and electricity into hislher own home.

In both systems, all or some ofthe agencies can be private or public. However, it is common that
in low cost housing, the public sector is involved in the first stage while individuals or the
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private sector is responsible for the second stage process. Establishment of public-private
partnerships is therefore necessary to facilitate the accomplishment of intended development
schemes.
The delivery of infrastructure depends on the use of land and it comes at different levels or
standards. While the public sector can provide and subsidise high standard infrastructure it can
also offer low or high standard infrastructure to the poor by getting the community to construct
it themselves. Alternatively, the private sector can provide infrastructure of high standards, for
high-income communities. The infrastructure providers have to fully recover the costs for the
purpose of sustainability (Steward, P. ed. 1991).

In developed countries, authorities develop and build units for subsidised rentals. This happened

in the "old" South Africa. Umlazi is an example of this kind of approach to development. The
current South African approach is of a modified single stage system, whereby land is prepared
and developed by one party, often the government or an appointed agent, in consultation with
the end user (Metro Housing, 1999).

Fitzwilliam (1991:4) states that the large majority oflow - income groups depends on informal
land delivery systems, as the formal ones are too expensive for them. To add to this view, The
Urban Foundation (1991) show that the unavailability of serviced land is the most fundamental
constraint to housing development for low-income communities, in the urban areas of South
Africa.

In order for the delivery systems to be workable, developers have to plan and implement on

time. The process must not be delayed to avoid invasion, which in turn leads to unnecessary
costs. Allocation processes as well, should not be delayed by long procedures, lest people decide
to use other faster means that are not formal, but those that interfere with the original plans.
2.4.1

Land Invasion

Land invasion is one ofthe mechanisms to alienate land. According to Leduka (2001), and Ward
(1983) land invasion is the informal occupation of land because authorities concerned do not
approve of it and is consequently unlawful. The land subdivisions are done without proper
permission and adequate service provision and through illegal sale ofland to which the vendors
have no alienable rights. This description of invasion fits the nature of the informal settlement
that happened at Ha Matala study area.
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Land invasion process, points out Masinga (1994), takes various fonns and trends, some
invasions begin as individual encroachment, others occur as a collective action, which can be
organised or spontaneous. The infonnal settlement in the study area, started with an individual
whose house was demolished. However, the illegal land allocation by field owners, in Ha Matala
study area, was more of a collective action.

Soliman, (1987) refers to land invasion as gradual occupation of plots on vacant land. He states
that, one or more families can initiate this occupation. The occupation can occur on vast
amounts ofland, which the occupier can later on, infonnally subdivide into small plots and sell
to new corners. Land occupiers can acquire security in the site because of their connection with
the most powerful person, the leader of the community, who is personally connected with the
local authority. This then encourages more illegal occupation ofland as in the case ofLesotho.
Soliman's discussion about land invasion holds true in the case of Ha Matala as well, but the
difference lies with the fact that, the land that was infonnally subdivided, initially belonged to
the sub-divider whose land was, by then, expropriated by the government.

Bernstein and The Urban Foundation, (1993), speak in tenns of urban invasion, which refers to
the occupation ofland, for residential purposes, by people who are not specifically authorised to
do so by the owners of the property. It is a collective process, which distinguishes it from
incremental encroachment by individual squatter households. Like encroachment, invasion can
be seen as an infonnal or irregular process ofland delivery. Unlike encroachment, it sometimes
also expresses a clear political motive, being used overtly as a fonn of protest or as a tool to win
power or resources.

According to The Urban Foundation (1994), a lack ofalternatives for acquiring access to land in
rapidly growing cities is the major cause ofland invasion. The case ofBogota and Mexico bear
witness to this. While these cities are growing rapidly, only less than 1% ofthe population used
to reside in invasion settlements because ofthe availability ofalternative and effective processes
of delivering land to the poor.~contrast, in South Africa as well as in Lesotho, the apartheid
an-fLc910niallaws made no alternativeprovisions for land acquisiti9n for the urban poor. Thus,
i~ion_o~curred ~t ~01!si~l2.]y !ligh r~t~wever, The Urban Foundation (1994) argues

that the availability of state land encourages land invasion because people tend to invade cheap
land left vacant by the state.
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Ward (1983) points out that, agricultural land may with time become obsolete and useless to the
owners who are then tempted to subdivide and sell. This is encouraged by the expansion of
nearby towns that increase land demand for housing. Landowners then engage in informal land
trade, which they do individually or through a chosen representative. According to Ward (1983),
the practice is wise because there is cash that is received from the sales, and there is also
compensation that comes later with government intervention to expropriate and legalize the
occupants' tenure. The practice may be unsound and should include negotiations between
landowners, tenants and the government in order to determine the selling price ofland.

Land invasion varies considerably in scale, timing, political motive and strategy. The scale can
be as small as plus or minus 20 households, or as extensive as approximately 200 000 or more
people. Masinga (1994) cites Healy as saying that cities ofLatin America have experienced land
invasion at a very high level, because it was the major form of acquiring land for the urban poor.
Concerning timing, invaders may choose to invade during political campaigns when every
politician wants to win the elections and does not want to jeopardise that by removing invaders.
They can also decide to invade during big occasions when all authorities are too busy to pay any
attention to them. The success or failure ofinvasion depends on the political motive. Invaders do
not use the same strategy everywhere they go (Ward 1983). The informal settlement in Ha
Matala study area is based on misunderstanding between the Planning Authorities, Traditional
Authorities, and the field owners. This misunderstanding, it seems, comes back a long way. It
started with land policies that negated the role of Traditional Authorities in land matters and was
complicated by a lack oflegal and political support for Physical Planners.

Land invasion can be at relatively low or medium or high densities depending on the number of
households per hectare. With low densities, land invasion can lead to scarcity of land because
there are fewer occupants. It can also lead to overcrowding with densities that are high and
subsequently lead to social tensions and unhealthy environments. Land invasion can occur on
refuse sites or environmentally sensitive areas such as marshy lands. It can also occur on good
and undeveloped land or on serviced land as in the case ofHa Matala Study Area.

Masinga (1994), points out that, invaders use various materials to build. If they are of the
working class, then they use standard building material such as tiled roofing. If they are poor,
they use any material at their disposal such as cardboard boxes, tins, plywood and so on. In the
case ofLesotho, the poor often use cement blocks or stones mixed with mud and cow dung.
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2.4.2 Illegal Land AUocation and Informal Settlements
Informal settlements are usually, but not exclusively low-income areas. They may be developed
with or without a permission of the landowner, if the former is true, then the people who live
there are not regarded as squatters, but if the latter is a fact, then the people are referred to as
squatters. Squatters can also be referred to as land invaders if they occupy land in a group, and
are not permitted to occupy the land in question (procto at el. 1998), (Ward 1983). This study
proposes to regard a person who accesses land illegally, but with the permission of the original
owner, as an informal settler. This is based on the simple understanding that, any structure that
has not been built according to formal building standards and, which the authorities do not
recognize, is informal and that one who occupies it is also informal.

It is argued that in the recent past, illegal acquisition of land in Third World was common

activity amongst disadvantaged urban societies. However, Leduka (1993) says that illegal land
acquisition cannot be associated with the poor anymore, because even the affluent class acquires
it in the same way. In Lesotho as indeed in many other developing countries in the Third World,
informal acquisition of land is faster, cheaper and less hazardous (Angel, 1983). It is for this
reason that people are automatically attracted to it. In the study area, the informal settlement
consists of both the poor and the affluent class. This aspect differs from other experience
elsewhere in the developing world.

In Medellin, Columbia, the various informal settlements are categorised as either 'invasione' or
'pirita' class. In the initial stage of 'invasione', it is unclear where the actual plot boundaries run.
There is not a distinguishable plan because new families continue to infiltrate the 'invasione'
area. 'Invasione' sites are physically unorganised and all the dwellings have a temporary
character (Baross, and Mesa, 1986: 153).

'Pirita' developments are organised by landowner promoters, who subdivide and sell residential
plots without installing infrastructure and obtaining the necessary development, permits from the
municipal authorities. These settlements have a definite site boundary, planned layout, space set
aside for public use and plots clearly marked, often a range of different sizes. 'Pirata' sites have
a rudimentary road network and most families start building with permanent materials.
Moreover, 'pirata' developers and invaders ensure a substantial supply of lan~ for everyone,
low-income or not (Baross, and Mesa, 1986).
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The two sets of illegal settlements found in Medellin contain some similarities and differences
with the illegal settlements in the study area. With 'invasione' the difference is in terms of plot
boundaries and dwelling structure. In the study area plot boundaries, even though irregular, are
clearly defined and the dwelling structures are permanent. With the 'pirita' class the only
difference is that that individuals haphazardly subdivide and sell residential plots. While in a
'pirita' settlement permits are obtained from the municipal authorities by an organisation, in the
study area, individual field owners obtain illegal title deeds from the Traditional Authorities
(Leduka, 2001). Most people who settle in informal housing in Lesotho are not necessarily poor
they are people who, more often than not, want to avoid expensive and small sites, which require
long processes.

Both 'pirata' and 'invasione' settlements are illegal, but one is more illegal than the other is. In
the pirata sites, families actually buy land; whilst on 'invasione' land, they occupy it. The latter
group not only ignores municipal planning requirements, but also faces the possibility offorced
removals as landowners try to reclaim their land (Baross, and Mesa, 1986). On the basis of this,
one can infer that, the informal settlement in Ha Matala study area is more legal than
'invasione'. However, the settlement can still encounter forced removals, because it is illegal.

Procto, et al. (1998) say that, an informal structure is a building that has not been built according
to formal building standards, and where the plans have not been approved by a local authority.
All structures in informal settlements, no matter how well built they are, are regarded as
informal structures. An informal settlement can be formalised through application of formal
procedures in it, such as in the case ofupgrading (procto at el. 1998:86) (Leduka, 2001).

The Urban Foundation (1991) claims that, informal housing only shows the determination of
people who do not enjoy access to formal housing. It says that, there is a great diversity ofviews
on the social and political role of informal housing, which is certainly important in the lives of
millions of people throughout the developing world. Since people are eager to have tangible
things, they find ways to access formal housing too tedious and highly costly. In contrast,
(McCann, 1995) claims that land invasions or informal settlement usually contribute to an
increase in the general degradation of the area. Informal settlement generally disrupts the order
ofdevelopment as unplanned development mushrooms in and among planned formal areas as in
the case ofHa Matala.
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2.4.3 Land Subdivision
Land subdivision is another mechanism ofalienating land. The subdivision is done on marginal
lands for the sale of un-serviced plots. The principal agents involved, range from individual
landowners to large real estate companies. It is not often that the sub-divider is willing to
urbanise their settlement and this implies that the development disregards the urban planning
standard as set by the planning authorities (Ward 1983). Individual landowners, who were
opposed to the notion of Ha Matala study area being urbanised, reacted by illegally allocating
their land.

The formal subdivisions are the responsibility of the government, in this case, the LHLDC.
Subdivisions that are done individually, or by a team ofuninformed people, like Ha Matala field
owners, in relation to spatial developments, are bound to produce haphazard and unsustainable
neighbourhoods, as they are not made in consultation with the required technique (Ward 1983).

The supply of land, for urban housing, depends directly on the transfer of farmland on the
periphery ofthe city, for urban use. A land developer is a social agent who transforms non-urban
land into potential urban land and realises a profit of selling it on the urban land market, the
LHLDC in this case. Such an operation implies that the land developer must have full control of
land ownership, either by purchasing the land or, less frequently, by reaching a notarised
agreement with the original landowner. While the LHLDC purchased the Ha Matala land, it did
not full control over it, because former owners still claimed rights to the land.

The landowner is supposed to co-ordinate, supervise or carry out operations such as land
surveys, land subdivision, and applications for new title deeds and transfers of ownership.
He/she also undertakes various tasks such as supply of water and electricity (Alain, 1983: 287).
This is exactly what the LHLDC, as the developer did for the study area.

The procedure for subdivision is as follows: the first stage is that ofdiscussion and classification
whereby the sub-divider initiates his proposal by sending to the council or planning authority
office, a sketch plan and statement or brief reports which convey the intention of his proposal.
After consideration, officers will invite the sub-divider to attend a discussion in which , the
proposal is considered from both sides' point ofview. This discussion will determine the class of
subdivision appropriate for the proposal. The requirements of future plans and reports may be
discussed and clarified (Guidelines for subdivision: 1977). In the case ofHa Matala, this was not
the procedure, the government came up with a plan and the LHLDC subdivided the land
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accordingly, but at the end ofthe day, the Llll.,DC had to own the plan.

2.4.4. Land Tenure and Reform

According to Procto et al. (1998) land tenure refers to the right that a person or a group of
persons have over a piece ofland. The purchase price ofland is normally the price that both an
\ owner and a buyer are prepared to sell and buy the land for. This will involve a process of
negotiation, where the seller starts by asking more than the buyer is prepared to pay (Ibid.).
There must be a range of tenure options including inter alia, right of occupation and mortgageable tenure. These options must be available to all participants in the scheme. However, in some
cases, tenure options may not be necessary because such options as rental and mortgage-able
tenure are not popular (The Urban Foundation, 1994). It seems that in the case of Ha Matala,
these negotiations between the government and field owners were not done agreeably,
consequently this led to development of informal settlement.

Ezigbalike and Selebalo (2001) state that, one of the most crucial reasons that African States
have intervened to change the land tenure system has been to discourage informal or
unauthorised land developments, which have become so common. They go on to point out that
some of the reforms, which occurred during colonial era, deprived the African communities of
their lands. Lesotho is one of the countries that was deprived of tracts ofland and forced into a
small mountainous area, which lacks natural resources that could be used for the country's
economic growth. It still battles to create a favourable environment for agricultural development
and economic activities. One way to preserve agricultural land is to prevent encroachments on it
and to bring balance within the development environment. If the Ha Matala plan cannot be
restored, then economic and social discrepancies are inevitable.

Selebalo (2001) points out that land tenure reform, is a programmed state intervention, designed
to change the "human-land-human relationships" in a society. He cites Adams as saying that the
basic meaning ofland reform is the redistribution of property or rights in land for the benefit of
those who are land-less, tenants and farm labourers. Ironically, land programs hardly ever work
for the betterment of the disadvantaged communities proclaims Selebalo (2001). In Lesotho, as
in many other countries, field owners who also happen to be illiterate and mostly subsistence
farmers who cannot even meet the contemporary labour demands, get to lose their only means of
survival to urban developments. As such they informally subdivide and sell and resell the land in
order to make as much money as they possibly can out of it.
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Ezigbalike and Se1ebalo (2001) state that, while in most East and Southern Afiican countries,
where land reform has been motivated by the need to redistribute land that was in the hands of
European settlers, Lesotho's land reform had political influence from the Developed World.
Initially, the focus was wrest land control from Traditional Leaders and to introduce new types
of tenure such as leasehold: and recently the focus is on creating sustainable developments that
can alleviate poverty for rural population.

People will always, intentionally or unintentionally, work against any policies that they do not
understand. This is to say that, for a policy to be implemented and workable, it needs to be fully
understood by those that it effects. It seems that the Ha Matala people lacked this understanding.

Selebalo (2001) says that, governments have a tendency ofexcluding other stakeholders in land
reform matters, and this is wrong. Land reform should be a consultative process, which involves
all levels of community, NGOs, donor community and local government. He continues to point
out that it should be integrated with the broad strategy for poverty alleviation through rural
development. Selebalo (2001) also points out that the role players need to imbue local ownership
into the process by taking advisory position rather than imposing their experiences. This will
ensure efficiency and sustainability within the development environment. People simply need to
understand what impacts their environment and be assured that it is beneficial to them. If they
lack the knowledge, they feel threatened and thus act out of panic. All states should adopt what
is good for them and at a pace that will not cause any destruction.

Change in land tenure conditions may have a number of adverse effects, which may be quite
unpredictable. It is argued that once a satisfactory measure of informal tenure security exists, the
willingness to obtain and to pay a price of official legal titles is considerably reduced (Angel,
1983). Leduka, (2001) adds to this by saying that, once the area has been recognised by the
authorities as a permanent settlement, further legal assurances are no longer necessary. While
Ha Matala has such recognition, the planning authorities still feel that all informal settlements
need to be legalised, and that leases should be binding on everyone on site. There is a tendency
of those who do not have leases to hide behind those who have subsequently acquired them.
This leads to a decline by leaseholders, to continue paying for the lease rates, and, thereby
reduce levy collections (Ibid. 2001).

Angel, (1983) points out that, improved tenure may lead to the displacement of the original
lower-income population in some cases. In the same manner, ifHa Matala, were to be improved
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by employing strategy 2, which suggests relocation of some people, lower-income class would
have to be displaced. However, since the provision of legal tenure results in attracting higherincome households, which tend to develop better houses, Ha Matala would likely attract highquality economic activities such as a shopping mall.
Sarin (1983) states that, land can be used for sharing wealth and savings and for protection
against inflation and enhanced security of tenure give rise to property value. The land market
can now more completely exclude the poor. The land conversion process in Bangkok and the
predominance ofthe private sector over the public sector makes a good example.

2.4.5

Compensation

Leduka (2001), states that, in Lesotho, while there are clear principles employed in the
assessment and payment of compensation, they are not legislated. Compensation usually takes
long time to be paid and subsequently appears unreasonable when finally received due to market
changes. Worst still, the Land Tribunal, to which appeals on matters of compensation are
referred, hardly provides any solutions. Selebalo (2001) cites McAuslan (1996) as saying that,
the whole process of land acquisition and compensation is thus, deemed very unfair, and,
"dispossessed land-owners keep on coming back and like Oliver Twist, ask for more" (Ibid.
2001:3). Delays in compensation induce poverty and this is prevalent in many African countries
(Selebalo, 2001). Acts that are driven by distress can fiustrate even the one committing them.
Such an observation is exactly like that experienced in Ha Matala.

2.5

LAND TRANSmON

Once policy makers have approved the plan, the responsibility for converting it into a concrete
project, as well as its execution rests with a plan implementation agency. In this paper, the
agency is the LHLDC, which supervised and coordinated accordingly, in the course of the
project implementation (United Nation Publication, 1987).

The process of preparing a development plan and securing approval is governed by a number of
statutory rules designed to ensure that local authorities are consulted, and that landowners and
interested persons have the opportunity of objecting and making representations. The final draft
of the proposal having been approved by the Local Planning Authority, District Councils or the
Central Planning Authority must be consulted. If there are any objections to any feature of the
proposal, the planning authority will have to consider whether to adhere to the proposal or
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amend it (Telling, 1970). It seems that, because of problems that flooded the Ha Matala
Development Scheme from the beginning, there was no time to present the plan to the
community for comments.

Implementation is about authorised developments. Development cannot and should not occur
anywhere and anyhow, because there are socio-economic and biophysical concerns that need
consideration. In addition, not just anyone can develop a plan. Development should only take
place as and when approved by authorities concerned to avoid any environmental or geophysical disasters. Implementation comes in three frameworks, the strategic, organisational and
legislative framework. A planning process and management strategy determine the success of
implementing a plan. If a planning process entails too many procedures that are tedious and hard
to follow, some developers may be tempted to seek other simpler and faster processes, which are
normally illegal. Thus, they interfere with the implementation process. This is also true with
management that ignores the needs ofthe urban majority (Leduka, 1993). It is imperative to seek
ways of simplifying implementation processes immediately in order to mitigate uncontrolled
developments in Lesotho.

Greed (1996) says that, "to planners, implementation might mean a process resulting in the
successful carrying out of planning policies, and of specific plans, thus achieving certain longterm policy objectives. These objectives are likely to relate to social provision of amenities,
good design, environmentally sensitive development and concern with wider issues related to
overall urban form and transportation policies; they are likely to be concerned exclusively with
development of a specific site." Therefore, planners might measure implementation by what they
failed to build and in what they have conserved, protected, altered or improved (Greed, 1996: 2).
This stage of implementation is often hard for planners achieve, because it is often distracted by
the community, who may settle on an area before or after its plan is implemented or during the
process. At times developers who refuse to go where the planner allocates them disturb it.

2.G

UPGRADING

Upgrading is a broad category ofbetterment options for improvement ofsquatter settlement. It is
necessary for restructuring of irregular settlements in urban areas. There are two processes of
upgrading, in situ upgrading and upgrading. In situ upgrading refers specifically to the
improvement ofthe existing stock ofsquatter dwelling (Masinga, 1994). This study is concerned
in upgrading parts of a formal settlement, which were settled informally.
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According to Procto et al. 1998, in-situ upgrading refers to the provision of secure tenure,
infrastructure and services to an existing informal settlement. This means that even while people
are living in an informal settlement, the land is surveyed so that each house has its own site and
electricity, roads and water pipes are provided. The Ha Matala study area requires this kind of
upgrading. All informal plots need leases so that everyone on site is liable to pay ground rent,
which in turn will increase revenue collection. There is also a need to re-settle some informal
housing that invades the infrastructure, to ensure that all plots are well serviced. It is argued that
in situ upgrading costs approximately one-third more than a Greenfield development of similar
size. The costs of upgrading infrastructure include an engineering study and constancy fees to
establish external services such as storm water, bulk earthworks, including roads, surveying,
pegging and road drains (Stewart 1991) and are costly. It is without a doubt that, upgrading Ha
Matala will cost even more than the average sine it has been both a Greenfield development and
is now in situ upgrading project in progress.

The financial parameters of upgrading must be such that the lowest income groups could afford
the services and shelter provided. The financial proposals put forward must make provision for
the sharing of the cost of upgrading, between the state and the private sector. The state can
provide the cost of the serviced land within the parameters of its subsidy policy and in
accordance with its acknowledged prime responsibility in this regard. The private sector
including the individual will be responsible for the financing and erection of the dwellings
(Urban Foundation, 1994). Stewart (1991) points out that the whole question of how an
upgrading scheme is financed is of vital importance in determining the success or failure of the
scheme.

According to Saleem, (1983), Upgrading activities are mainly concerned with: _

;.. Regularisation: the provision of security oftenure to the residents through legalisation of
occupancy; and,
;.. Improvement: the upgrading of the overall conditions in the settlement through the
provision of basic infrastructure.

Upgrading is done through community participation, re-location process and land tenure reform.
Since there are socio-economic and biophysical issues to tackle in upgrading schemes, the style
and intensity ofupgrading will differ from one place to the other.
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2.6.1

Public Participation

(United Nations Publications, 1987) point out that in a broad sense, community participation
involves all the members of a community in the planning; design and operation of a project
designed to benefit that community. Public participation, as a pre-requisite for upgrading, must
be promoted with the intention of collecting important information from all stakeholders.
Citizens must be kept fully abreast of the complete information on the problem before seeking
their opinion (Yanagi, unknown). To add to this, Stewart (1991) points out that, community
participation is essential for the success of any upgrading project. Individuals should be given a
chance to choose options that suit their needs. It is imperative also that, people are always made
responsible for the upgrading and must have a clear understanding of priorities and financial
limitations.

The Urban Foundation (1987) points out that, upgrading is dependent upon the community's
willingness to invest its resources in the entire process. Ofequal importance is the community's
determination to participate in the improvement of the urban environment for all the families
concerned. An assurance of the community's performance should therefore be a prerequisite for
upgrading. The desire for upgrading must be generated from within the community and there
must be a high degree of unanimity and cohesion about its desirability. Insecurity over legal
status is unlikely to stimulate a wide scale internal desire for upgrading.

To ensure effectiveness in upgrading an informal settlement, citizens can participate at each of
the following stages: forming a draft and drawing up a Land Use Paper; publishing the paper
and collecting public opinion by the third party organisation. An effective incorporation of
citizens' opinions obtained by applying these basic approaches must be ensured (Yanagi,
unknown).

The preparation and drawing up of draft land policy: at this stage the primary concern is
enforcing mutual communication between citizens and implementing bodies. It involves three
important factors: collection of information from citizens; recognition of their will on target
activity; and provision of required land use information to citizens. Persons who lead and
manage informal settlement must be identified and be integrated in the decision-making
programs (Ibid. 31-32).

None of these proposals for effective upgrading features in Lesotho, however, what seems to be
taking ground is the practice of bottom-up development. A number of workshops and practices
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towards this concept have been undertaken, but as for upgrading process, is still very much a
top-down procedure. Hence, not many upgrading schemes are successful.

2.6.2

Relocation

According to the Oxford Dictionary, (1996), relocation means to move to a new place especially
to live or to work. Relocation can be voluntary or required. There are push and pull factors, such
as socio-economic activities, that can influence the process of relocation. In the study area,
relocation is likely to be required by the government, thus making it forced relocation. The
Urban foundation, (1991) points out that, in order for relocation to occur, it must be entirely
voluntary or have incentives. This requires that any basis for asking people to move must be
determined by the community or negotiated with the community. Only technical considerations
should be applied. A relocation exercise must offer a choice ofalternative sites otherwise if only
one site is offered it may automatically be imbued with a political content.

For voluntary relocation to be successful, it is necessary that people do not stand to lose in terms
of their sense of community any more than in terms of costs. The purpose of relocation is to
increase the common good; therefore, it is preferable that people relocating should not be cut off
from this improved dispensation. Negotiations, which should be finalised before an upgrade
programme can physically begin, are essential (lliid.1991).

2.6.3

Psychological Costs of Relocation

Displacing people from what they call home, can be very difficult and complicated because
people tend to develop strong and positive attachments to their residential areas. This is what
people had to say in relation to their relocation in the study that was carried out in the West End
ofBoston (Fried, 1983).

People indicated that they felt as if they had lost everything, like their hearts were taken out of
them, felt like taking the gas pipe, as if they had lost all friends that they new. They always felt
like going home to West End and even felt like crying every time they passed by, felt cheated,
some did not even want to think of it" (Ibid.360).

However, some welcomed the change and did not feel any change of loss, while others were
indifferent. When asked what they felt when they heard or saw that their previous buildings had
been demolished, the same different feelings were uncovered (Ibid.). The reactions ofthose who
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may have to relocate, in the study area, are likely to resemble those of the people in West End.
Chapter five will elaborate how different stakeholders perceive challenges, which may result
from upgrading through relocation, in the study area.

It has been realised that relocation is a crisis with potential danger to mental health for many

people. The effect of relocation and significance of the loss of a residential environment have to
be recognised and understood. A deep appreciation of the psychological implication of both
physical and social aspects of residential experience is essential to this process (Fried, 1983).

"Any severe loss may represent a disruption in one's relationship to the past, to the present, and
to the future. Losses generally bring about fragmentation of routines, of relationships and of
expectations and frequently imply an alteration in the world of physically available objects and
spatially oriented action" (lbid.361).

2.6.4

The Sense of Spatial Identity

Fried (1983) points out that, there are fundamental issues that build a place and make its
inhabitants feel more at home and develop a special attachment. Access to local facilities,
interpersonal relationships and social organisations define an area. The spatial patterns have
independent significance and represent an additional basis for a feeling of commitment to that
larger, local region which is home. While there may be problems at Ha Matala study area, those
who already live there, be they formal or informal, must by now be having particular affection to
the area. This implies that it might not be easy to upgrade this area if it means relocating or
removing people from the project site.

He goes on to argue that, the significance ofcultural orientations and social organisation cannot
be underestimated in defining the character and importance of spatial dimensions. However, the
crisis of loss of residential area bring to the fore the importance of the local spatial region and
alerts to the greater generality of spatial conceptions as determinant of behaviour. "A sense of
spatial identity is fundamental to human functioning". The feeling of being at home and
belonging are, in the working class, integrally tied to a specific place. There is marked
relationship between class status and depth grief the higher the status, the small proportion of
severe grief(Fried, 1983:365).

Relocation undermines the established interpersonal relationships and group ties of the people
involved and, in effect, destroys the sense of group identity of great many individuals.
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"Dislocation from the residential represents a particularly marked disruption in the sense of
continuity for the majority of this group". Even so, "most manage to achieve some adaptation to
their experiences ofloss and grief, and learn to deal with new situations and new experiences on
their own terms. It is just like grieving for a lost person" (Ibid.369).

While grieving for a lost home may evidently be a widespread and serious social phenomenon,
which is likely to increase social and psychological "pathology" in a limited number of
instances, it is also likely to create new opportunities for some, and to increase the rate of social
mobility for others. For others relocation is unlikely to have either effect, but does lead to
intense personal suffering despite moderately successful adaptation to the total situation of
relocation. It is under these circumstances that the effects of relocation on working class
residents need to be examined on the basis of knowledge and understanding, that we learn to
deal more effectively with the problems engendered" (Ibid. 1983: 376)

Problems of social planning that are associated with the changes induced by physical planning
for relocation must be considered. Urban planning cannot be limited to bricks and mortar.
Considerations of a non-housing nature are critical. It is very crucial to consider local areas as
spatial and social arrangements, which are central to the lives of working class people" (Ibid
377-378).

The use of high skill resources, including opportunities for the education of professional and
even lay personnel in largely unfamiliar problems and methods, can minimise some ofthe more
destructive and widespread effects of relocation; and, for some families can offer constructive
experiences in dealing with new adaptation possibilities. Planned urban changes need to be
accomplished without serious hazard to human welfare. This should be done through
maximisation ofthe opportunities for meaningful adaptation (Ibid: 379).

Any significant change in government policies regarding the distribution and use of urban land
is likely to attract considerable attention and cannot, therefore, take place unless the major
centers ofpower support it. The powers, this is, the chiefs and politicians, have to recognized, in
order to obtain effective upgrading policies for the study area (Ibid. 1983).
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2.7

CDNCWSIDN

Informal settlements and illegal land allocation disregard the formal and legal ways of
development and often produce unsustainable environments, depriving people of otherwise,
balanced developments. While there are many factors that are attributable to unofficial land
acquisition and development, the conclusion focuses on the forthcoming concept because they
relate more to the study.
1.

Land: the ways that people perceive land is exactly the way they will access it, if for
instance, they see it as a commodity then they will buy it formally or informally. If they
see it as a free gift of nature, then they will simply occupy it. The issue of the legality or
illegality of accessing land is determined by legislated land policies in a community.

2.

Management of land: land can be mismanaged if there is lack of integration

III

development. Land management that locks, the vast majorities, out of its system
inevitably encourages informal settlements.
3.

Compensation: inadequate and/or delayed compensation can encourage landowners to
seek other ways, which are informal and illegal, ofland disposal. These means are found
to be faster and more satisfactory by them.

4.

Land Tenure and Reform: if this is not done properly, it can have adverse impact on the
general development environment. IILand reform should avoid any sweeping changes or
a total transportation ll lest they scare the very people for which such changes are meant
(Selebalo 2000: 1).

Informal settlements cannot be ignored they need to be dealt with radically, and proper and
adequate public participation can ensure this. Effective planning and upgrading programs can be
reached only if communities to be affected, policy makers and developers are at the same
wavelength of understanding. So public participation should be a prerequisite in upgrading Ha
Matala study area.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY
3.1

INTRODUCTION

This section explains how the research was conducted and how the information was solicited.
The study draws on both secondary and primary data as well as qualitative method. It evaluates
development challenges in upgrading Ha Matala study area. The study analyses data by way of
categorising in-depth data.

3.2

DATA COLLECTION

3.2.1

Qualitative Method

There are different ways of collecting data through qualitative methods. Here data was collected
through in-depth interviews and participation, with the idea of assessing the quality of the
information. By participation, the researcher means that she was present in a couple of meetings
between the LHLDC and its clients. Also there was a familiarity with the area since the
researcher had visited the site and surrounds a number of times.

A qualitative method was employed for interviews, to solicit people's individual perceptions,
beliefs, attitudes, feelings and views towards the predetermined strategies in upgrading Ha
Matala study area. The method allows intense response when gathering information.

3.2.2

Secondary Sources

Secondary sources are based on library research, the Internet Downloads, newspapers, maps and
planning documents on Lesotho. These in turn have assisted the study to formulate a set of
alternatives presented below under the sub-subheading, "the strategies", which are meant to
assist the study, to employ the most workable strategy, to address the prevailing problem in Ha
Matala.

3.2.3

Primary Sources

Using an incremental approach the researcher selected the primary sources namely that one
respondent was identified, and the previous respondent chosen the rest by way ofreference from
the preceding interviewee. Except for one respondent, all ofthose interviewed were involved, in
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one-way or the other, in the Ha Matala development scheme. They played an important role in
the research as they had first hand information, which helped the researcher to be open-minded
about possible upgrading strategies for the area.

3.3

INTERVIEW SELECTION

The primary sources were LSPP, which is responsible for land management and development
control in the whole ofLesotho. Here, the Physical Planner M. Makuta, the Principal Surveyor
T. Mpeete and the Chief Lands Officer S. Kaka were interviewed. The former Commissioner of

Lands who was also the founder and former director ofurban development services (UDS), now
the Principal Secretary (p.S.) of Local Government, M. Theko was also interviewed. They were
asked to select the best possible alternative for solving problems that exist in the study area.
Their responses will be viewed and analysed in the forthcoming chapters.

At the LHLDC, Mr. Ntsoele, who is a Senior Technical Officer In the department, and actually
works and interacts with the field owners, was interviewed. Also interviewed was M. Tlali, who
is the Planning Development and Construction Manager. Both Mr. Ntsoele and Mr. Tlali were to
provide the study with the historical background of the area. In the same manner, Mrs. Mpho
Molapo, the Managing Director was interviewed. The last interview was reserved for Mrs. T.
Matlatsa, the former Project Manager who dealt with the Ha Matala Scheme from its initial
stages to its implementation. T. Matlatsa was to clarify information that seemed confusing (see
Specimen xiv Appendix C).

Maseru City Council (MCC) - Here the Senior Physical Planner, Mr. Mahlaha, who was, at the
time of the development scheme, working for THE LHLDC as a Physical Planner, was
consulted.

One member of the committee that represents field owners, Mr. M. Seboka, secretary of the
committee, was interviewed. Dr. Moeti, a resident in this area, who acquired his plot illegally,
was also interviewed.

Service providers such as the Lesotho Electricity Corporation, (LEC); the Water and Sewerage
Authority, (WASA), and the Lesotho Construction Unit, (LCD) were included in the interview
stage. Engineers that were responsible for the installation of inftastructure in the area were
interviewed. Those spoken to were Mr. Lebenya, Mr. Bota and Mr. Ntoi respectively.
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3.3.1

Discussions

The collection ofdata began with informal discussions with the Chief Surveyor, Mr. Selebalo of
LSPP. He in turn referred the researcher to the relevant body, the LHLDC, for more information
concerning the problem in the study area. At the LHDC she met and had effective discussions
with Mr. M. Ntsoele who has since been dealing with this project and Mr. Tlali, who is Mr. M.
Ntsoele's senior at work. Another discussion was held with Mr. Malataliana of the LSPP, who
was responsible for the surveying and pegging of sites and opening of roads.

At the LHLDC the researcher was shown the study area's maps to see its location, its boundary,
its original plan and recent maps to have an idea of what to expect on the ground. Mr. Ntsoele
referred the researcher to one of the service providers, Mr. Bota at WASA, who reported on the
adverse impact that the informal settlement has on the infrastructure provided in the area.

The researcher also consulted with the Principal Secretary (p.S.), M. Theko of Local
Government (LG), and Mrs. S. Kaka ofLSPP who helped her with reading material concerning
issues arising from land tenure in Lesotho. Other reading material was obtained from LSPP,
Institute of Southern Africa Studies (ISAS), which is located at the University of Lesotho,
government printing, British and National Libraries in Maseru, the Main and Architecture
libraries located at the University ofNatal -Durban. Newspapers, unpublished reports, resources
found on the Internet Downloads and maps were also made use of in the research.

3.3.2 Interviews
An interview survey was chosen as a technique for the research, and the interviews were
conducted on a person-to-person basis. This way, the researcher could easily tell if the
respondent was interested in the interview or not and could check the value of his/her
information. For instance, it was easy for the researcher to notice that a certain interviewee was
reluctant to participate, and an alternative interviewee was sought. It was apparent that, not only
was the interview going to take too long, but also that the information was valueless. Before the
interviews were conducted, appointments were made both telephonically and in person. It took
time to get hold ofall the target population.
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3.3.3

Questionnaires

Here structured questionnaires, with open-ended questions, were used. These were informed by
literature review, international news on land invasions, information through discussions, maps
and observation about the prevailing situation in Ha Matala study area. Questions were altered
here and there, depending on the role player to be interviewed. The interviewer was at an
advantage of making her own observations concerning the subject, for instance, general
reactions to certain questions. This gave the interviewer a sense of the interviewees' feelings,
hence, allowed for a more qualitative approach, through getting various views from different
people. The most important part of the interviews was the one concerning the proposed
strategies in upgrading the informal settlement within a formal area.

3.4

SITE VISITS AND MAPS

After the informal discussions and studying of the maps, which provided the researcher with the
historical background and the overall picture of the study area - the researcher visited the study
area a number of times to familiarise herself with the place. Mr. Ntsoele (THE LHLDC)
accompanied and guided her throughout the study area; thereafter the researcher paid the area a
visit on her own. The researcher always carried the areas' map as a guiding tool and a device to
record current information on the ground. Pictures of some problem areas within Ha Matala .
were taken. The researcher was then able to design questionnaires for interviews. Site visits gave'"
the researcher confidence to do the research, because she knew what she was talking about.

3.5

THE STRATEGIES

In response to the findings, a number of strategies were developed as follows: -

1. Remove or relocate informal settlers in order to restore the original scheme
2. Relocate the informal settlement on public space, and upgrade affected areas on
residential plots.
3. Abandon the affected areas and find new sites to allocate public facilities.
4. Temporarily relocate the informal settlement and restore the plan
5. Redesign the area and accommodate the informal settlement
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The strategies were presented to key role players, to discover their responses in regard to socioeconomic, political and technical implications ofeach scenario. In addition, each role player was
asked certain questions relating to the study in general, which were based on their individual
portfolios within the development scheme. Except for the field owner, the same style of
questioning was maintained throughout. The researcher had to alter ways of questioning the
field owner to ensure that he fully understood the questions. Generally, administering the
questionnaires was done with ease.

3.6

PLANNING DOCUMENTS

Documents on planning in Lesotho have provided information on the history and current
situation ofland related issues in Lesotho. This has reflected on such things as, the practicability
of development control, land

managemen~,

implementation of land policies and so on and so

forth. This in turn provides the study with the basis of establishing a way forward. However,
there was no document about the study area, there were only files, which showed events,
procedures, agreements and disputes over land in the area. Most ofthe information was solicited
from the participants.

3.7

CDNCWSIDN

The data collected is based on the use of both primary and secondary sources, which were
gathered through qualitative method, through the use of interviews. Structured questionnaires
were to administer the interviews. Before the questionnaires could be designed, the researcher
went around to verify the existence of the problem and its extent.

After the design of the questionnaires there were some difficulties in finding the target
population because of its unavailability. The interviews were conducted with relatively no
serious problems. Any problem that threatened to rise above the study was eliminated
immediately by looking for alternative interviewees, which helped the researcher to progress and
get to the bottom ofthe matter.

While there was a serious problem in obtaining relevant and clear maps, the researcher kept on
improvising with whatever map information she could get her hands on. Eventually, she had to
learn to put together and produce map information from the network (see Map 3). The
interviews proved to be very helpful as they gave the researcher an advantage of weighing and
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analysing the individuals' responses. It was also easy for the researcher to intervene immediately
whenever an interviewee seemed to misunderstand the question. While it is true that
familiarising oneself with the area was taxing, it is equally true that interviewing people about
something that one knows pays handsomely. The forthcoming chapter looks at planning in
Lesotho.
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CHAPTER 4
BACKGROUND TO PLANNING IN LESOTHO

4.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents primary and secondary information on planning in Lesotho. Broadly, it
discusses the legal and institutional frameworks, land administration and acquisition, and the
implications for informal settlements.

The urban areas ofLesotho, particularly Maseru, have always been faced with acute shortages in
land supply. This condition is attributable to various factors such as, rapid population growth
due to the rate ofurban change; lack of political will to support development control and lack of
law enforcement in as far as planning is concerned.

Governme~ts

have been passing legislation

in attempts to improve land allocation and land administration since independence (Land Policy
Review, 2000).

However, at the dawn of the 20th century, it was apparent that the demand for land was
escalating at alarming rates and, the restriction offields for family's subsistence under the law of
Lerotholi or traditional land tenure system (to be detailed later), highlight the land shortage
problem. It was evident that there was a need for guidance in land allocation and administration,
but the prominent features of traditional land tenure systems, remained unchanged. In effect,
they are still predominant despite several land tenure changes. In particular, land allocation and
administration remained the responsibility of Chiefs outside urban areas. Land had officially
remained a free good, notwithstanding demographic pressures (Ibid.).

4.2

LEGAL FRAMEWORK

There is the Town and Country Planning Act of 1984, which established a Town Planning Board
(TPB), consisting of members appointed by the minister, and a Planning Authority, with powers
vested in the commissioner of LSPP. The Act uses a concept of development borrowed from
British planning legislation, and established a requirement to apply for planning permission for
development. The Building Act, which supplements the Act, is a well-researched set ofplanning
standards and development control guidelines, detailing plot set backs. (Romaya & Brown 1999)
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Under the Act, the LSPP is the Planning Authority in designated urban areas, and advises on
land allocation elsewhere in the country. In Maseru, the LSPP has delegated responsibility for
land allocation and development control to MCC. Elsewhere, land is allocated by the urban land
allocation committee, in which the Town Clerk plays a prime role.

However, the legislation and planning standards were not altered to adapt to the situation of
Lesotho. Well researched as they may be, they are not quite workable to the situation of
Lesotho. Therefore, there are two administrative systems operating side by side in Lesotho.
These are in the form of central government and traditional chieftainship. For administrative
purposes, there are two distinct categories of spatial subdivision, and these are: -

~

Traditional political subdivisions such as wards, chiefs areas etc,

~

Government subdivisions such as individual ministries for their administrative
convenience, like public works, health services, education circuits and so on However,
the boundaries of these subdivisions do not properly co-ordinate and do not coincide,
resulting in serious administrative problems (OOL, 1990:30).

4.3

INSTITUTIONAl. FRAMEWORK

The objectives and inter-relationships, of the institutional framework, are very important in this
study, as they are translated physically. The framework is as thus: - the LSPP is the chief
Planning Authority, the Maseru City Council (MCC), the LHLDC and Urban Development
Services (UDS) are at par, with MCC confined to Maseru urban, and the rest, collectively, deal
with other urban areas across the country.

4.3.1

The LSPP

This department was established in 1974, and its main responsibility is the administration of
land in Lesotho. It prepares and issues leases and titles, mortgage transfers, licenses and keeps
records of land transactions. It also safeguards and maintains national mapping, carries out
cadastral surveys and does the preparation ofoverall physical development plans. In addition, it
provides advice on development proposals and the creation of layouts of sites for new grants
(Land Policy Review Commission, 2000).
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The department has failed to fulfill functions due to financ~allimitations, a shortage of trained
staff and poor salaries, which do not attract quality personnel. It is also centralized, thus leading
to inevitable delays especially in the issuing of leases. The department's weakness has been
amply demonstrated by its failure to move ahead of illegal land allocation or to control it. There
is credible evidence that this department is itself guilty of making provision for erection of
residential settlements on prime agricultural lands without consultation with other ministries
(Ibid. 2000).

4.3.2

The LHLDC

It is a profit making institution responsible also for provision of serviced sites and upgrading of

unplanned settlements. The LHLDC, like the LSPP, the MCC, and the UDS is answerable to the
Ministry ofLocal Government. Unlike the LSPP, the LHLDC and its counterparts the MCC and
the UDS, cannot carry out any work without consulting with LSPP, which is the chief Planning
Authority. This goes to show that physical planning in Lesotho is still very much centralized,
and the prevailing problems, of illegal land allocation, are a result of institutional constraint.

According to the project manager, the LHLDC is a parastatal body that does not have any
extensive rights over development. In Maseru, it consults with the MCC and in other districts
outside Maseru; it consults with the Town Clerk. All of its development proposals have to go
through the LSPP for scrutiny and approval.

He went on to point out that, whenever the LHLDC faces informal settlement problems, in its
development area, it first, approaches the field owner and if it fails to convince him, it consults
with the other planning bodies, which are usually oflittle help. As a consequence, the LHLDC
has to get legal advice, which is, admittedly, an expensive, uncertain and time-consuming
option. As it is, the LHLDC has spent a great deal of money on court cases concerning informal
settlement in Ha Matala area. If anything, the courts have aided to intensify problems by taking
too long to deal with the matter.

Land for development, is acquired through the LSPP, which sells it on profit. The LHLDC then
develops the land and recovers costs through sales. Generally, it offers services such as water
and gravel roads. Land is delivered as either a finished or unfinished good. The former relates to
the delivery of housing for rental and/or trade; it is done through a one-stage system. The latter
is the delivery of plots, through site and service schemes, by a two-stage system.
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Once the site is paid for, a lease is prepared through LSPP. The LHLDC gives up the right to the
land in question when the plan is fully implemented. It leaves the scheme in the hands ofMCC
or the Town Clerk (outside Maseru), for management and maintenance of services. In order for
MCC and the Town Clerk to be efficient, they have to own the project, and for them to own it,
they need to adequately be involved in it. Otherwise, the roads develop potholes and shacks
mushroom and choke the development area right in front of their eyes.

The LHLDC has an obligation to provide all the basic services. Its mission statement reads as
thus, "to assist in meeting the shelter needs of the people in Lesotho by providing a variety of
housing sites, home ownership and rental accommodation options, to cater for a wide spectrum
of income levels in the most cost effective manner available."

The objectives of THE LHLDC are as follows: ~

To achieve an annual profit based on the capital employed and ensuring that a positive
cash flow is maintained to enable the Corporation to continue to operate in a financially
secure and self-sustaining manner;

~

To increase the supply of serviced sites available to help meet the various needs of the
people ofLesotho;

~

To assist in increasing the supply of shelter and help meet the housing requirements of
Lesotho;

~

To provide quality products in a cost-effective manner in terms ofa responsible, reliable
and safe response to the shelter needs of all income groups;

~

To maintain a research and development programme, which ensures that the best
methods and practices, using current methodology, are employed, this is to ensure a
quality product;

~

To incorporate into the LHLDC projects, the attributes necessary to form a residential
environment that caters for the physical and social well being ofthe community it serves;

~

To encourage as far as possible, the maximum input oflocal materials and labour;

~ To develop and maintain an organisational capability to enable the LHLDC to achieve all

of its corporate objectives together with any additional responsibilities agreed to by its
Board ofDirectors;
~ To maintain personnel pay and position management process supported by ongoing

training and development programmes. In other words to train, develop, motivate and
reward the organisation's staff; and,
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~ To conduct its business in an open manner that ensures that all personnel are informed

and encouraged to participate in its operations and management.

4.4

LAND ADMINISTRATION

Land management in Lesotho is fragmented into about nine different Ministries, each of which
is independent of the other and, as such, not accountable to the other. For instance, land use
planning is located in the Ministry of Agriculture, Co-operatives and Land Reclamation,
Physical Planning and Lands Survey in the Ministry of Local Government and Chieftainship
while the Deeds Registry is located in the Ministry of justice and Human Rights. The other
Ministries involved in land related matters are the Ministry of, Trade, Industry and Marketing~
Public Works and

Transport~

Natural Resources, Tourism, Sports and Culture, Environment,

Gender and Youth Affairs, Education and Finance (Land Policy Review Commission, 2000).

Land administration systems such as: law enforcement, information flow between Chiefs and
Planning Authorities, land tenure records and publicity of development plans, as presently
institutionalised, are very poor and cannot cope with the challenges of modern socio-economic
development and the demand for high productivity of natural resources. The law enforcement
machinery is generally non-existent with chaotic results. Coupled with this, are insufficient
human, technical and financial resources necessary for building and sustaining an effective land
administration. While leases provide a good security of tenure, there has never been a proper
education process to make people aware of it, especially those living in rural areas. In cases
where there is close co-operation between Chiefs and Development Councils, there are sound
productivity results such as soil erosion measures, donga reclamation and removal of noxious
weeds on farmlands (Ibid.2000) (Romaya and Brown, 1999).

It is now over 20 years since the Land Act 1979 was enacted, but a great majority of the

population still has no knowledge about this Act. This is despite the fact that the literacy rate in
Lesotho is around 72%. Most people still practice and know the laws ofLerotholi, which may
no longer be applicable in most cases (Ibid.2000) (Leduka, 1993).

One major problem, in Lesotho is the allocation of the same parcel of land to different
individuals. The issue ofdouble allocation ofland is the most frequent land dispute in the courts.
Most of the cases indicate that these double allocations are not a result of a genuine mistake.
They are a result of corruption on the part of the Chiefs as the allocating authority ofthe land in
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their areas of jurisdiction to the extent of issuing falselback-dated allocation documents (Form
Cs). In some cases, the double allocation of land is caused by former field owners and nongazetted Chiefs. These disputes of land also affect individuals who are sometimes allocated
land, which is being fought over (Land Policy Review, 2000) (Leduka, 1993).

Presently, there is rapid and uncontrolled urbanisation, which affects all the major centres (i.e.
urban and peri-urban centres). The peri-urban settlements are usually not planned, but
established in a haphazard manner, and this puts a severe burden on infra-structural services like
water, sewerage, electricity and telephones. The difficulty is also placed on the provision of
social services like health centers (clinics), schools, graveyards and sport grounds.

4.4.1

Responses to Demand

In its endeavour to respond to the growing demands of land for housing, the government has,

since independence, aimed to provide planned areas. Most of these areas are site and service
plots in schemes supported by international aid, CIDA and the World Bank, with technical
assistance that was provided by the LHLDC and later, by UDS as well (Devas, 1989).

Ofthe two agencies, UDS, which initially, fell under the private sector, but now under the public
sector, was failing, partly due to informal settlement problems, which it could not control
effectively, and, partly due to mismanagement offunds (Devas, 1989).

Practically, the lease of serviced plots cannot match a housing demand, and site and services
schemes provide mainly for middle - income class people because of the need to recover costs.
Hence, the poorer societies are hardly ever catered for they have to fend for themselves. This has
consequently given rise to informal settlements. lllegal allocations persist and it is estimated that
the Chiefs issue about half of all the plots as backdated titles. Attention therefore turned to
upgrading, and in the mid 1980's, a major upgrading scheme was undertaken in areas ofMaseru
South. This is where Ha Matala is located, and where the density was more than five plots per
hectare, and the average plot size was 1 260 square meters (Devas, 1989).

There is extremely high proportion ofhouseholds renting property in the Maseru urban area. The
1986 census showed that almost half (48%) of the households were renting and one of the
LHLDC's policies is to provide renting units. However, the planning administration is faced with
the difficulties of keeping pace with the city's uncontrolled growth. Land identified for
residential development tends to be settled before it can be properly laid out (Ibid.).
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4.5

LAND ACDUlSmON

The Land Act of 1979 (see Appendix B) has introduced special provisions by which the Minister
can, in the public interest, declare certain areas as SDAs or Selected Agricultural Areas (SAA).
The intention of the legislation was to facilitate development in the form of providing urban
services, particularly in under-serviced, peri-urban areas or for the improvement of agricultural
production. The Land Act 1979 provides security of tenure through the issuing of a lease, that
can in turn be used to secure loans from the banks, valuation ofproperty and payments for urban
services by beneficiaries (The Land Act 1979:54)

However, Franklin (1995) has criticised the creation ofSDAs along the following points: ~ Not making requirements for consultations with local authorities and local communities

before an area is declared an SDA.
~

The time taken to collect technical data and make the valuation assessment, which is far
too long.

~

The delays that are due to shortage of staff and the fact that information gathering is
dependent upon an adjudication survey and tracing owners, many ofwho are either out at
work or absentee landlords.

~

Lack of speedy information gathering for SDA, which promotes and gives opportunity
for illegal allocation ofland.

4.5.1

Land Subdivision and Illegal aUocation

There is a serious inability of the government where illegal land allocation is concerned, as it
cannot take appropriate action against it. Currently, there is no national land policy in Lesotho
and no formal land market, because very few people have registered their land titles and leases.
It is a well-known fact that informal land markets are operating all over the country. In most

peri-urban areas, people illegally sell their agricultural land (fields) to other people for
residential development (Land Policy Review Commission, 2000).

Reporting on his study on illegal land subdivisions, Leduka (2001) says that, a majority of
respondents showed that in peri-urban areas, individual field owners are encouraged by their
Chiefs to subdivide and sell their agricultural land holdings, or face state appropriation without
compensation. The government then, started paying compensation in 1985, in order to
discourage illegal land subdivision. However, the attempt was not successful because field47

owners found the indemnity too low for the loss. Therefore, private land sub-divisions could not
be stopped, and to make matters worse, chiefs issued certificates ofallocation to plot buyers, the
form Cs, backdated to periods prior to June 1980. This service is, however, not rendered free, as
traditionally should have been the case.
In the initial stage ofthe subdivision, the field-owners would approach the Chiefin question and

request him/her to allocate land to hislher children and relatives, who in the true sense would be
prospective clients disguised as dependants. The rest of the field, sometimes a generous area,
would then go to the Chief, as a reward for approving and endorsing the sub-divisions.
However, this arrangement was short-lived, people soon acknowledged plainly that they were
selling land, which both the Chief and the field owner each took fifty per cent of the proceeds.
This practice changed, and the Chief would be allocated a plot from every field, under hislher
jurisdiction, that was subdivided, and the balance remained with the field owner. Nowadays the
Chief does not get any share of subdivided land instead, his dues come exclusively from the sale
of Form C documents, which are arranged separately from actual land sales. However, the field
owner gets full payment for the plot only when he/she is through with assisting the buyer to
purchase a certificate from a local chief or a chief's official stamp. This means that plot buyers
pay two separate

fees~

one for a plot of land from a field owner and the other for a certificate

from the chief (Leduka, 2001).

Legal and formal land subdivisions in urban areas are carried out in the following manner:
before land can be subdivided, the development area has to fall under SDA boundary. The SDA
is supposedly determined through the participation of all stakeholders, drawn and gazetted.
However, in actual fact, the government determines the boundary and informs the public. After
the SDA has been gazetted, land reverts to the government, which then evaluates it and
compensates the former owner (usually field owners) accordingly. A layout plan is then
prepared and presented to the community for comments and suggestions. It is then forwarded to
the Chief Physical Planner (CPP), LSPP, who in turn forwards it to the Commissioner of Lands
(LSPP) and the Minister of Local Government, to sign for it, after he has approved it. This is
before survey instructions can be issued by the CPP, and if all three are conversant with layout
plans. Otherwise the CPP approves and signs for a plan on behalf of the other two parties. After
the issuance ofsurvey instructions, the land in question is then surveyed, subdivided and pegged
for development.
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Plots are then advertised and members of the public lodge applications with the urban land
committee (ULCs), which determines the allocations. Leases entitled a person to exclusive
possession and may, subject to the consent of the Minister, undertake normal commercial
transactions.
4.5.2

Land Tenure System and Allocation

Lesotho's land tenure system has always been flexible, molding itself continuously to changing
circumstances and needs as felt by the people. Lesotho's law draws a distinction between urban
and rural land and, changes in tenurial concepts, have been most pronounced with respect to
urban land. Occupancy rights have in the past also been granted to foreigners, mainly to
missions for the churches, schools, and clinics and traders for their shops and stores. Leduka
(2001) states that, in rural areas, the Chiefs allocate to heads offamilies, arable land according to
the families' subsistence needs. He cites William (1972) as saying that, land tenure system of
any country fill the entire economic and social fabric of a society. The unusual feature of
Basotho land tenure law is that land is subject to the rights ofdifferent farmers, who by become
stumble blocks ofland development, as in the case ofHa Matala study area.

The land Act 1979, attempted to rectify a number of obvious faults in land allocation, but the
law neglected the primary problem of land use activities and provided only partial systematic
relief of allocation and deprivation complaints (Land Review Policy, 2000). This left loopholes
in the Act; as a result, illegal land allocation is the order of the day.

Lease applications take a too long to process. For instance, between 1990/1 and 1998/99 the
LSPP managed to process about 50 percent ofthe total lease applications. The end result is that
many people do not register their land holdings (Ibid.). Delays in formal land acquisition have
been identified as one of the attributes of illegal land allocation and subsequently informal
settlements (Leduka, 2001).

At this juncture, the paper outlines traditional and statutory issues that arise from the two land
tenure systems, respectively.

4.5.2.1 Traditional/Customary Land Tenure System and Land Act 1973

The traditional land tenure system maintains the view that all land in Lesotho belongs to the
Basotho Nation and is held in trust by the king as head of state. The King's powers of allocation
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and administration are delegated to the village Chiefs. In this way, land tenure was oriented
towards stewardship, and no one had a right to sell or buy it. Therefore, the concept of
individual ownership of land or freehold title as is known in the Western WorId, is still new or
relatively unknown in this country (Land Policy Review Commission, 2000~ Mabugunje, 1992~
Romaya & Brown 1999~ Franklin, 1995~ Selebalo, 2001).

Lesotho, like most post British colonial countries, has a dual legal system, compnsmg
customary laws on the one hand, and Roman Dutch law on the other hand. The legislation
provides that on the death of an allottee of land, for growing of vegetables or tobacco or for the
purpose of planting fruit or other trees or for residential purposes, the heir (namely the first born
son) inherits it. In the absence of an heir, the dependants of such a deceased allottee shall be
entitled to the use of such land, so long as he or they continue to stay there (Land Policy Review
Commission, 2000).

In principle every Mosotho (which strictly speaking meant every married male) was entitled to
allocation of arable land sufficient to provide for his subsistence and that of his family. The size
of the land was ideally three fields, but the sizes were not standard. Land allocation for
agricultural purposes could not be enclosed, since such land reverted to communal use for
grazing after every harvest. Land for residential purposes was also subject to allocation and,
unlike arable land~ sites could be enclosed and fenced (Land Policy Review Commission, 2000).

An increase in land demand came to prove that, the practice of customary land tenure system

described above, relating to the question of inheritance, had negative repercussion on land. The
system enabled heirs to accumulate large tracts of land, while the majority of Basotho nation
were without land. Moreover, these heirs hardly make any productive use of the land they hold,
because they, lack the knowledge of farming methods or lack interest, and so forth. Thus, for
example, it is common to see dongas developing in their arable lands (see Plate 1, next page).
Some of them resort to selling the lands illegally, as in the case of Ha Matala, converting them
into residential settlements (Romaya & Brown 1999~ Land Policy Review Commission, 2000).

Plate 1 shows donga developments in the study area that have resulted from negligence of land. This aggravates the
problem of shortage in developable land.
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There was obviously a need to improve land administration, to control without ceasing, land
allocation and to provide security of tenure. Hence, in 1973, the government enacted two land
laws, the Land Act 1973 and the Administration ofLands 1973, which introduced the system of
leasehold. It also repealed the land procedure Act 1967, which prescribed the traditional land
allocation system and introduced the idea ofwritten titles to land (Ibid.2000).

The Administration of Land Act 1973 was never implemented due to strong opposition from
Chiefs, since the Act gave Central Government exclusive powers of land administration within
designated areas. The problem with customary land tenure has been principally poor land
administration (Ibid.2000).

Failure to implement the Act meant that the problem mentioned above continued unabated. This
eventually led to the enactment of the Land Act 1979, which came into operation in June 1980
and thereby repealed the two 1973 Acts (Ibid. 2000).

4.5.2.2 Statutory !Leasehold Tenure - The Land Act 1979

The principle that all land belongs to the Basotho nation and held in trust by the King, as head of
the state, was maintained. However, the terms and conditions of such tenure have been
significantly altered and new tenure options have been introduced in respect to land uses. The
king's powers of land allocation and revocation were delegated to the Minister of the Local
Government on his behalf and to Land Committees in rural areas and Urban Land Committees
in urban areas. Chiefs were now regarded as ex-officio chairman of these committees (ooL,
1990).

Briefly, the Land Act 1979 was enacted with a view to achieving the following: _
~ To provide a uniform law relating to land in the country;

~ To provide security through leasehold rights, which could be transferred, sub-let or

mortgaged;
~ To control the allocation of land by chiefs and vest upgrading of existing development

areas and the planning and development of new residential, commercial and industrial
areas through the declaration of certain areas as "Selected Development Areas (SDA).
Under the provision of Land Act 1979, the government can declare an area of land as an
SDA for the development or construction of new residential, commercial or industrial
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areas for the purpose oftown planning. The main objective to extinguish titles to land in
the SDA is to facilitate the implementation of construction of projects. The existing
titleholders are entitled to substitute rights within the project boundaries or adequate
compensation (Land Policy Review Commission, 2000);
~

To facilitate the designation of areas required for public purposes and compensation for
loss oftitle as a result thereof; and,

~

To provide for the collection ofland revenue in the form ofassessed ground rent, license
fees (now repealed) and development charges.

The implementation ofthe Act has largely concentrated on title conversion, new grants and SDA
'--.....

declarations, with varying degree of success. Overall land admtJ'l· tration

der the Land Act has

made a remarkable improvement and the government's land revenue collection has increased
considerably, in spite of the administrative constraints involved in the preparation of leases.
There, are, however, some bottlenecks, which will be elaborated on, in the forthcoming
subheading, in the operation of the Land Act 1979 (Land Policy Review Commission, 2000).

4.5.2.3 Bottlenecks in Operation ofthe Land Act 1979

All land allocation made by the Chiefs within SDA's, are considered illegal, since their powers
to allocate land have been removed by the Land Act 1979. These allocations are effected by
backdating title documents, Form C's, to land, by local Chiefs to the 16th of June 1980, the date
of commencement of the operation of the Land Act 1979. This further shows that major
contributing factors to illegal allocations in Lesotho are as follows (Franklin, 1995):

1) Opposition by Chiefs to the Land Act 1979

Land is a source ofpower for Chiefs because it allows them to have dominion over their subjects
as they have to come to them for land allocation. Land empowers the Chiefs; hence they
opposed the 1979 Land Act. It was viewed as weakening the Chiefs' powers over their subjects
by removing the very corner stone ofthat power: land allocation.

2)

Land Requiredfor Public Purposes

There has been an underlying fear on the part oflandholders (especially field owners) that ifand
when their agricultural lands were taken for public purposes, there would be little or no
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compensation paid. Hence they deemed it better to sell their land informally. That fear
presumably came out of misunderstanding by agricultural landholders or deliberate
misinformation by a third party. This is a consequence of poor community participation.

3)

Inadequate Security of Title to Agricultural Land

Agricultural land in urban areas is deemed transient, and its users do not hold any form of a title
except for licenses, which grant them permission to use the land temporarily. Therefore
landholders of this type ofland do not have security of tenure, and this tempts them to sell the
land whilst in their possession, for non-agricultural uses. Thus encouraging illegal settlements.

These settlements become very costly with time because they need upgrading in order to be
sustainable. Upgrading maybe faced with difficulties for a couple of reasons. Firstly, it is quite
expensive to upgrade informal settlements. Secondly, landholders are hardly willing to cooperate during the alignment and staking of roads on the ground. Furthermore, it becomes
impossible to acquire land for public purposes, such as schools, cemeteries, public halls, etc.
because almost all areas are subdivided and developed.

4.5.3

Site and Service Schemes

Here land is identified and bought by a developer like the LHLDC, which then develops it in a
one or two staged system. In a two-staged system, the end-user can build either formal or
informal house on the bought site, depending on the rules of the project (procto, et al. 1998). It
is understood that while land may be acquired formally, the settlement may not abide by the
rules of a formal settlement, and therefore qualify to be an informal settlement. However, in the
study area, all land that has been settled informally, happen to have been acquired illegally.
4.5.4

Compensation

Before 1986, acquisition ofagricultural land, by the government, was not compensation for, and
this proved to be problematic in the long run, because field owners were resisting any
developments done on their lands. Even when compensation was payable, people still had their
doubts especially because it came long after the landowners were dispossessed of land. The
people would, on the one hand, agree to trade their land rights to the government, while on the
other hand; they would be busy seeking individual clients who would b~y the land at price
stipulated by themselves (Leduka, 2001; Land Policy Review Commission, 2000).
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The issue of compensation was not given much thought by the authorities. As it is, there are no
standard rates of compensation. For instance, the Lesotho Highlands Development Authority
(LHDA) uses different compensation rates as compared to those used by the LHLDC. In recent
years, people have indicated that they want LHDA compensation rates to be standardized, as
they are high. The government offers compensation without any knowledge of the rates used in
the informal market. This goes to show that, field owners were not consulted when the issue of
compensation was discussed, so the authorities were unaware of the field owners' views and
concerns. Land acquisition by the government, and subsequently plan implementation has come
to encounter severe problems, which are highly costly.

4.6

CDNCWSIDN

The discussion on Lesotho's land tenure system, land management and the general planning
authority, clearly shows that informal settlements in the fast growing urban areas ofLesotho are
inevitable. The lack of effective participation and the sudden exclusion of the Chiefs in land
allocation and development matters have aggravated the situation. The processes that lead to the
declaration of SDA's is not clear enough for everyone and the hasty manner that is handled,
makes it difficult for the people at the 'grassroots level' to understand and support it. Issues like
compensation have proven to be yet another factor ofinformal settlements. The fact that initially
people were never compensated for the loss of property, and when they were, it was on the
government's terms, also posed a development problem. Hence, any strategy for upgrading Ha
Matala study area will have to take all these issues into consideration.
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CHAPTERS
THE CASE STUDY: HA MATALA

5.1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter is based on primary data, and, the first part of it dwells on the institutional roles,
their interrelationships and the general political issues, which are expressed physically in the Ha
Matala study area. The chapter begins with a summary of events that affected the study area, as
identified and interpreted by individual stakeholders. It then proceeds to provide more detailed
analysis on the background of the study area, land acquisition processes and land transition and
how these encouraged illegal land allocation and subsequently informal settlement.

Broadly, the respondents consist of, the Planning Authorities, service providers, field owners
and an informal resident. The planning authorities are the Ministry of Local Government, the
LSPP, the LI-ll..,DC and the MCC. The service providers are, the Water and Sewerage Authority
(WASA), the Lesotho Electricity Corporation (LEC) and the Lesotho Construction Unit (LCU).
These bodies will sometimes be referred to, as either "he or she" depending on who is in the
lead, at other times they will be regarded as "it". M. Seboka (secretary of field owners'
representative committee) will be referred to as field owners while Dr. Moeti, who acquired his
plot illegally, will be referred to, as an informal resident.

The planning authorities, field owners and the informal resident had an extensive knowledge
about the Ha Matala development scheme, while service providers had limited information. The
implication is that there was no effective integration between service providers and the planning
authorities. However, everyone who works with a project should own it, so that there can be
combined efforts to prevent any distractions that might threaten.

~

5.2

AGLOSARY OF EVENTS THAT LED ID INmRMAl. SETILEMENTS IN THE STUDY AREA

The Ha Matala Development Scheme was an initiative of the Ministry of Interior, which is now
called the Local Government Ministry. The intention of the project was to create a picturesque
neighborhood with balanced development. An assumption was that, the plan would attract both
investors and tourists and consequently boost the local economy. This was going to be achieved
by developing the study area into middle to high-income area, through provision ofadequate and
relatively high standard social and physical infrastructure. However, this plan was interfered
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with, by illegal land allocation and informal settlements that are now seen across the study area
(Map 3).
---.J ·:-i-.".. .r v\

Until ]989, Ha Matala was located in the outskirts of the Maseru Urban Area, with farming as
the main land-use activity - individual farmers owned the area. In 1989, the study area was
incorporated into the urban boundary. This action scared field owners so much that they began
to subdivide and sell land to their preferred clients. In 1990, Ha Matala was declared a Selected
Development Area (SDA), to legally halt the land subdivision and allocation by field owners,
and to legitimately dispossess them of their land rights.

During the same year, the government transferred land rights to the LHLDC, which was
empowered by SDA, to start developing the area. Investigations concerning the value of land
were made by LSPP, which also advised the LHLDC on compensation rates to be used. Prior to
the development, the LHLDC attended to the issue of compensation. However, a problem
already existed, most fields were subdivided and allocated. There were no substantial
developments except for fences, which clearly showed the undesired development trends (see
Map 3). This meant that the LHLDC could not have total control over the land, because field
owners' clients also laid a claim on it.

'\]
''c,•.

Worse still, field owners were demanding more compensation so that they could reimburse their
clients, and also have some left for themselves, before they could release the land to the
LHLDC. This clearly shows that field owners were either in denial or they did not understand
what an SDA meant. Field owners' demand was hard for the LHLDC to comply with, more
especially when it believed that payment rates, which were stipulated by LSPP, were done in
agreement with the field owners. The LHLDC believed that, field owners wanted to cheat it,
seeing that LSPP had already disappeared from the picture. So it was not ready to listen to them.

When field owners realised that the LHLDC was not ready to address their plea, they continued
with the subdivision and allocation of land. This did not stop the LHLDC either, from
continuing with the plan, which was completed and ready for implementation by the end of
1990, beginning of 1991. However, field owners would not budge, in fact they were ready to
prevent the transition of land from farming to housing activity. The LHLDC had to seek
assistance in order to be able to implement the plan smoothly. So with the police backup, they
managed to remove all the fences, destroy all informal plots and put in roads, access culverts and
water mains, along surveyed and subdivided sites. Field owners were compelled to seek legal
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action against the LHLDC, which according to them, could not stand up for its actions, as it
never attended the court hearings. The court had no choice but to let field owners do as they saw
fit with their land.

This then encouraged field owners' old and new clients to go beyond just fencing ofthe illegal
plots, and build. The first informal house was seen in 1991 and immediate steps against it were
taken by the LHLDC. However, the court requested that the owner of the demolished structure
should be compensated, because, the LHLDC did not follow legal procedures. Thereafter, more
informal settlements were seen across the study area.

The fact that, field owner's clients were skeptical about making concrete developments teaches
one that they were aware of their illegality in the area. Even after the court had somewhat
encouraged them to continue with their informal developments, they were still not confident
enough to do so. As a result, some of them even pulled out. It seems that the informal settlers
only gained confidence after the court had ordered the LHLDC to reimburse the owner of the
demolished house.

Problems worsened in 1993, after the inauguration of the new democratic government. Field
owners started to complain afresh, about compensation. They even went to the extent of
politicizing the matter, claiming that, the previous governments mistreated them since they did
not affiliate to their parties. In its quest to establish itself, claims the LHLDC, the new
government was a bit too lenient with field owners, and this encouraged more informal
settlements. There was therefore, double land allocation, which was made formally, by the
LHLDC and informally by field owners.

5.3

BACKGROUND ID THE STUDY AREA

When the Ha Matala development scheme started, Banks were ready and prepared to lend
money, to prospective end-users, to build sound structures (see Plate 2 below). A house or land
that has a good value can be used as collateral that could permit its owner to borrow money from
the bank and establish a viable business elsewhere in the country. This dispensation of loans
would have been one way to boost the local economy and trigger viable spill over effects across
the country, because of increased monetary circulation (the LHLDC).
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.
Pate 2 shows the standard of housing that was expected across the study area

Moreover, it would have been one way to empower the Basotho Nation through establishment of
small, micro and medium enterprises (SMME's). This chain reaction has been interfered with
because the crucial parts of the scheme have been invaded and substandard buildings have been
erected across the area and there are also other unguided activities taking place. The former have
prevented the development of regulated commercial (plate 3, and 4 below) and (Map 3). A great
tension exists in the study area, particularly in Phase 2. This tension has resulted in a couple of
incidents, where a couple of buildings, in Phase 2, were brought down; one by fire and the other
by bulldozing. In some cases, people have threatened each other with removal from buildings.
The sense of instability has made banks skeptical about lending money to people who wish to
build in this area (the LHLDC).

Plate 3 showing uncontrolled development of low cost housing, which have depreciated the value of the study area

Plate 4 shows a lack of a different kind of development control, an informal operation of motor mechanics

Land in the study area was acquired through a number of mechanisms namely, the SDA
declaration, land subdivision, land allocation, informal settlements and compensation. For land
to revert back to the government was very difficult because field owners were resistant. Since
the status of the Chieftainship is still highly regarded by Basotho Nation, field owners' chief was
requested to address them and convince them to let go of the land.
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Field owners claim that, the Chief told them that, the land was tempo
rarily being taken out of
their control, just so that it could be well planned. They quote the
Chief as saying that the
compensation was only for the time when they could not use their land.
On hearing this, more
field owners, made deals with the LHLDC.
Not everyone believed the chief, some like Taumane who is occupying
the biggest lot in Phase
1, Plate 4 below, and Khabisi who has developed a stock and poultry
farm on his lot, could still
not budge (see Map2). It soon dawned on field owners that the
chiefs information was
deceptive. So they continued with the informal land subdivision, thus
disregarding the powers of
the SDA. At the same time, LHDC felt compelled to take the land
by force, because they
assumed that they were on the right and the field owners on the wrong.

Plate 5, is the biggest, non-residential site, which extends from beyond
the building, on the left, to beyond the white
cylinder, on the far right. Not only is too big, but it also depreciates
the value of the area, along with the lines that
are adjacent it.

The LHLDC was not aware that, for field owners to be more cooper
ative, the Chief had to say
such things. In fact, it did not believe the field owners about this aspect
. It believed that field
owners were aware of the discord that existed between the planning author
ities and were taking
an advantage of it. The LHLDC says the Chief was speaking on behalf
of the government, so it
is impossible that he could say such things. This is quite debatable, given
that the Chiefs are not
pleased about being stripped of their land allocation powers.
The informal resident argues that Planning Authorities do not give much
consideration to field
owners when they acquire fields thus; informal trade of land is inevita
ble. Field owners depend
on these fields. Governments do not consider this when they acquire fields,
and leave most field
owners in a state of poverty.

Field owners say that, the coming of the new democratically elected
government, under the
leadership of the Basotholand Congress Party (BCP), into power,
in 1993, was a blessing
because field owners particularly those who had agreed with their proper
ty, reconsidered voicing
their grievances and concerns. They lodged their complaints to the then
Permanent Secretary, of
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Local Government. He, in turn, investigated the matter and also created an environment that was
conducive for negotiations between all parties. However, some field owners, such as the ones
causing the LHLDC this headache, refused to come to the negotiation table and went ahead with
illegal land allocations (planning Authorities).

For the first time, says field owners, the developer and field owners could sit at one table and
voice their grievances and concerns. It is through these negotiations that field owners discovered
that compensation rates were even inconsistent. When field owners inquired about the
inconsistency, in compensation rates the LHLDC pointed fingers at the LSPP, which could not
even justify the rates. He says that the LHLDC was also denying ever destroying their property,
and this reaction taught them that the LHLDC was uncertain of what it was doing. The LHLDC
argues that it never denied anything, in fact it stuck to its part ofthe deal, that is why there was a
compensation procedure ofthe nature illustrated in Appendix A pp. i.

5.4

LAND ACDUISmON

5.4.1

The SDA

According to field owners there was not enough consultation with the affected and concerned
communities concerning the declaration of an SDA. As such, the development scheme did not
mean much to the Ha Matala community. In fact, to them, the scheme was a device that the
government was using to deprive people oftheir property without a good course.
5.4.2

Land Sub-division

At the time that the area was incorporated into the urban boundary in 1989, the initial land
subdivision, was made by individual field owners was informal. Plots were large and irregular in
nature. The area was spatially unorganized, as indicated by the fences around these plots. When
land was transferred to the LHLDC in 1990, it also made its own land subdivisions. The
subdivisions were made formally with technical and professional advice, to meet planning
standards. Plots were of standard size and regularly laid out. The latter subdivisions disregarded
the informal subdivision and all that existed on site.

The informal resident and the field owners point out that, subdivision by the LHLDC, had flaws
because it even disregarded plots whose owners were not part ofthe development scheme. This
is to say that, sites whose owners refused, totally, with. In response to this, the LHLDC refers to
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Taumane's site, that it was subdivided based on an agreement between him and the LHLDC,
which he would move if there were an alternative site. Unfortunately, the site was unavailable.
Even so, THE LHLDC does not say anything about Khabisi's site, which it also subdivided
without his consent (see Maps 2 and 3). Once again, in 1990, field owners made Informal
subdivision, which disregarded the formal one.

5.4.3

Land AUocation and Tenure

Both the LHLDC and the field owners, who issued different titles, were allocating Land. The
former, issued leases and the latter issued backdated Form C's. The Form C's had to be
backdated because their use was naturally terminated by the enactment ofthe Land Act 1979, on
the 30th of June 1980 (see Appendix B).

By the time, the LHLDC made formal land allocation (1991), field owners had already started to
distort the plan with their informal land allocation. It seems that field owners never really
stopped subdividing and allocating the land. The land allocation was doubled, in the sense that,
both parties were allocating land in parallel. The situation got quite tense, with formal and
informal allottees claiming the same piece ofland. This meant that, for anyone ofthe allottees to
win a disputed plot, they would have to disprove the other claimant in any way possible.

The LSPP claims that, the delay in the allocation of sites by the LHLDC is also attributable to
illegal land allocation that occurred in Ha Matala. The LHLDC argues that, it does not delay to
sell sites, because it is totally dependent on their sales. Earlier on, the LHLDC indicated that
before the sites could be advertised, field owners were given a chance to buy, and this shows
that there was a bit ofa delay in this case.

Local Government argues that illegal land allocation in Lesotho and in the study area is
encouraged by the land allocation system, which is quite complex as compared to the informal
way of land allocation. The informal system simply requires one to have money to buy a site
regardless of their gender, age or social status, and people prefer it as against the formal way,
which involves long and uncertain procedures and discriminate against women (The Land Act
1979, Appendix B). The LHLDC points out that LSPP has also encouraged illegal land
allocation by issuing illegal survey instructions and subsequently illegal leases (See disputed
land highlighted red on Map 3).
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An informal resident in this area, argues that there is nothing illegal about their plots because
people like himsel( who had acquired land through traditional means (by Form C's), showed
interest to follow the modem and legal procedure, but were ignored by the concerned authorities.
So they were not left with much ofa choice, but to also ignore the requirements of the scheme.
He goes on to point out that, the original plan ofPhase 1 was not invaded, but was altered by the
LHLDC itself, after realising that it had blundered by imposing its plan on people's fields. The
informal resident says that, what emerges is the fact that planning authorities do not want to
acknowledge their mistakes, and until they do, nothing will ever go right.

5.4.4

Informal Settlements

After the implementation of the plan, it was apparent that people were not ready to stop illegal
land subdivision and allocation. The first informal house (1991) was demolished by the LDLHC
in collaboration with the other three planning authorities, with an attempt to discourage more
informal structures. However, the attempt was done in vain because the court ordered the
LHLDC to compensate the owner, indicating that the procedure followed to demolish the house
was improper. Thereafter, more informal settlements took place (field owners).

One respondent at LSPP commented that, the four offices had something to hide because none
of them wanted to take the blame. It appears that this was supposed to be a secret, but later it
was revealed that, the bulldozing machinery was borrowed from MCC, while the Ministry of
Interior, through the LSPP, issued demolition instructions and the LHLDC carried out the
process. The fact that these offices did not want to openly admit their role in the demolition
process has also played part in development of informal settlement.

The MCC claims that, it was difficult to control the development effectively as informal
buildings were made over night. Seeing that it was not getting adequate support from other
planning bodies, the LHLDC opted to sue the informal settlers. However, the matters are still
pending, and problems in the study area still stand. A major problem, which has always been
there concerning full implementation ofplans in Lesotho is lack oflegal support, which planners
cannot do anything about, as they does not have control over the legal system (planning
Authorities). The ineffective legal system has played a major part in hindering development
control. However, LSPP says that, the LHLDC is guilty of not inspecting and supervising its
scheme. To add to this, the MCC points out that the LHLDC was unaware of any illegal
settlement because it did not expect any. However by the time it was aware of it, it was too late.
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The land had already been double allocated, and infonnal structures were being constructed at a
fast rate.

It was however, pointed out by the LHLDC that, it could not afford to provide public spaces,

such as cemeteries and open spaces, as this is the responsibility ofMCC. Besides, the LHLDC
could not do otherwise, but subdivide these sites, so that it could recover some of the costs
incurred in the plan. The infonnal resident argues that, ifthe LHLDC owned the scheme, then it
should have monitored and regulated its development. It should have seen to it that the provision
of services was done properly and did not pose any threats to the residents. As it is, there are
electrical poles and lines that are imposed on his dwelling site. Integrated work with service
providers is required to correct this problem. However, the LEe points out that it cannot work
with Physical Planners because they take too long to deliver and the LEC would run at a loss ifit
were to keep the same pace.

The infonnal resident went on to point out that the government fails to exercise authority, and
this also causes problems within the development environment. For instance, he says Taumanes'
site is too big to be in an urban area and it needs to be subdivided into smaller and acceptable
plot sizes as recommended by planning standards of Lesotho. Apart from this site, there are
many other offensive activities, such as the farm and motor clinic, which the residents are
opposed to.

According to LSPP, in 1993, the Ministry of Local Government was too lenient with field
owners, when tackling the infonnal land subdivision matter. As such, it missed its focus by
concentrating more on the compensation issue than to deal with the problem as a whole. It was
during this time that infonnal settlement was made at an increased rate. It appears that, by 1997,
there was more damage done on the study area (see Map .3).

There may always be something to hamper the full implementation of development schemes if
there is no common understanding between the developer and the end-user. This is currently a
serious problem, which calls for self-introspection within the planning body. Planning is at
present, more theoretical than practical, because people do not understand it. Planners need to
adapt a more workable approach lest more land disorders occur. Many places will have to be replanned in the long run, as they will most certainly pose environmental hazards to the infonnal
residents.
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The government has made an attempt to settle the illegal land allocation problem in the study
area by granting the people more compensation. However, there is credible evidence that
compensation per se is not a viable solution for the unceasing problems that prevail on the
ground in the study area. No matter how much compensation the government offers, it does not
address the problem adequately, nor rescue the water mains trapped under some of the illegal
buildings, nor create more access nor restore the public sites.

5.4.5

Compensation (1990 -1991)

The issues that had adverse impact on the compensation process and subsequently on the
development scheme have been identified and summarized as follows: -

1. The discrepancy that existed in compensation rates. This has been a result of two planning
authorities working with one issue, but not really harmonizing. Here, the tenurial
investigations were made by the LSPP in the absence of the LHLDC, which was supposed to
pay the compensation according to rates stipulated by the LSPP. The rates ranged from
70c/square meter to R1.70c/square meter (see compensation process, Appendix RI). The
LHLDC made the payments, without the knowledge and understanding of how the LSPP
determined the rates. As such, when field owners showed their dissatisfaction, it was hard for
the LHLDC to deal with the matter appropriately.
2. The fact that the LSPP determined compensation rates without investigating prices in the
black market was also problematic because field owners were unprepared to settle for less,
regardless ofthe implications of an SDA.
3. The distorted information given by the Chief about compensation, as a temporary
arrangement, confused field owner and their ideas and expectations about the development
scheme were different from those ofthe LHLDC.
4. The better compensation ofR8.00 per square meter, which was offered by Lesotho Highlands
Development Authority (LHDA), has also contributed to the spatial disorganization that
occurred in Ha Matala study area because field owners were demanding the same amount,
which the government could not afford.
5. The inauguration of the new, democratically elected government in 1993, aggravated the
issue ofcompensation and consequently the informal settlement.
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5.4.6

Land Transition

Field owners say that a few months after the declaration of the SDA there were some
disagreements between the LIll.,DC and field owners. However, the LIll.,DC in collaboration
with the police and military confiscated all the fences across the study area in order to make way
for installation of infrastructure. The LIll.,DC says that this was the only way facilities could be
put in place, because some field owners were furious and there was likelihood of violent
confrontation.

LSPP was invited by the LIll.,DC to survey and peg the sites and opened roads, service
providers were then invited to deliver individual services in the study area. Lesotho Construction
Unit (LCD) through the co-ordination of Mr. Ntoi (engineer) was requested to construct earth
and gravel roads, which were then laid in the two phases, Phases 1 and 2 respectively.

Mr. Bota of WASA and his team were responsible for installing water in the study area in

1990/91, and people in the surrounding areas were free to connect to the water mains provided
for Ha Matala. Water mains were put in place in such a manner that water pipes did not connect
directly to individual lots, but just along the lots to allow easy future connections by the end-user
(see Map 3).

Unlike the LCU and WASA above, the LEC was invited by the Ministry ofNatural Resources to
provide electrical services in the area as part of the Maseru Southern Scheme. This scheme
aimed to bring electrical services closer to the people so that they could easily connect whenever
they needed to. The total connection fee per household was R 2 700, with an initial payment of
R 500. Mr. Lebenya, who was one of the engineers responsible for installing electricity in the
area, points out that land problems prevailing, were more evident after services were put in
place.

After this, field owners sued the LIll.,DC for destroying and acquiring their property without
compensating them adequately. The court was compelled to rule in favour offield owners, as the
LIll.,DC had gone into hiding (claim field owners).

Field owners, unconvinced that the compensation was worth the value of the land, hired a
private land evaluator to examine the matter. The LIll.,DC and field owners had agreed that, if
the evaluator proved the field owners' suspicion right, then the LIll.,DC would incur the
evaluation expenses. If the opposite were true, then field owners would foot the bill. Field
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owners were proven right and so the LHLDC paid the evaluator. The LHLDC states that to field
owners, the payment seemed to have been made by the LHLDC, when in actual fact, was made
by Local Government and there was no way the LHLDC could have made the payment, as it
was not at all responsible for this. However, the problem of compensation was still there (field
owners).

Field owners, then hired a private surveyor who was previously working at the LSPP, and
responsible for surveying the Ha Matala fields during the land acquisition process, to cross
check the measurements of the fields. He came up with measurements that contradicted the
previous ones. Once again the LHLDC had to incur the expense. In the same manner, Local
Government did the payment. The fact that that a surveyor could speak differently when put in a
different setting is quite controversial. One explanation is that he was bribed by one of the two
parties. Alternatively, he could be incompetent and not conversant with his work.

Moreover, the new information concerning the value and measurements ofthe land, and the fact
that the LHLDC was not ready to entertain the field owners' plea, aggravated matters. Field
owners started to reallocate different people from the ones they had allocated before the plan
was implemented. This was done not in accordance with the existing plan. There was more than
one body allocating land, the LHLDC (formal allocation) and field owners (informal allocation).

WASA points out that the degree of informal settlement was mitigated by the fact that the
LHLDC started allocating land to people who carry guns, and could protect themselves against
the field owners and the allotted. The LHLDC argues that if the area is full of people who carry
guns, and then it is just a coincidence because applicants were not being selected on the basis of
being in possession of guns. Like every Mosotho, who qualifies for a site, police and soldiers
have rights to property they cannot be discriminated against, according to Section 4 of the
Constitution ofLesotho.

5.5

ANAl.VSIS OF THE HA-MATAlA DEVELOPMENT

A more substantial analysis of the study area comes under this subheading and subsequent subsubheadings. Invasion that occurred in Phase 1 differs slightly from the one that occurred in
Phase 2 in the sense that, in Phase 2 field owners destroyed the plan completely by ploughing
the land after it had been subdivided and serviced. They then re-subdivided and allocated it to
preferred individuals. Despite this, the LHLDC could still allocate its clients according to the
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plan in some places (see Map 2, Phase 3). While both phases have similar problems at the design
level, Phase 2 is also clouded with political problems, which this study will not address.

5.5.1

The Original Layout

5.5.1.1 Introduction

According to the original layout plan, the study area has a total number of 821 sites, 396 in
Phase 1 and 425 in Phase 2. In addition, there are 7 spaces provided for public facilities such as
civic and community centres, schools and cemeteries. It has 5 open spaces, a space for town
housing and 20 plots for business. The area is also provided with water, electricity and road
services. It is served by the national road (Main South 1), which divides the two phases, and
connects the airport to the CBD and Lesotho to South Africa. Refer to Maps 1.

Currently, there are roughly 43 plots including sites the informal resident's plot is allocated and
public spaces that have been affected by invasion in Phase 1. In Phase 2, the affected plots are
about 65, these include public spaces and the total number of the affected plots is 108, which
constitutes 13% of the layout. The study area is not fully developed as yet, and both informal
and formal allottees continue to be built within it.

5.5.1.2 Phase 1

Phase 1 is the dome shaped part ofthe study area, which is bounded by a deep purple line. While
there are low-cost buildings, Phase 1 is dominated by high-cost buildings (plate 2 pp. 64).

•

Roads

Three major collector roads link it to the national road (Main South 1). The 2-collector roads
that are seen on either end are 20m wide and form a loop. From the western side is the first
collector that runs for a distance of 560m, north - east. The second one, which is on the eastern
side stretches 340m long and divides the school and cemetery located south - east of the area.
The third road is located a bit towards the centre, but more to the western part of the area, it is
10m wide and forms a skewed "Y" junction as one proceeds upwards to the centre of the area.
From the original point, it is 550m long (south - east) and 280m long (south - west) where it
joins the first connector road. In addition there are local roads and cul-de-sacs that are not longer
than 200m long and are between 5m and 10m wide (see Map 2)
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•

Natural Features

A large part of the area is relatively flat particularly the southern and central parts, but moving
further north, west and east, it rises with gentle and then relatively steep slopes. A donga that
emerges from the eastern side and goes into the area, runs below the school and the cemetery,
thence westward along the residential sites, into the proposed civic and community centre site. It
is about 1000m long, 10m -50m plus, wide and it is considered an environmental threat that
needs to be stopped by way of growing trees and grass, which can also serve as the area's lungs.
At the top, are woodlands that get more concentrated south - east, they provide a soft aesthetic
look and generate fresh air for the area. A river, which is found at Khabisi's stock and poultry
farming, north of the Main South 1 Road and south of the donga, south east of the area, is the
only man-made feature (see Map 2).

•

Residential and Public Spaces

With the exception of Taumane's site, which is (lOOm by 180m) and Khabisi's farming site,
residential sites are generally ofthe same size (20m by 3Om). Sites that have been located on the
woodlands and on slopes are (50m by lOOm); see the largest three residential sites south - east of
the area. Moving away from these sites in an east - west direction, the size drops (20m by 50m),
which is still relatively big. After 11 lots of this size, the size becomes normal again (20m by
30m). There are lots, at the bottom centre ofthe area, along the Main South 1, that also measure
(20m by 50m). It could be that these lots are allocated informally, like the informal resident's
one, which is also located here. Originally, these were subdivided into 30 lots and now there are
only 14, this implies that people have ignored the site boundaries and that there are 16 lots short
on this part of the area where the most costly housing is located.

Above these sites are 2 open spaces, which are almost surrounded by residential lots. One is
facing westward and the other south - eastward, they both measure (50m by lOOm) and are
served by cul-de-sacs. The civic and community centre, which adjoins Taumane's site (north), is
the biggest site on this part of the study area with a size of 4.2 ha (hectares). Other bigger sites
include the primary school (2.6 ha) and the cemetery (1.5 ha) (See Map 2).
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5.5.1. 3 Phase 2

Phase 2 is bounded by a light purple line and is presently dominated by low cost housing. There
is an extensive dispute over land rights and this is even marked by illegal land surveys (see
disputed land on Map 3).

•

Roads

There is just one major collector road (20m wide), which is also tarred, the rest are local and culde-sacs that measure the same as the Phase 1 ones (see Map 3). Phase 2 is generally flat, but
slopes down to the south. There are no major dongas within the area, but it lacks aesthetic value
because it lacks trees.

•

Social Facilities

The area has been provided with three open spaces, two of which are of the same size with the
ones in Phase 1 and one that measures 60m by 120m. The two open spaces are located near the
school site and are facing south. They are also surrounded by residential areas and are served by
local roads. The school site is served by the tarred collector road, which also connects it to a
civic and community centre on the eastern side. There is also a creche (the triangular shaped
site) that adjoins the civic and community centre. At the far right, bottom of the area, is a
cemetery site and as one throws an eye (from the cemetery) top right, is a site for town housing.
On average, residential sites measure (20m by 30m) and only a few measures (20m by 20m).
There are also 20 business plots of size (1 Om by 30m).

5.5.2

The Current Situation

The plan described above has been interfered with and this is felt more in Phase 1 where there
are relatively more developments than in Phase 2 where alterations can easily be done. Map 3
clearly reveals that, there are problem areas across the study area. There are two types of
informal settlers in the study area. There are those who do not hold any title to the land in
question, and those who do (backdated Form Cs and illegal leases). Not all of the informal
settlers are located haphazardly; there are some like the informal resident who was interviewed ,
who are settled in accordance to the plan. As can be observed from the maps, the invading
structures are impeding on different parts of the area in various ways and are thus having
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different impact on the plan. In some cases the impact is greater than in other cases. The effects
of invasion are categorised as follows:

~

No access to individual lots;

~

Limited access to vehicular movement;

~

Subdivision of open spaces, a school site and a cemetery; and,

~

Affected infrastructure by informal buildings.

On Map3, problem areas in the study area are marked with black circles and rectangles. Some of
these problems are shown on plates below.

Plate 6 shows blocked access to a residential Lot. Here one has to go through another's property in order to gain
access to his property

Plate 7 shows limited access to vehicular movement

Plate 8 shows an informal house in the middle of an earth road. The poles indicate a line beyond which, on the right,
no structure should have been erected
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Plate 9 shows an informal house, which is imposing on electrical poles and cables
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What emerges is that while the project involved all stakeholders, this involvement was not done
in an integrated manner. Moreover, there was no co-ordination within the Planning Authorities.
It is also notable that this lack of co-ordination and integration is one of the causes of problems

prevailing in the study area today. Data indicates that there has been a communication
breakdown, especially between the Land Acquirer, the LSPP, the Developer, the LHLDC and
the field owners.

The WASA representative points out that the LHLDC was wrong to continue with the
development when people were still grumbling about the compensation. He goes on to state that,
as much as informal settlement is a bad thing that should be defied, but people should not be
punished, and be denied access to water services, as it is the suggestion of the LHLDC. People
can easily establish alternative ways of getting water for free, and cause WASA to lose.
Therefore, the LHLDC should either incorporate the informal settlers into the scheme or get rid
of them.

Based on the responses, which were sometimes stated with emotion and other times with
indifference particularly by service providers, the researcher speculates that the government and
the developer have something to hide. It is not clear why the LHLDC denies that it demolished a
house, when it is clear that it did. It is also not clear as to why LSPP could not involve the
LHLDC in land acquisition matters and failed to settle disputes, concerning land acquisition,
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between field owners and the LHLDC. The information has proven to be quite controversial and
unfortunately neither the magistrate court nor Local Government Ministry, which have been
dealing with this matter, could offer any assistance.

Based on this information, one can infer that, the informal settlement in the study area was
encouraged by: ~

A lack of community participation;

~

The new democratic government into power (1993);

~

The issuing of illegal land titles by both the local chief and the ChiefPhysical Planner in
collaboration with certain individuals;

~

A lack of co-ordination among planning bodies;

~

The better compensation offer that was made by LHDA (Lesotho Highlands Water
Authority);

~

A lack oflegal support for planners;

~

The lack of political will;

~

The urban area extension and subsequently the declaration ofthe SDA were done in such
haste that people lost track of what was happening;

~

The fact that LSPP determined compensation rates, which were also inconsistent, was
contentious; and,

~

Not well researched compensation rates
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CHAPTER 6
RESPONSES TO STRATEGIES
6.1 INTRODUCTION mSTRATEGIES
This chapter presents a synthesis of arguments by various stakeholders, for or against, the five
problem solution strategies. This chapter also serves as a response to the aim ofthe study, which
is, ''to evaluate, by presenting predetermined strategies, to different stakeholders, as to how far
the strategies are applicable to the case ofHa Matala Study Area". As with the previous chapter,
subheadings are formed by research questions (section 2 of Specimens i-xiii, Appendix C). Only
one respondent, the informal resident, did not respond to this section because he feels that the
planners were wrong and they need a thorough introspection.

The strategies are policies, which the study intends to recommend in resolving the existing Ha
Matala land development problems. These policies are weighted against the social, economic,
political and technical aspects ofthe study, which are defined by at least one criterion, see
below.

•

Social aspect: psychological effects, access to social amenities, and living standards.

•

Economic aspect: costs likely to be incurred by the developer or informal settler or field
owners or the government.

•

Political aspect: political feasibility, law enforcement, land administration and public affairs.

•

Technical aspect: plan making (layouts) and implementation (land subdivision, surveying
and pegging, and, provision ofinfrastructure) and balanced land use.

6.2

STRATEGY I: RELIlCATE/REMOVE INFIlRMAl. SETIlEMENT AND RESTORE THE ORIGINAl. SCHEME

6.2.1

Social Challenges

The LSPP pointed out that, the strategy would depend on whether people were allocated sites
lawfully (by legal Form Cs) or not (by backdated Form Cs). If it were established that the latter
were true, it would be appropriate to remove the informal settlement. It is unlikely that the
informal settlers were ignorant about the Ha Matala development scheme, more so when sites
were already reticulated by water lines and roads, and, people had been warned against informal
structures that are seen across the study area today.
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A similar case was faced at a place called Lepereng, in Maseru. Here, land that was earmarked
for a sports arena was invaded, and to restore it, the government removed the invaders and
demolished their houses. There is no reason then, why the Ha Matala case should be treated any
different (LSPP, LHLDC and LEC).

If people were to be removed, it would create a serious tension between the government and the

people, and might even result in bloodshed. Restoring the plan in this manner might even fail in
this country, because most people are related to each other and this makes it difficult to exercise
the law when it comes to certain individuals. For planning authorities to use this strategy, they
need legal support, which they happen to lack, and this might make it worse for them. Removal
may cause people to act irrationally as was the case with Ha Foso development area in Maseru,
where people cut service lines and completely destroyed the plan. The developer lost a great
deal, which is something that could have been avoided if people had full understanding of the
development scheme and were also actively involved (planning authorities).

Some respondents from LSPP, Local Government and MCC, think that, it would be inhuman
and unfair to remove people, more especially the poor. This would depress and impoverish
people, spiritually and economically. Removal would cause overcrowding in areas ofdestination
and this would that even innocent people are dragged into this mess. Overcrowding itself has
serious health implications. While removal implies upholding law and order, this would be a
long and uncertain process, especially in Lesotho where court cases delay considerably On the
contrary, an LHLDC respondent points out that, a drastic measure to put things right is needed
within the planning environment and that removal would be an appropriate strategy to use.
LSPP and MCC go on to argue that, displacing people may shatter the existing social settings,
through which people ensure their oneness and support for each other. This is to say that the
existing survival strategies would be disrupted and this would have some psychological
repercussIons.

In terms of relocation, the argument was that, it could be participative or forced, either ways; it

would be the developer or government's responsibility. Participative relocation would offer
options ofwhere they would like to go, and the opposite happens to be true about forced
relocation. Either ways, relocation may bring inconvenience, as people may be located far away
from urban services and basic social amenities such as, the work place, public transport, parks,
schools, halls and so forth (MCC and LSPP). Local Government argues that, relocation would
imply that, the government concedes defeat, and this would encourage more informal
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settlements on planned areas. However, Relocation is faster and more certain than removal is, as
it does not involve court cases.

Field owners claim that, moving people, by either relocation or removal, might prove to be
ineffectual because of the attachment that people tend to place on their individual homes and the
general neighbourhood environment. This strategy would most certainly lead to a physical war
between the government and field owners.

6.2.2

Economic Challenges

While relocation would be quite an expenSIve strategy for LHLDC to employ, because of
required compensation packages, but removal would impoverish most families. Relocation or
removal bears serious economic implications on both parties. For instance, it would not be easy
for LHLDC to relocate a structure like the one shown on Plate 10 below (All).

Plate 10 the informal resident's house, from the top, the first one on the right. This house and the cement
blockhouses were never part of the development scheme, but are now there because of inadequate development
control

6.2.3

Political Challenges

Politicians would make it difficult to implement this strategy lest they jeopardized their votes
and since the country's politics are not stable this would cause upheavals and riots. Worse yet,
planners do not have any legal support, as such; it is not easy for them to be heard or to take
appropriate steps against people who negate their work (LHLDC, MCC and WASA). The
implementation of this strategy would cause field owners to lose confidence in the government,
claimed field owners.

6.2.4

Technical Challenges

Concerning this aspect, the overall view was that, the strategy would not require much work on
the study area; as it would be a matter of demolition of informal settlement and rehabilitation of
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the site. However, in tenns of relocation, the scope oftechnical work would increase. Firstly, the
new site would have to be identified; secondly, investigated in relation to its capacity to develop;
thirdly, evaluated; fourthly, acquired; fifthly, planned; and sixthly, developed

G.3

STRATEGY 2: RELOCATE mOSE ON PUBUC SPACE. UPGRADE AREAS ON SITES; ANO RETURN m INTENTIONS

OF THE PLAN.
For most respondents, the first part of this scenano would very much carry the same
implications as in strategy 1 above. Therefore, only the second part was entertained.

6.3.1

Social Challenges

Most respondents argued that, it would not be fair to treat people, who have done the same
wrong differently. It was further argued that this strategy would not bring any good to the
society or the government; instead, it would cause friction. People may refuse to move at all,
because of the lopsided treatment. The prevailing situation clearly shows that, relatively poor
people would be the ones affected by the relocation, as it is they who are settled on the public
sites. This would carry other social and political implications. LSPP argues that upgrading
should only be concerned with legal sites.

6.3.2

Economic Challenges

The general feeling was that although it would be desirable to partially upgrade the area, and
raise the value ofthe site by restoring public spaces, the cost of relocation and upgrading would
still be relatively high. Still, it would be better than to relocate/remove the whole infonnal
settlement.

6.3.3

Political Challenges

It was stated that, havoc within the political environment would be inevitable. It would seem

that; the law is only operational when it comes to the poor class and not the affluent class. The
fonner would probably hate the government and would do things to spite it even those fonnal
settlers may find the strategy unfair and may assist the poor in everyway, to ensure a unifonn
treatment to all infonnal settlement (WASA, LHLDC and LSPP).
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6.3.4

Technical Challenges

The general feeling was that, upgrading would be costly in tenns of time and energy and would
be quite a tedious task to undertake. The task includes to pull down structures, re-lay
infrastructure, re-draw new site boundaries and re-peg them.

G.4

STRATEGY 3: ABANDON THE INVADED AREA AND AND SITES FOR PUBUC FACIUTlES.

6.4.1

Social Challenges

Some respondents argued that, there might be a problem with social facilities being located too
far from the end-user. Pupils may have to walk long distances even during bad weather days and
this would affect their attendance at school.

Others were of the idea that, the strategy would certainly encourage more infonnal settlements
and make matters worse as was the case with a development area in the town ofMohale's Hoek
District. In this case, when the development area was clouded with problems of infonnal
settlements, LIaDC abandoned it, and this aggravated problems in the area, and consequently
the outlying areas. This was because there was no one to control the site anymore; it neither
belonged to the traditional nor the local authority. There were haphazardly located lines (single
rooms that are built in a row to provide rental accommodation), across the study area, which
damaged the image of the town. In the case ofHa Matala, the affected water mains would surely
burst and cause environmental hazards that may render the area inhabitable in the long run.

6.4.2

Economic Challenges

The respondents feel that, Llll.,DC, MCC, the residents and the country as a whole would lose
economic benefits that would otherwise accrue from this development scheme, if this strategy
were employed. More over, this would devalue the land and the area would be too expensive to
maintain.

6.4.3

Political Challenges

All feel that the government would gain favour from the invaders, but it might not be the case
with LIaDC' s client. Either way, politicians may not be affected that much in the immediate
future but would, with time because people look up to the government for jobs and sound socio-
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economic environments. This might lead to political instability. The strategy would also be
contradictory to what planning stands for, if planners were to walk away from obvious, land and
development problems.

6.4.4

Technical Challenges

Most respondents speculate that plans would hardly be considered valid and this would
dishearten planners in the long run. This would mean that, settlements would be lacking
coherence and balance and they would be hard to maintain. The study area would be highly
dependent on other areas for provision of the most basic social facilities. Worse yet, claim
service providers, special equipment may be required for any further developments or
upgrading.

6.S

STRATEGY 4: TEMPORARILY REl[]CATE INFORMAl. SETIlEMENT AND RESTDRE THE PLAN

6.5.1

Social Challenges

This would be the most disconcerting and uncertain strategy on the part of the informal settlers,
it would frustrate even children. Temporary may take forever, which would discourage people
from improving on their environment while still waiting to be moved back to the original site.
The temporary building material might be of such poor quality, that they would depress the
users thereof More especially when the imposing structures are built with permanent material.
The extent of the problem would probably increase because there are high chances of having
more informal settlements both on the study area and on the temporary site during roving (All).

LSPP went on to point out that, effective ways to control the temporary site from being
infiltrated by uninvited people would have to be sought. Otherwise, the uninvited people would
cause problems when it is time to move back to the original site as they would have no where to
go. This would be the second instance; the first one was experienced with the case of a
temporary bus stop (Ha Manthabiseng). Here, a site, which was already earmarked for a
convention center, was lent out for use of a provisional bus stop. However, it attracted
unexpected activities, such as squatter settlements, which were also used as brothels and this
was causing a great harm to the town's image. There was a call for immediate intervention. The
task of moving the bus stop back to its original place was the responsibility ofMCC.
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It was tough for MCC to execute this task, as the invaders were so resistant that, at the end ofthe

day, military intervention was required. This had turned into a political issue, because those
involved in the scandal were a considerable number. One member of the parliament (MP) sided
with the invaders, claiming that they fell within his constitutional boundary, and this matter had
to be settled legally in court. The invaders, together with the MP lost the case, still they would
not let go of the site. Ultimately, MCC, through legal and military assistance, managed to get rid
of the invaders. A considerable number oflives were lost as a result. The strategy failed before,
and it might fail again in this case.

6.5.2

Economic Challenges

There were concerns that, the strategy would be more costly than the previous ones, especially
in the short term, but would pay in the long run, because it put the plan to its purpose. MCC
could benefit considerably, through collection of sound levy. The land value and consequently,
the property value would rise.

Other concerns relate to ways of implementing the strategy, whether people would be given
money to build the temporary and/or permanent housing; and how would the government ensure
that the money is used as intended.

6.5.3

Political Challenges

The respondents think that, the strategy would not be quite workable, that it would create tension
between LHLDC and its clients and field owners and their clients. It would also interfere with
the social relations of people affected.

6.5.4

Technical Challenges

This would be time consuming and wasteful in terms ofresources. Firstly, the temporary site
would have to be identified. Secondly, temporary housing be put up. Thirdly, the imposing

~

structures on the original site would have to be demolished and the area rehabilitated before
rebuilding and returning the informal settlers to the site. Lastly, the temporary site would also
need rehabilitation. Effective development control would have to be made on both sites (LSPP,
WASA and field owner).
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G.G

STRATEGY NO. 5: RE-DESIGN THE INVADED AREA AND ACCOMMODATE THE INFORMAL SETILEMENT.

6.6.1

Social Challenges

Field owners think that, this could be a viable strategy for all parties, for it would boost the
people's morale, On the contrary, Local Government pointed out that, since this is not an
isolated project, the strategy would certainly encourage more people to disregard planned areas.
LEC pointed out that it would be inappropriate to alter plans, to accommodate those who spoil
them. To re-design the plan may imply that people who acquired land through the right channels
should have not bothered, that in future they could choose whichever they deem workable, be it
formal or informal.

6.6.2

Economic Challenges

LSPP stated that re-designing the area would cost Llll..DC a great deal in terms of time, efforts,
material and funding.

6.6.3

Political Challenges

A couple of individuals within the planning authority argued that, the political impact would
likely be felt in the long run, when people's demands go beyond the issue ofaccommodation. It
would be up to the politicians and the government to be committed to offer other social facilities
that associate with housing. They also claimed that, the strategy would render ineffective
development control in urban areas. Other views were that, some people, especially those whom
have currently bought sites in the study area, would lose confidence in LHLDC. Local
government commented that, planners would keep on running away from informal settlements,
instead of taking appropriate action against them.

6.6.4

Technical Challenges

Service providers and planning authorities state that, the strategy implies that, a different plan
from the original one needs to be considered. Meaning that, LHLDC would not only have to go
back to the drawing board, but would also have to make all the necessary consultations with
relevant planning bodies, as with the original plan. This would also mean a need to re-survey
and re-peg the plots and re-route the entire infrastructure and determine a new drainage system
across the study area. This, said field owners, would result in a good and coherent place, even
though with lack of social services.
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6.7

SWIJT ANAl.VSIS

6.7.1

Introduction

The SWOT analysis highlights the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats of each
scenario as perceived by critical stakeholders. The researcher then gives short summaries for
each scenario, under the conclusion column. The best scenario is identified on the basis of its
strengths and opportunities and the opposite happens to be true about the worst scenario. Table:
6.7.1, which is presented on the following page, shows an analysis of strategies as perceived by
different respondents
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Table: 6.7.1

Showing an Analysis of Strategies as Perceived by the Different Respondents

STRATEGY 1: RELOCATEI REMOVE INVADERS IN ORDER TO RESTORE THE ORIGINAL S<::HEME
,;"

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

"""

"

;"""'"

,,;

,,'

,)';
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~

~

~

~
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Loss of
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~

~
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~

~
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~
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for the invaders.

Not certain because
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However, unless

not have to incur
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~

Overcrowding

it is done , people

any costs .
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conditions
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the long run
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~

~

The original

~

~
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because it is based

would stop the

on short-term

confidence in

there will not be

invasion.
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the
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It would restore

repercussions in

government
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uniform and

the long term ,
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~

~
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~

importance of
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planning.
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An expensive
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to implement

the developer and
the people.

~

settlements.

Plays down the

development in
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~
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court 's outcome.
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~

No more

Uncertain
because
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STRATEGY 2: RELOCATE THOSE ON PUBLI C SPACE, UPGRADE AREAS ON SITES, AND RETURN
TO THE INTENTIONS OF THE PLAN
WEAKNESSES

STRENGTHS

.Upgr ade:
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of
and

STRATEGY 3: ABANDON INVADED AREAS AND REDESIGN THE BALANCE TO FIND SITES FOR
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STRATEGY 4: TEMPORARILY RELOCATE INVADERS IN ORDER TO RESTORE THE PLAN
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STRATEGY 4: TEMPORARILY RELOCATE INVADERS IN ORDER TO RESTORE THE PLAN
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STRATEGY 5: REDESIGN INVADED AREAS AROUND INFORMAL DEVELOPMENT AND
ACCOMMODATE THE INFORMAL SETTLEMENT.
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6.7.2

Overview of SWOT Table

The findings indicate that very few opted for removal of people and a large number opted for
upgrading and re-designing of the study area. All stakeholders have dismissed Scenario 4 as being
too costly and downright unworkable. They argue that, its social, economic and political
implications are beyond imagination. However, the researcher feels that temporary relocation
would not be such a bad strategy to implement and it would in fact be quite workable if there were
more co-ordination, control and law enforcement over development. Also if the invaders were not
taken back to the original site, but to a new and well-planned area where they could acquire land
formally. This of cause as with Scenarios 1 and 5 would need some financial assistance from the
government, but unlike Scenarios 1 and 5, Scenario 4 would need more than financial assistance; it
would need planning another area from scratch. This would also make up for the loss that the
LIll.,DC incurred for in this scheme.

Some respondents indicated that Scenario 2 would not be fair, as it would be treating people who
have committed the same offence differently, but the fact of the matter is that the invaders are not
impacting on the plan in the same way. For instance, the informal house on plate 10, and others,
whom the LHLDC does not know of, is allocated in a manner that does not reveal its illegality. The
only suspicious thing about it and the others is that their lots are too big, given their location, which
is quite developable. It would not be reasonable to treat these informal settlements the same with
those that are located in the middle of the road.

It appears that Scenario 3 could easily be implemented, but could result in unworkable places.

Based on the analysis, this scenario could be the worst if the whole area were to be abandoned.
However, abandoning certain parts of the study area may turn out to be the best solution for all.

While only three respondents adamantly opt for Scenario 1, and most opt for Scenario 5, the
researcher feels that Scenario 1 could be a better option in cases whereby the plan cannot work if
this strategy were not implemented. For instance, in a case where access is blocked completely
(plate 6, pp.70) the invader would have to be removed.
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The removal however would be appropriate if it were to be taken into account that the development
scheme itself had problems. In the first place there was lack of co-ordination within the planning
authorities and this on its own was clearly a developmental problem. Secondly, the manner at
which the SDA was declared was too hasty for people to understand and hence created confusion
amongst field owners. Thirdly, the field owners did not want to be co-operative because from the
on set the scheme was not handled properly in that there was lack of participation. Lastly, the field
owners were not fair to the LHLDC by accepting compensation and continuing to subdivide and
allocate land as though they had not made any agreements with the LHLDC.

The best scenarios would therefore be Scenarios 1 and 5 because they are likely to work out for
best, given that all parties involved in the Ha Matala Development Scheme seem guilty of one thing
or the other. The choice is based on the people's responses.

6.8

CONCLUSION

From the above fmdings, it is clear that there is a conflict of views and concerns from individuals,
who sometimes come from the same organizations. On the basis of this, it can be inferred that the
responses are influenced by the individuals' interpretation of the problem. Furthermore, the
findings indicate that very few opted for strategy one, and showed that, while the first part of
strategy two, is sound, but the strategy proves to be unfair and cannot be a viable solution. As for
strategy three and four, have been dismissed as too costly and downright unworkable. A majority of
respondents would go for strategy five because, as they say, it addresses the land development
problems currently facing the study area. In addition, through this strategy, all are treated justly,
given that everyone involved in the scheme has made mistakes in the past that need addressing.
It was the feeling ofthe researcher that while it is apparent that most respondents are opposed to the
ideas of strategies, one through to four, and imply that a single strategy can resolve the problem, all
the strategies are quite imperative in this particular case, because of the varied nature of the
problem. To decide on the feasible and replicable strategies, a weighting system is used on table
6.8.1 (forthcoming). Here, the socio-economic, political and technical aspects of the study are
weighted in accordance to the criteria defining them (paragraph two of the introduction, above),
and strategies are given scores as per the researcher's judgment.
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As will be seen on table 6.8.1, the weights range from 1.5 to 4, with the social aspect allocated the

highest weight followed by the political and technical aspects respectively (3.5 and 3) and the
economic aspect being weighted the lowest.
The social aspect is highly valued (weight 4) in this study because it considers the most crucial part
of development, which more often than not, is given inadequate attention. The researcher believes
that, if this part can be examined closely, with regard to the criteria set above, in upgrading Ha
Matala, then the existing problems will be resolved easily, fruitfully and viably.

The second important aspect in upgrading the study area is the political environment, which looks
at, amongst others law enforcement. Incompetent practice in this regard has been identified as the
prime cause of illegal land allocation and informal settlements in Lesotho. It needs to be dealt with
appropriately in order to address the problems facing the study area.

The technical aspects then follow and this looks at settlements and living environments and the
administration and maintenance of these issues. This aspect tends to integrate a wide range of
planning bodies and issues. However, it comes third because planning is not done for planners'
sake, but in the public interest.

The last aspect, but certainly not the least, is the economic aspect, which is weighted 1.5. While any
kind of action would cost money, but in this particular case study, the three aspects discussed
above, are considered more imperative to address the problem at hand.

The scores are rated as follows: -

1 = Poor

2 = Fair
3 = Good
4

=

Very Good

5 = Excellent
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Any strategy that scores the lowest point of 1, means that the relationship between it and the aspect
being considered is poor and would not be considered as a viable solution. A score of 5 shows an
excellent relationship between the strategy and the aspect in question, and would on the basis of
this, be highly recommended. However, the impact of each strategy is considered in holistic, hence
the individual weighted scores are added up to give the total weighted score for each strategy. The
strategy that gets more points would be the one considered for upgrading the Ha Matala study area
productively.

Table 6.8.1 Showing an Assessment of the Strategies Through The Weighting System
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The above table shows two columns of figures that are highlighted yellow and lime, under each
strategy (second row on the table). The former shows the scores and the latter shows the scores as
weighted (scores by weights) to show the practicability of each strategy in resolving land
development problems facing the Ha Matala study area.

According to the table, strategy 5, which suggests that, the area should be re-designed in order to
accommodate the informal settlement, scores the highest points (51). It is followed by strategy 1,
with 36 points, which proposes that, the informal settlement should be displaced by way ofremoval
or relocation, in order to restore the original plan. This is to say that, if the plan cannot be redesigned, then it must be restored completely. Another possible strategy to tackle the issue of Ha
Matala is strategy 2, with 30.5 points. Strategies 4 and 3, that score the lowest points of25.5 and
15.5 respectively, cannot be deemed as feasible solutions for the case of Ha Matala. In the
forthcoming paragraphs, the study reviews issues that justify the position of each strategy in regard
to the aspects.
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First, the table shows the relationship between individual strategies and the social aspect. Starting
with strategy 5, one sees an excellent correlation between the two. A good bond, which is built up
by strategy 2 and the aspect, follows this. The rest ofthe strategies show a poor link. The excellent
relationship ofstrategy 5 is influenced by the fact that, people will not have to move, as such, there
will not be any adverse psychological effects suffered.

In addition, the strategy requires

community participation, so at the end of the day, everyone, the developer and the end user, will
own the development scheme and in this manner, sustainability is assured. The people living in the
informal settlement will not be impoverished by the implementation of this strategy. Better still,
the area will be put back to acceptable planning standards, and will be to everyone's advantage.
With this strategy space, for provision of social facilities, may be found within the study area, and
this would bring convenience.

The good linkage that is evident between strategy 2 and this aspect is based on the fact that, while
people may have to relocate, but it will not be all ofthem as in the case of strategy 1, this, in a way,
mitigates social problems that may be encountered. Like strategy 5, it requires community
participation. Unlike strategy 3, strategy 5 and 2, ensure safe living environments for the
inhabitants, and they are more certain than strategy 4. Yet, it is discredited for being unfair on other
people, who incidentally, happen to be the low-income class (their status is based on the their
housing standards, see plates 2.and.3). For this, the strategy may not gain favour with anybody,
even the formal settlers, because of its discriminative element. The other strategies happen to lack
the social concern; hence they are considered unworkable in this regard.
Second, the table shows how the strategies relate with the economic aspect. Commencing, once
again, with strategy 5,which has a good relationship, because it still dominates in this aspect too.
While the strategy tend to be costly in the short-run, but it has great long-term economic benefits
for all. The re-designing costs can be recovered in due course, through sound levy collections.
Strategies 1 and 2 came in second, each with a fair relationship with this aspect. While it may bring
forth some long-term economic benefits, in terms of levy collection, strategy 1 hardly benefits
anyone. If removal is chosen, then it means that people get impoverished, and cannot be entitled to
benefits that may accrue from the study area. In addition, for removal to be successful, it has to be
approved legally, which may imply that, by the time the LHLDC executes this policy, it will have
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lost a great deal through endless court cases. If it is relocation LHLDC is still in a catch 22
situation, because, it may lose more than it may gain. A similar situation may be faced with strategy
2. However with this strategy, the loss is felt more at the maintenance stage. Strategies, 3 and 4
indicate a poor correlation because they are likely to do a great economic harm on people, the
developer as well as the study area.

Third, is the political aspect, which shows, an excellent relationship with strategy 5 and a good
connection with strategies 1 and 4. It then shows fair to poor links with strategies 3 and 2
respectively. In this aspect, a relationship is regarded excellent if it recognizes the legal part and
does not intimidate the political stability or public relations. The opposite happens to be true with
the strategy that is having a poor link with this aspect.

Fourth is the technical aspect. Here the table shows that, strategy 1 takes the lead in this aspect, as it
is having an excellent connection. A very good relation existing between the aspect and strategy 2
follows this connection. Strategy 5 appears third, indicating a good link with the aspect. Strategy 4
shows a fair connection while strategy 3 shows a poor one. The first two strategies are technically
sound because, with strategy 1, the area stays the same and with strategy 2 the area stays close to
the original plan. Strategy 5 alters the plan, such that the area ends up with a new plan, which may
prove to be difficult to maintain. All the same, the plan will be up to the planning standards.
Strategy 4 may prove to be very difficult to accomplish, but once done, its maintenance goes
smoothly. Strategy 3 is poor in relation with this aspect, because, it neglects planning standards,
and thus render incoherent and imbalance settlements.

While strategy 1 shows a poor link with the social aspect, which according to the study is the most
important part, it has to be considered for upgrading Ha Matala because it appears a certain and
sustainable strategy, after strategy 5. The table indicates that, there are only three strategies that
should be considered to address the land development problems in the study area and these are, in
order of importance, strategies, 5, 1 and 2. The other two are now dismissed. The next chapter is
the conclusion and recommendation part of the study. It is here that the two chosen strategies will
be recommended with some alterations, after having reviewed all the issues and concerns of the
study.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSION

7.1

INTRODUCTION

The study has established that the land development problems, within the planning environment in
Lesotho, go beyond planning and implementation levels. It is also an issue ofcorruption and lack of
legal support for planners. It has been discovered by the study that, the Chief Physical Planner of
the LSPP has had a hand in establishment of illegal settlements in the study area, by issuing illegal
survey instructions. This, WASA argues, has led to a number of confrontations between THE
LHLDC and WASA because of water services that would have been provided by WASA on the
basis of the illegal leases.

The poor legal system has also contributed considerably to illegal settlements, both across the
country and in the study area. This is because not only does the law drag in dealing with these
matters, but it also judges planners unfairly. Hence, more land destructions have been encouraged,
and unfortunately the planning authorities cannot do anything about this matter.

While there has been a comprehensive national land policy in Lesotho, evidence indicates that there
is no clear direction in relation to the control and management of land related issues. Each ministry
of Government does as it pleases without any consultation with the others. This in turn has led to
bottlenecks that have given rise to a chaotic situation within planning. Opportunists have grasped
the chaotic situation to occupy vast tracts ofland illegally with devastating consequences. Informal
settlements are now the order of the day on any land, planned, serviced or agricultural. No one
takes responsibility for tackling these illegal settlements as for example the Ministry of Agriculture
perceives its role as being merely advisory (Land Policy Review Commission, 2000: 3)

There have been worse cases than Ha Matala, cases such as the Mafeteng Development Scheme,
which was abandoned; Mohales' Hoek, which was partially abandoned; Ha Foso; Teyateyaneng;
and Ha Thetsane and Ha Mabote in Maseru. However, Ha Matala has been chosen for the study
because, not only has it set a bad precedence across the country, but it is also clouded with diverse
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land problems, which would occur on any development area. In addition, the government has
realised that it is time that plans were implemented without any compromise, so this study is going
to assist in achieving this aim peacefully and successfully.

It is clear that abandoning projects is not a sound solution; it is in fact a socio-economic, political
and environmental destruction. Planned and serviced settlements are essential for a country's sound
economic growth and for a good social welfare. The government has therefore, started to upgrade
some of the planned areas, which were affected by informal settlements. In Maseru, the focus is at
Lepereng, Ha Matala and Ha Thetsane. Recommendations to be given for Ha Matala should be
applicable to these other areas as well.

Key role players that the researcher managed to interview represent the interests of the various
bodies that were involved directly and/or indirectly in the Ha Matala development scheme. These
included planning bodies such as: the LSPP, the LHLDC, the MCC; the service providers included,
LEC, WASA and LCD. Also interviewed was a member of the committee that represents field
owners and an informal resident. Unfortunately three key role players, the local chief, Chief
Matala, his senior, Chief K. Theko and Chief Physical Planner, Mr. Frank, refused the interview.
However, the field owner represented both Chiefs, while Mrs. Makuta, stood in the gap for Mr.
Frank.

7.2

RECDMENDATIDNS

The recommendations below build on the analysis and discussions in the previous chapters. They
start off with the ones that address the existing problem and end with the more general ones, which
are aimed at avoiding and! or preventing invasion to occur again in future. Recommendations that
are specific to the study area are based on the conclusion drawn from the assessment made through
the weighting system The solutions are based on what is feasible and viable in terms of the social ,
economic, political and technical aspects.
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7.2.1

Recommendations for Existing Problems

The recommendations to be given are based on the fact that the existing problems go beyond the
design level, and require more than effective community participation. While the issue of
backdated Form C's is an open secret; but at the moment, there is no way of proving its illegality.
As such the informal settlers that the study investigates, do not consider themselves as so. The fact

that they have bought the land makes it difficult to blame them, but at the same time it is not easy to
blame field owners as their interference on the plan is indirect. Even so, the fact that land has been
bought informally does not give one the right to build a house in the middle of a road. The
upgrading is imperative in this area and the two strategies, which have been identified, in the
previous chapter, as the most appropriate in resolving the existing land development problems in
the Ha Matala study area will be recommended variably depending on the most feasible to
addressing a particular problem.

In view of the socio-economic, political and technical challenges that allude to these strategies, the

study recommends that the strategies should be implemented with some adjustments, such as the
financial assistance from the government. This should come in the form of soft loans, subsidies and
to a lesser extent, grants, and not in a liquid form. Loans should go to the aflluent class, subsidies,
to the middle class and grants to the poor. A major part in upgrading this area successfully should
be undertaken by the informal settlers. As with the problems identified, the recommendations are
also categorised.

•

Access

In terms of Plates 6, 7, and 8 (pp. 70), there are 2 solutions. The structures (i.e. the house and

fences) that are blocking access (plates 6 and 7) should be displaced. Plate 8, requires redesigning.
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•

Subdivision of Open Spaces

Since the LHLDC has made it clear that it is a profit making institution, and that it derives salaries
to pay its employees from the development schemes, the government should buy the open spaces,
and rescue them from being turned into residential lots.

•

Affected Infrastructure

Where water mains and roads are affected, displacement should only take place if the socioeconomic, political and technical costs of redesigning these may prove to be high, either in the
short or long term. In the case of electricity, the imposing structures such as the one seen on Plate 9
(pp. 71) should be displaced. However, in the case where it is quite apparent that the fault comes
from the providers' side, the provider should redesign the alignment of the poles and cables.

7.2.2

Recommendations for Future Problems

Land must be managed and controlled by agricultural professionals and people capable of making
the best productive use of it. Even where there are good laws, there is no implementation and/or
law enforcement and nobody takes the responsibility in Lesotho at the moment. In a nutshell the
government and land institutions have, as pointed out earlier, completely lost control of land
administration, and land management as well as development ofland and its resources. Predictions
are that by the year 2020, the whole country will be left with nothing but sand and rocks (Land
Policy Review Commission, 2000).

The people obviously needed a full understanding of the urban life, rules and regulations. They
needed to know what would be expected of them as new urbanites. So in future there should be
educational programmes that will enlighten the people appropriately. People need to be taught
about planning and the importance of planned areas. They need to be equipped in such a manner
that they are able to make sound contributions in planning matters. The people should be in a
position to control developments within their own living environments. They need to know and
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understand why it is necessary to go through certain procedures to acquire land and to also know
and understand planning processes.

The 1979 Land Act repealed the law ofLerotholi, which stated that all land in Lesotho belonged to
the Basotho Nation. And was held in trust by the King, as head of state, whose powers of land
allocation and administration were delegated to the village chiefs; the land could still be reclaimed
for other uses that the chief deemed more beneficial for the society or nation as a whole. This
could be accomplished without leaving affected parties in despair. In practice then, land belonged
to the state and the state could reclaim it any time. Therefore, no one had a right to either buy or
sell it. Land tenure was oriented toward stewardship.

However, as the government has changed hands, new policies that guided the deliverance and use
of land simultaneously changed people's attitudes towards land. The Basotho nation started to view
land as a commodity as against a public property. Hence, they started to subdivide and sell it
privately, which was and still is an illegal Act (Romaya & Brown 1999, Leduka 1993, Fmnklin,
1995).

Chieftainship and consultative planning should be part of the due solution, and in this way, the
chief and the community can protect the markings, because they will automatically feel
responsible.

7.3

AREVIEW OF THE STUDY

To check ifthe concerns and assumption raised in the introductory chapter have been addressed, a
review and responses of these is presented below.

7.3.1

The Research Question

Question: Why did the Ha Matala Development scheme fail to create the intended development
environment?
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Response: There was evidently lack of coordination and cooperation within the planning authority
and between the planners and service providers and other stake holders. In addition, there was lack
of community participation, as such the scheme was not well coordinated and it failed to realize
and consider the community'S concerns and views.

7.3.2

Subsidiary Questions

Question: How did a failure by the field owners to understand government perceptions about land,
affect the success ofthe project?

Response: It affected it in the sense that, at the end of the day, there was double land allocation,
which was both formal and informal. Field owners still believed that, they had rights on the land
and that they could still subdivided and sell it as they pleased. At the same time, LHLDC believed
it had rights to the land, and it could get rid ofthe field owners whichever way.

Question: To what extent was the plan interfered with?

Response: The plan was interfered with to the extent where the service infrastructure, which was
already provided for, was impacted upon by the informal settlement. The settlement has also
affected space that was provided for socio-economic activities, and as it is the case now, the area is
deprived of a primary level school, a cemetery, and a civic and community center. As for open
spaces that are already subdivided for residential use, they can easily be restored, as they are not
settled as yet.

Question: At what stage of the plan were problems experienced and why?

Response: Problems in the study area were felt after the implementation stage, during land
allocation, because, during implementation, the LHLDC, with the assistance ofthe police, managed
to keep the field owners quiet and somehow suppressed their feelings.

Question: How easy or difficult is it to mitigate these problems?
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Response: It is more difficult than easy to mitigate these problems as most of the informal settlers
hold titles, even though they are backdated. However, through effective community participation,
the plan can be restored either fully or partially.

Question: What common land development challenges and elements are evident in the Ha Matala
Development Scheme that would inform similar upgrading projects?

Response: he socio-economic, political and technical challenges in any upgrading scheme should
be viewed in holistic so that feasible strategies can be used to resolve the various informal
settlement problems that may prevail in different areas. Secure land tenure in upgrading is quite
imperative. Upgrading has to be done through effective community participation in order to collect
important information from all stake holders and so that all feel as part and parcel of the upgrading
program being undertaken. Upgrading must not impact adversely on the community, but strive to
increase the common good for all. Every irregular settlement in urban areas needs upgrading. Since
people tend to develop a strong and positive attachment to what they deem home, this may make it
difficult for upgrading in terms of relocation. However, Angel (1983) states, "As long as the
granting oftenure improves the economic well-being ofthe poor, and as long as their displacement
is voluntary, these are reasons for proceeding with tenure granting programs regardless of whether
they do not displace poorer residents" (Ibid: 135).

7.3.3 Hypothesis
A lack of community participation in land development issues is the primary reason why the Ha
Matala Development Scheme could not be implemented according to the proposed plan.

Response: The fact that workshops and meetings were never held with the field owners, prior to
the development scheme, shows that there was lack of community participation; hence the field
owners did not consider it their responsibility to protect the area. They felt as if they were being
dispossessed of their property, so they derived pleasure from selling it informally. This made them
feel as ifthey were still in control.
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The fact that infrastructure could only be put in place with the assistance of the police, clearly
indicates that there was no community participation.

Issues that were raised in Sections 4 and 5, especially concerning the declaration of the SDA have
proven the hypothesis right. Also the letter by Mr. Lehana (Appendix A ii), Director of Operations,
the LHLDC shows that there is lack of community participation.

Procto et al. (1998) says that, a land policy must consider all these land issues and basic needs must
be accommodated. Access must be fair and rights to ownership or use ofland must be protected. A
land management system, which will support sustainable land-use patterns and rapid release ofland
for development, need to be devised.
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APPE D X
A

Overleaf, are copies obtained from Llll.DC, which show the manner at which the
compensation process was handled in order to mitigate land and development
problems, prevailing in the study area. While Llll.DC claims that this strategy was
employed from day 1 of the compensation process, the researcher is inclined to
believe that, it was only adapted because the problems in the study area were getting
worse. Otherwise there would not be a need for more compensation, which was done
in 1997, seven years after the project was well into operation.

The copies indicate that on the lOth of March 1997, these people whose names are
highlighted pink were compensated according to individual claims. The sum of the
money that each individual claimed is highlighted green. The claims were to make up
for property that was destroyed when Llll.DC assumed land ownership in 1990. Field
owners were to provide names of people they had sub-divided and allocated sites to
before Llll.DC came into the area, they were also to indicate whether they had fenced
the fields or not and whether they were sown or not (see particularly the fourth and
fifth pages). The names of the field owner's allottees are bounded black. The other
information describes the sizes and the location of the fields and this is bounded red.
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The information overleaf shows the attempts LHLDC is trying to make in order to resettle the invaders in accordance with the plan. However, the letter that comes with
this proposal sounds more of a threat and the researcher speculates that this has made
people more stubborn because more often than not, people do not react well to threats.
The sample shows part of Phase 2 ofthe study area.
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or tlhe Notice od: Invitati on to tender and befotre executi on
orf the lease documeIllt the intende d lessee wUl be required to pay tile Commi ssioner of Lands the fimt year's
g.roUIld reIlJt (if any). any premiu m assessed, stamp duty
and registra tion fees.
(2) The purpos e of tJhe lease wNl b~
..

* 'Ilhis lease/fiicence wiill be of land known 'as

Date stamp

4

*3

*3

2

has be€n granted *a lease/a licence and evidence of this title
will be issued by the Commissioner (){f Lands in the near
future.

of

Certron titles-non-reglistrable
CeI1taJn tiJtllies-regtistrable

Applim tion of Bart II

1. Grant of title in
19. Applica tion of Part III
20. Lease or'1icen<:e
21. Advert ising of plots
22. InV'itJaJtion to tender
23. Advers e claims
24. Au1JboI1ity to grant title

Part

17. CertilflioatJeof aIlllocation and re
18. ReguLClIlliol1\S

15. OompeIllSa1Ji.on in case of revoca
16. Appeal s

Oonvemiion of aJlLocatn.OIllS
Other rural land held under a l
12. ALLocating aUltJhorlity
13. RevocaJtioo of allocati on
14. Revocation on ground s of publi

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Land held under

Partll

5. Applica tion for grants under p
6. Persons capable of holding titl

3. IJand vested in Basoth o NatiJon
4. Power to gI1a4l1t tJitles to land ve

Part I
Inalien ability of land and pow

1. Short title and commencemeIllt
2. LniteI1Jretation

THE LAND
ACT NO. 17
An'3IIlgement o

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

n

•••••••••••••• n

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

and sLtuatJed a,t ...
nn

••••••• ' ..

n

... n . n . n • • •

...

nnnn.n .... n

.. nnn

nnnn.nnnnnnn .... n

'n . . . n

years. The l,and known as

nn ••• n n . n . n . n n n n n .... n n . . n . n ••

n . n n . n ••••••••• n n ••

use and occupy fur

Idress of
;ottee

Ime of
:ottee

lsert name
f witness

\.tiempt to
neasure the
lOundal'ies

1

n

Certificate of allocation

and sJ.tua.rted at .. ,
wHih ran 'area of about

.

'has been granted an allocation of land w1hich a!l.lows fue allottee for a perJod only of six months from the date of tlh'1s
certificate to use and to use and oocupy the land known as

O!f

FORM"C2"

Signature of member of
Land Committee

THIRD SCHEDULE
(Sections 5(4) & 17(1) )

•• n ' n n " n n n

(Registrable title-Rural Area)
* delete wihe,re a'PPropr~ate
'Ilhis ds to certify that
.

Witnessed by '..

Signature OIf Ohairman

'I1hJis allocation of land caIUlQlt be transferred, sold, given away
or rleased to any other person and on the dea1lh of the aJl.lottee,
* ,hiis/her ,l'awful spouse may C'O'IlJtinure to use and occupy t.!his
land until * his/her own deaJtih.

Daite Stamp

3

nnn

pproximate
wit1h an are? of about
uea
Enter purfor tlhe purpooe of .
pose Le. the
Ipproved
2 A sketch plan or map of the boundaries of this * land is/is not
lse
attaahed and the 'Land's d:imensioll1S measure 'as foJlows:-

d

escribe the
and
~nter situa'on of

nter period
.f years if
pplicable

n

gra.nJted an allocation of land Which allows :the aillottee witlh effect from the date of this certificate to urse or to

or!
Jld>S h{'('J1

Part

Part I

Pa·rt
74. Application of Part X

Duties of Commiss

73. Compensation

72. Publli.c seI'V1itudes

Public servitudes and co

70. Fees for lioences
71. Tender premiums

69. Ground rent and development

Land rev

Part V

68. Higlh Court to rebann jurisdicti

67. AppeaJ.s

66. Prooeduxe O!f TrLbunal

65. Clerk of Tribunal

64. EstalbllJislhment and compositio

Land Tri

Part

63. Termination of use of land for

62. Land used by State deemed t
pUl'lpOses

61. Granting of leases over land s

60. Preference to deprived lessee

59. Where l'and part of greater la

58. Oon:f1JiotJing aJ.ajrns

57. OfIfelf made deemed tJo be aoce

56. Cl1aJm for oompeMaJt.ion

55. Posting and s'ervioe 0If IWtrl:oe

54. Setting aside of land for use fo

Land required for

53. OoimpensatJiJon

lnd

'Urpose to
rhich the
pplicant
rill put the

~28

8

7

(il)

Particu lars of any recomm endatio n whiJch may have been
obtaine d from any Govern ment MinIstry Iirf t1h.e l:and required is for commer.cia:l or industr ial purposes: ""'"''''''" "

(i) Banker 's referen ce 15 to be provided ti.f :the propos ed developm'ent of the land is for coonmerciCll1, industr ial or
housin g estate purpos es and the names of the ap~icmt's
banker s both dn and oQutslide LesotJhoare to be given:

(!ii)

(i)

Land use proposed: " " .., "
'
,
'
Plot No:,
", ,
, .. ,.. , Town of: ,'
,.."
(iii) Advert isemen t Notice No: " , "
, , ,
'
(iv) Lease or licence requi.red:
' ,
..
Wheth er tJhe appillicant already holds l'ights to other urban
land lin Lesotiho providi ng detaiQs to identi:fy the land and the
land use purpos es already g,ranted:

2. In thi15 Act "agrlieilltU're" means the use of
agricul ture, W1hether as ara
or seed growing, OII" for fM
af1forestaltion), or for tJhe br
IDcludling any creatur e lre
wool, silk, skJins ()11' fur;
"allootee" means a person otJh
or liicence to Whom an ClI1
ttihiis Act;
"Ohief" !has the meanin g assig
Act 1968;
"Commissioner" means the Oom
"Jur.iJsdJiolJi.on" means juI1isdtiol1iJ
land, 1Jhe subject af a grant
is situated ;
"Land Commi ttee" means a la
establiShed by regulat ions
sudh regu,Jatuons are made
mit.tee ectaMished for a O
the Land ReguJ1a1tioos 1974;

(d) >the settJing aside of la
(e) ttlhe estaib1ishiment of
(If) tJhe grant of pUbl1c se
and for connected pUI1pOlSes.
Enacte d by tlhie Assemibly 1. 'I1hJis Act may be cited as
come into operaitiJon on a dJate to be
notice in the Gazette.

Purpos e f'o'r whidh !land is require d and give a desartiptioo
the plot as adverti sed with referen ce to tJhe Advert isemenot"t
Notke :-

6

,in;

To oomoliidaJte iand amend the
viding for(la) Ithe grmt 0[ trutJl:e to l
(ob) the conversion 10[ tJi.tl
(c) 1Jhe declara tion af se
selecte d agr1cul:tural

kindly -sUipply the name, laddress >and title or office of
person or represe ntative empowered to execwte deeds the
or
docum ents:-

ACT

If the applica nt is a Commonweallth or Foreign Government,
or lis '3ll intematJiunCll1 Organi~ation empowered to hold I.land,

[Dat

The Land

5

power of attorne y if the company's officers are not
LesotJho citizens 'or do not hold per'ffi~ts of indefinite
sojourn in Lesotho -

226

,,",,""""" ",.
Signature cl lapplOOaDJt or
Thumb print of awl/rcani

"""."",

I iheI'eby certify that bhe app1lioantappears to

Certificate

FORM"B"

part of 1JhJis fonn whidh does not apply)

('1i:i) a selected agricultnral area, it should be addressed
to the Minister of Interior,
p.a. Box 174 Maseru 100.

(ii) a selected development area, it should be addressed
to the Commissioner of Lands,
p.a. Booc 876, Miaseru 100.

(i) an urban area, it should be actdressed to the Secretary, Urban Land Committee, c/o - The Town
Olerk/The District Administr,ator of the uVban area
of town ooncerned;

Note:- I!f 1!his appilioatLon refers to land in:-

(Delet~ any

Application fOl' a grant of a lease or licence

THIRD SCHEDULE
(Section 5)

Signature of person who witness'ed the
affucing of the thumb print.

Date: ""..."".".",,,,,,,,,,,,,".,,... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,"..... ,,,,

required.

* understand the contents oJ Fonn A 'and Ihe/she as named on this
* appUcation has affixed his/her left/right thumb print as

6

Note:- If the appllicant cannot write his name ()If fill intJhJis form,
some other person may do 5'0 makJng sure that the applicant's right or 1eft bhumb print is laffixed to this application.

Date""".

5 I further understand I oannot transfer 0,1' sell this allo<:ation
to any p('r~on and tJhat the Land Committee who granted thJi!S
allooati~iIl tl'etailins the traditional rig1ht to revoke alJ.l or part
0:£ bros al1ocation inclucting the riglht to derogate or lessen my
rigJhts of use and occupation.

as nrrn/lin.p-H fn.l· l1T1nor ""'l1C't,."It"" "' ......

(2)
As a corollary to the
no person, other than the State,

3.
(1) lJand in Lesotho i
ly in the Basotho Nation a;. ,d is '
cl the Nahon.

InaJiellability of land and

PAR

"Reg;lstl'ar" meaI45 the Reg
"registration" means
"revocation" means the re
allocation made under
"rural area" means an ar
selected development
area;
"scleated agricUltural a.re
section 50 £01' the dev
farming tedhniques;
"selected deveLopment are
section 44 for (la) development or
areas;
(b) construction or
commeroial or in
(c) readjustme.nrt of
town plan.nJing;
"servitude" means a rig.ht
is the subject of a le
particular manner or
extent;
"statuto.ry conditions" in r
tory conditions listed i
"tiItle" means an aHQoation
a le'ase or lticence is
such Lease or licence,
eX!isting at the comme
10oab1on made by the p
an al!location consente
"TriibUlllaJl" means the Lan
tion 64;
"urban area" means an are
as defined by the MiIlli
"Urban Land Committee" i
means the committee
accordance with sectio

5
6
7
8
9
10

4

The
1
2
3

urban areas of Maseru
Maseru International Airport
Butha-Buthe
Leribe (Hlotse)
Maputsoe
Peka
Teyateyaneng
Roma
Morija
Mafeteng

SECOND SCHEDULE
(Section 2)

Upon appHcation by the lessee made not later than six months
before expiry od' 'the term of the lease, the lessee shall be entitled to the grant of a new Ilease of the land on terms set by
the Minister provided the l'and or part thereof is not required
for any pubHc purpose.

16

Renewal

15

A lessee shall unless exempted therefrom under section
69 (2), pay a prescribed ,annual ground rent in adwll1<:e not
later than the thtiJrty fiTst day of March in each year provided
that on execution of the 'lease, the lessee shall pay any ground
rent due for the period ending thirty first day of March whiCh
shaH be calcul'ated ·as follows (i) where the lease begins to subsist on any day in <the
month orf Apl1iil in ,any calender year, one Whole
year's rent;
(ii) 'in 'any other case, one whole year's rent less onetwelfth thereof for e'ach complete moo:th otf tilJ.at rental year that has elapsed prior to the date of the
grant.
Annual ground rent reserved in tihe :lease shall be subject to
revision every ten years of the term of 1Jhe lease and consequent upon any revision, the 'amount shalll be fa:1r and reasonable having regard to general values and no account shaH be
taken of any improvements made by the lessee to or on the
land subsequent to the date of such l'evision.

14

Rent

Rent
revision

'I1he lessee shall not subdivrde, sublease or otherwise pa·rt
with the possession of the 'land comprised in the lease or any
part :tllereof without the written ,approval od: the Minister fi:rst
had and oIbta'ined.

13

Subdivide

No 'act, matter or thing, whJatever, shaH be done or permitted
to be none upon the land or any part of such land which may
cause or 'lead to pollution of the envtronment OT result in the
creation of any hazaad to the health of other persons, or become a nuiS'ance or annoyance to or damage -or in any way
interfere wiJ1:Jh :the pea<:e and comfort of 'adjo'incng lessees or
the occupiers of adjoining or other lands in the neighbourhood.

12

Nuisance

224

thi~

Act;

This Part appl:ies only to
8. (1) Subject t· subsecH
title under this Part, if made in
subject of a reg,istrable titJIe, sha
subject to the conditions laid do
power of revocation, entitle the
cupy the land for the purpose sta
which(a) in the case of a b
may be a limited o
(b) in bhe case of an
riod or his lifeti
his lifetime.
(2) Notwithstanding subsec
referred therein dies, the ohairm
jurisdiction shall record in his r
in the land of the deceased allotte
(a) the first ma:le iss
shall share with h
with the advice of
allottee had design
(bl where paragraph
nominated as the
the surviving me
f'amily; or

7.

Land held und

PAR

a corporation estab
a partnership of Wh
are citizens of Lesot
(g) cooperative sooieti
socioety or body olf p
partner1>hip, regist
1966;
(h) subject to bhe app
wealth or foreign
tional organisations
ties approved by th
their missions in Le
(2) Subsection (1) shall no
person disqualified under ,Lt from
a lease, including a subJlease or
of the Minister being obtained \vl
(e)
(f)

Lesotho of which a
by non-citiz'ens of
land held by such c

"immovable property" shall have the me'aning ascribed thereto ~n the Deeds Registry Act·1967.

"immovable property" shall have the meaning ascribed thereto in the Deeds Registry Act 1967.

Repeals

2

plan

~ite

1

Until enactment of 'a town and country planning law and its
application to tfue land under lease, the lessee p!I'ioT to the
devellopment of tJhe land, shall submit to the Minister for his
approva!l a s'ite pllan tvgether with the plans of any proposed
bui!ldings, structures and other fio'rms of land development.

Uniless the Minister directs otherwise, the lessee shaH, within
six months of' the date of the grant, fence the boundaI"ies of
t!he land 'and the lessee shall maintain the fence to the satisf,aotion of the Minister.

Agricultural Leases

Statutory Conditions for Leases other than

(SECTION 2)

FffiST SCHEDULE

(2) Development Committees established under the Land
Regulations 1974 shall, notwithstanding that the period for which
the members thereof have been appointed may have expired, oontinue to function' until suCh time as the Minister revokes the
members' appointments.
.

99. (1) 'I'he Land Regulations 1974, excepting regu1lation 4
which is repealed, slhall continue to have effect until revoked or
superseded by regulations under this Act.

98. The Land Act 1973 and the Administration of Lands Act
1973 are r e p e a l e d . '

fencing

L. N. 9 of 74

Savings

A. 20 of 1973
A. 16 of 1973

bring it into conformity wit.h the provisions of this Ad and any
regulation made hereunder.

Construal of
97. Any existing regulation or by-law shal1, from the coming
Existing By- into operation of this Ad, be construed wi'th such modifications,
Laws and
Regulations 'adaptations, qualifioations and exeepiions as may be necess'ary to

1935

Amendment
96. Section 2 of the Administration of Est.ates P,roclamation
of section 2
of Proclama- 1935 is hereby amended by deleting the definition olf "immovable
property" and substituting the f01llowing therefor tion 19 of

1957

Amendment
95. Section 2 of the InsOl1vency Proclamation 1957 is hereby
of secti'on 2 amended by deleting the definition of "immovable property" and
of Proclamasubstitut.ing the foHowing therefortion 51 of

(d) Ql']f'ting in subsection (6) the word "any and sub:>tltUting therefor the words "Save as is otherwise
provided in the Land Act 1979 or any other law,
every";

clanatil()/fl nnt!irr.p.

(2) The Commissioner Shall,
tion notJice issued under subsecti
thereOlf to tJhe ,ooaJ1rman of tJhe IJ
tion, and tJhe chaJirman slhall there
in respect of the lland subjed to tJ
oatton notioe upon tlJh:e 'a:llottJee im.
li10n 86 requesting him to vacate t
slix months fl'om the da1Je of pubill
(3) Notwithstanding any def
in oomplying with 'subsection (2)
v1ce of the revocat'ion notice any a
land subject to the declaration not
shalil be deemed to have been rev
daration no1Jice, and the a!llottee
not later than six months from t!

14. (1) Where .iJt is necessa
aside f'or public purposes ,aNocCtte
of a regfistrable title, the Minist
Pl1incipal Ohief Ihaving jur.isdictio
assent, shiall by notice in the Gaze
quired.

13. (1) T,he po,wer to revok
in respect of Jiand whiCh is not tJ
and shall be exerciJsed by tJhe La
jurisdictbon, under the Chairmansl
bon or suoh other Land Committte
under section 18.
(2) Berfore exerciJ,s,ing its p
Committee shall, through i.ts cha!ir
ten notice to 11he person atffedted t
(3) 'I1he notice referred to u
de-wly tJhe grounds upon which the
(4) The notice shall be deem
in ClJccordance with section 86.

(5) A grant made in contrav
slhall. be uf no elffect.

(4) The Minister for Comme
his advi'ce to the Minister with t
case, not ~ater than six weeks aft
was sought by the Minister.

cordance with the direc1Ji,ons.
(3) A Land Committee slhlall
ing title to land for commerciaJl
s:haH have Hrst referred t.he applic
fort!hwitIh seek the advice of the l
dustry.

:chedules

f

lmendment

'Regulations

90.

89.

The Ministe.r may, by order, amend the Schedules.

Act.

(a) prescribing the manner in which leases and licelH:es
are to be executed by or on behalf of the State;
(b) providing for tile conditions under whic'h agriculturalleases may be granted;
(c) pJ'escrihing the size of plots which may be held by
any person or for any specific purpose, the number
of plots which may be held by anyone person;
(d) prescribing tile circumstances and conditions under
whioh the Minister may withhold consent to transactions requiring his consent under section 36;
(e) providing for the conditions under which tile Minister for Commerce and Industry shall make recommendations when so required under this Act;
(f) p,rescribing the conditions and circumstances under
which the disqualifications imposed upon companies
and partneTships under section 6 may be waived;
(g) defining the use purposei' A land;
(h) providing for the procedure and quorum at meetingS of Urban Land Committees and expenses and
allowances payable to its members;
(i) ;in respect of ground rents and licence fees and the
c3!l.culation tJhereorf, and the circumstances under
which personal levies may be attached to ground
rents p.ayable by particular lessees;
(j) the terms and conditions under which rent-free
leases under section 69 (2) shall be enjoyed;
(k) prescribiilg the method of assessing the value of improvements made for purposes of payment of compensation;
(l) laying down the considerations which would justify
waiving the tender procedure in the case of multiple applications;
(m) laying down the circumstances an.d conditions
under which t-enders. whether the highest ocr otherwise, may be rejected;
(n) the prevention o.f speculative dea:lings in land;
(0) generally for the better carrying into effect of this

The Minister may malce regulations for anyone or more

Sll bsection (1)

of tile following purposes -

cribed under

by this Act is gu'ilty of an offence and liable to the penalties pres-

(1) T'n.is Part appl'i'es to

22. (1) Notwithstanding s
able for Ji[rant of title is to be us

(a) state whetl1e:r the l
cence;
(b) contain a sufHcien
able its identifiaaltJi
(c) give partiClll1ars of
ground rent or fee
of the amount to ,b
any) made to the la
(d) invite members of
with the secre:tary
a specified date.

21.
(1) Subject to section 2
grant of title, the Oommissioner s
in the Gazette and in a national ne
(2) TheadvertiS'ement notic

20. A grant of Utle to land
grnntee to hold a lease or hcen<le.

(2) The Minister shall, by n
boundaries of each of the urban '
dule,

urban area.

19.

PART
1. Grant of title to l

(a) prescrlbh"lg the allo
tile persons to Wh
grounds on whicll a
L'ley mayor shall be
regulat.ing the princi
rnanner in which th
its !-'Owers under tJ1i
(b) specifying the grou
stances in which th
under section 12 (2)
(c j establishing Land
their oomposition,
aua quorum;
(d) regulating the cond
a chief as chairma
cause, to attend a p
Land Committee;
(e) generally carryjng i
Part.

lid titles

ransltioml
rovisioIlS
Ir disqualied holders
~ land
eMs

85. (1) Any grant of title of land under Part IT made contrary to the provisions of that Part shall be of no effect.
(2) Any dJisposal of property contrary to the provisions af
this Act shaH be of no eHect.
(3) Any transaction requll'ing the consent of the Minister
shaH, where suoh consent has been given contrary to the provisions of tlh!is Act, be of no effect.

~and

(a) at tJhe commencement

(1) Any person who:-

of this Act 'held a title to
but is by reason of sect:ion 6 disqualif~'ed from
SI() doing;
(b) by reason of loss of citizenship or otherwise ceas,es
to be qu:aaified to ho~d title to land,
shall continue to hold the same for a period of 12 months, and may
during that peJ1iod and with the consent of MiIliister cede his rights
to a peJ1s~n qua!lified under section 6,
(2) A person who faiis to beoome qu:ClJ1ified or to cede his
l1i/511115 witJhin the period of 12 months mentioned in subsooilion (1)
shaM, unless has title has been earlier terminated, be entitled to
receive ilie value ill aill improvements lawfully made on the land
uPQn the expiry of the 12 months' period and the then consequent
reversion of his interest in the land to the State.
"

84.

83. (1) Where, at the commencement of this Act, a person
holds the right to use or occupy State land in any area and tlllB
rigrht is derived from the State otJherwise than by title, such right
may be converted into a lease or 1icence at ~he discretion of the
Minister.
(2) In exercising his dis'cretion under subsecli.on (1) the
Minister shal<l have regard to the remliJining duration cxf the person's right, the predominant us,e of tlhe land and tJhe DJaiture of
that use.

lubsidiary

Ights In
ltate land

82. WheJ1e at the commencement of this Act any land ar
part tJhereill has, whether by error OIl" otherwise, been tJhe subject
of two or more aLlocations, the a1110ttee wiho has used tlhe !:and and
mllJde improvements thereon shall ho~d HtLe to the land in preference to any aililottee who left the land unused and Wldeveloped.

81. Notwithstanding any o~her law the Registrar shal[ not
register any title granted under this Act except upon the appl'ioation of the Ooonmissione.r.

80. NotWJitlhstanding the pro,visions of any other lliJW and for
the avoidence of doubt sections 14 and 15 and Parts VI and IX
shall apply to the exclusion of any other law.

MIscellaneous Provisions

PART XII

>riority of
lual
Lllocations

toner

IXoopt

at
nstance fY!.
»mmis-

-egistration

"0

aws

\.pplication
~lf other

U8

The secretary of the Com

(3) The Commissioner shlailll.
referred to !in subsection (1) caus'e
as tlhe case may be, to be prepared f

(2) The Commissioner shalil c
by an Urban Land Committee to be
a mtional newspaper, and sudh noti
to the 'advertisement notioe ,issued
tation to tender notice issued unde
tain a description of the !:and in re
made.

27. (1) Whenever a decision
thJs Part has been taken, the secre
IIlJittee shall fo'rwaTd to the Commil
fect in Form "C3" in tJh.e T'htrd Sc
time issue a copy of the certifkate t

(5) Subject to any regulatio
Land Committee shalJ not be boun
tender.

(4) Where tenders re~ate to
commercial or industrial purpose
except after referral of the appli
cordance with section 25.

(3) As soon as practicable ,ClI
to !in an invitation to tender nobic
ShaUJ consider the tenders.

viting tenders to be lOOKed with hiJrn

ces to be published in tJhe Gazette a

(2)

26. (1) Where, in response t
sued under section 21, tl1ere is mo,
pect of 'any ava:ilable land and ther
tions for deciding in favour of any
Committee shall call for tenders.

(3) Where the Minister obje<.
procedure !laid down 'in seciJion 26 sn

25. (1) Wihere in responoo to
under section 21(1) an aw.1ication
to liand for commercial or ffidustr1
Clommittee shaill not eX'ercise its po
tess it fJrst refers the appl:ication t
with seek the advice of the Mi.n.Ls1ler
Industry.
(2) The Minister for Commer
his advice to the Minister with tlh
case, not later t!hMl six weeks ai'ter
WIaS souglht by the Min.iJster.

74. Save as otherw ise provided, this Part applies to
under Part II which is the subject of a registra ble title and toland
all
land within urban area, selecte d develop ment areas and selecte
d
agricultuPaI areas.

Duties of Commi ssioner of Lands

PART X

(3) Where the exerc1se of a publ<ic servitu de over land
ject tn a lease interfe res substantia1'ly with the enjoym ent of sUbthe
land, the lessee shaJI have the rig-ht, in lieu O!f any compen sation
which he may olaim under subsect ion (1), to request the Ministe
that the whole of the land leased be set aside for pUblic purpos esr
pursua nt to section 54.

75. (1) The Commi ssioner shall keep compre hensive rtlcords of an land to which this Part applies.
(2) The Commi ssioner shall cause to be prepa' red(a) all leases and licences;
(b) written consen ts require d of the Ministe r unde,r
section 36;
(c) deeds of transm ission where a SUb-lessee or mortgagee succeed s to a le,ase in accordance with section
42;
(d) annexu res or deeds of variatio n of leases pursua nt
to section 41;
(e) public servitu des,
and shall retain in bis custody copies of the docume nts listed
in
paragrapihs (a) to (e) and of servitu des execute d by him
under
section 37 (4).
(3) All docume nts prepare d by the Commi ssioner under SUbsection (2) shalll, unless otherw ise prescri bed, be execute d by him.
(4) 'Dhe Commi ssioner sh'all cause all docume nts referre d to
in paragra phs (a) to (e) of subsect ion (2) and reqUiring
registra tion to be registe red.
(5) Upon executi on of any docume nt referre d to in paragraphs (a) to (e) of subsect ion (2) the Commi ssioner shall collect
from the gmntee or transfe ree all duties whi'ch may be payable
5. OF 1972 under the Stamp Duties Order
1972, the TIiansfer Duty Act 1966
7 of 1966 (in the case of
a deed of tJ.1ansmission ref'erre d to in subsect ion (!1)
(c) ), and any reg~stration fees.
12 of 1967
(6) Notwit hstandi ng section s 13 and 48 of the Deeds Registry Act 1967, aM docume nts prepare d by the Commi ssioner and
in
respect of whioh all duties and fees have been collecte d
him
pursua nt to subsect ion (5) shall, upon being submit ted by
by the
Commi ssioner for registra tion, be registe red by the Registl 'aI.
(7) Aili dealing s in interes ts in land by or on behalf of the
State shaiH be transac ted throug h the Commissioner, and all documents relaifJing to such dealing s s,hall, subject to any directio
ns
from the Ministe r, be execute d by him.

Duties of
Commis,ioner

Applicat ion
of Part X
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34. Save as otherwis'e provid
leases and licences.
35. (1) A lessee shall be entit
Ca) subject to any stc'uto
tions attachi ng to th
session of tJhe land lea
(b) subject to obtaini ng th
(i) to dispose of his i
(ii) to encum ber the l
(iii) to sub-lee the land

Leases and li

PART I

(3) Leases issued under tfuis
the da.te of issue except as regard
lease which shall be deemed to
mencem ent of this Act.
30. (1) Whene ver facirrities
of leases or licences created under
shall caU8'e a notice to tJhat effect
and thereup on eve'ry pel'son in tha
plies shall, within six months from
notice, ,apply fo,r the issue of a Jease
(2) The Commis'sioner may,
cause shown by an applica nt, exte
which an applica tion is to be made u
31. The Commi ssioner may,
person to whom section 28 applies t
or licence within a time specifie d in
32. (1) Where a person to w
fails withou t reasona ble cause to c
the time allowed therein , he s,haJ~l fo
(2) For the purpose s of subse
during the period of time allowe
deemed to be reasona ble cause.
(3) A person to whom sectio
forfeite d pursua nt to subsect ion (
the value, as assesse d by a Govern
[awfull y made 'by him on the land su
33. (1) The Commi ssioner sh
nationa l newspa per notice of appli
under section s 29, 30 and 31 which
the applica nts and an adequa te des
the applica tions relate.
(2) Section 23 shaa,l apply to a
affecte d by notice unde,r subsect ion

Land revenue

PART VIII

66. The Chief Justice may make rules governing the procedure of the Tnibunal.
67. (1) Except where ot!herwise expresS'ly prov,ided any
party aggrieved by a decision of the Tribunal may appeal to the
Higlh Court.
(2) The rules goveming appealls to the Hligh Court from a
Subordinate Court apply to appeals from the Triibun1al.
(3) Nothing in subsection (1) shaLl preclude a party from
appllying to the HigJh Court for relier where a decision of tJhe TribUllial, though expressed as funal, has been reached in breach of
the prinoiJples od' naturatl justice.
68. Nothing in this Act shaU be construed as ousting the
junisdJiction of the High Court with regard to any matter or dispute wlhiClh does not fal[ wi~hin the competence of the Tribunal.

There ShalJ be a clerk of the Tl'ibunwl who shall be the
Registrar, or Assistant Regi'strar, od' the HigJh Oourt who ordinari·
ly assists t'he judge appo'inted as dhalirman, or where the ohairman
is a resident ma'gistrate the clerk to that magistrate.
65.

(2) Tohe Minister shall by Mtice in the Gazette appoint(a) after consultaHon witJh tJhe Ohief Justice, a chairman who slha:H be a judge of the High Court or a
resident magistraite;
(b) an assessor, who slhall be a Principal Chief or an alternate Principal Chief nominated by the Miruste-r
so tJhat when the Princi.pall Ohief has an interest in
the matter before the Tribunal, the alternate sihfllll
act in his place;
(c) an assessor who shal[ be a person holding a degree
or pmfessional quaUfioation in law or land economics.

Id

:'()und rent

69. (1) 'Dhere Slhalll be payable in respect of leases, unless
tlhe Jessee is ex,empted under subsection (2), such ground rent as
!velopment the Minister may prescribe.
arges
(2) A citizen of IJesotho Wiho is a Mosotho (and the decision
on racLail qualificaitlion ShaM, subject to any regulations under section 89, rest with the Minister) and who has attained the age of
majority, shaJl be entiUed to the lease fI1ee of ground rent of the
Iand whidh 'he leases and oocupies for his own residential use.
(3) The Minister, in consuUtation with the Minister responsible for Works, may prescr,ibe development oharges (being oharges for the construction and the provision of services including
roads, foot-paths, main drainage, street lighting and any other
ClhJar:ges Wihicll are not prescribed tmder any other law) Wh!ich
shall be calculated in relation to the area of land held by the
lessee.

igb Court
, retain
!risdidtion

.ppeals

'rocedure
f Tribunal

~ribunal

:lerk of

,14

c.AhonA •• ln

40. (1) Subject to subsection
agr.icutltural lease and a lease issue
deemed to indude the statutory co

(c) 30 years, where tJhe l
(i) for purpooes of S'
(ill.) for pur.poses of
or oil;
(2) No lease shall be grante
years.

(b) 60 years, where tlhe l
(i) fur heavy industri
(i!i) for oomme-rcial
(other than the
(iii) fOIl' hote,l purpose

(a) 90 years, where the le
(i) fv: residential pu
(.jii) for purposes of
caJll:1n.g;
(:lH) for any devotion
cational, re<:reat
purposes;

(b)

(a)

dispose of his 'interest;
create lesser interest
land subject to the Hc
(c) make alterations and i
ject to the licence ex
ly specif'i'ed in the lioe
(d) dlaim any compeMati
proVlements made or
him on the land.
(3) Licences S'ha1Jl not require
Registry Act 1967.
39. (1) A lease SIhall not be g

(4) 11heillistrument cre,aiting th
at the instance of the [essee in whos
ted but shall be executed by the C
MinJi.ster and a copy thereof shall
sioner.
38. (1) A licen.ce sh!3JlJl eIlltitle
and oocupy Land for the purpOl.se and
th'e li1oenoe and shall be subj.ect to t
notioe.
(2) A licensee snail not be enti

(b) to the expenses incidental to any necessary change
of residence or of place <JIf business.

(a) to the vaiue which the property might have been
expected to reallise if it had been sold on the open
market by a willing selller at the time o£ publication
cxf the dealal1atJion notice;

In assessing compensation, regard shaH be had oIlJ1y-

(4) The Minister may extend the time with,in whJich a oLaim
is to be made under subsection (1).

(3) Where the Minister and ilie olmm~ti1ail to agree on the
,amount of cOIffipensation, or where the Minister bias famed to make
any award within six montJhs after the submission of the claim,
the claimant may pursue his claim bed:ore tJhe Trtbunal.

(2)

56. (1) Any person Who claims to have an interest Whicil,
by reason of section 54(3) ceases to subsist may, within three
months from the date of pnblication of the decla,rClitJion notice,
claim compensation from the Minister.

55. Prior to the publioation in the Gazette od' the declaratJion
notice the Minister shaM cause ,a copy oif the notice to be se'rved
upon any person known to be in ocoupaltJion of, or to have an intetest in, the land, in the manner indicated in sediM 86.

(d) tJhe datre on which the land shalll be surrendered by
tili> person in occupa.tion;
(e) an assessment 'od' the amount of compensation offered and the method used for assessing such
amount,
and shall invite any person having any claim in the land to submit his claim to the Minister.
(3) On publication in the Gazette of the dedlaration notice,
interests in o,r affecting the i~nd to whicll 1!he no,tice rellates sbaH
cease to subsist, the lessee's interest in the land shalll revert to the
State, and the Registrar shall cancel the registl1ation of all[ deeds
eVidencing those interests.
(4) Notwithstanding subseotion (3) the lessee, or lawfuJ 00.cupier, of the land subject to a deol~I18.tion notice may remain in
occupation of the land for a pel~iodnot exceeding six months frOiffi
the date 'of publication in the Gazette of the declaration notiCe.

lflicting
ms

58. Where conflicting cl~ims are submitted to the Minister
pursuant to section 56(1) the Minister slhalil, within one month
from the 1ast day of the period prescribed in section 56 (1) :refer
the case to the T.ribunal.

claimant to the Tri-bunal witJhin three montJhs from the dalte of the
offer, the offer Shall be deemed to have been accepted.

'er made
57. Where upon submission of a alalim under seotion 56 (1) .
mled to be 1:Jhe Minister has made an offer, and no appeaJl is made by the
epted

In

aim for
mpensa-

lsting and
!rvice of
'tice
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46. (1) Subject to subse'ction
the se}ected development area con
used for plWpOses other than agu-ic
sum land shall be entitled to be orff
ster !leases wiJthli.n the selected dev
purposes as those for wIh!iJoh they pr
same plot wJth or without amendm
thereOlf, if t'hJis is consistent wi:t:Jh tJ
any other plot.
(2) Where tJhe development s
the grant of a lease for the purpose
fonneI1ly he,ld fihe land, the lessee o
either o£ aoceptmg a plot for anyo

44. Where it appears to the"
s'o to do for putposes Oif selected de
by notice in the Gazette dedare ,an
development area and, tlhe'reupon, aJi
sLhJaI1l. be extJinguislhed but substitute
vided under tihis Part.
45. (1) Wlherethe selected de
iy or partJy of 'agricuiliturnl 'land oth
agJl'icultul'a;1 area, licensees or alIot
shJal1l be deemed to have received th
tion of tJhei,r Ila.ccnces or of l'evocatio
case may be, beginning from the dat
of the notice referred to in section 4
(2) Wlhere the rele:cted deveIo
partJIy of agricultural land within a
sees of such l'and shall be deemed t
notice of te'l1ffilnll1tion of their Ieases
be entitled to compensation for an
depIiived of their land.

Selected development and sel

PART

shalll cause the same to be reglistere
endorsed as "transmitted by operlliti
(6) Where no purdhaser or s
and :tJhe 'le,ase is accordingly tel1ffiina
land sha:l!l reve,rt to the State.
(7) Subject to any claim by a
lease is tenninated under this secti
the vCl!l.ue, as assessed by a Govern
}lcliwtfUllJly made by 'him on the land lea
(8) Where tJhle:re is a di-spute r
ments made, such dispute slbaH be
whose dec.isi'OlIl sha!ll be finaJl.
43. A Ilicence may be tel'llllinat
ing upon the l1censee at le,ast three

APPENDIX
C

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mr. M. Ntsoele, Senior Technical Officer at LHLDC

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 2 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. Why do you think there was land invasion in Ha Matala?

2. When it occurred, what steps did the Corporation take?

3. Why is it that the invasion never ceased?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. What was your role in the Ha Matala development scheme?
Section 2

We are on section 2
5. Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series of social,
economical, political and technical implications, could you go through each one with
me and identify different implications.
l.

11.

111.

IV.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions
of the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public
facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Redesign affected areas and accommodate the informal settlement

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning LHLDC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

implications

implications

implications

implications

1.

11.

...
Ill.

VI.

V.

3. Of the five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mr. M. Tlali, Planning Development and Construction Manager at LHLDC

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. Why do you think there was land invasion in Ha Matala?
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

2. When it occurred, what did the Corporation do?

3. Why is it that the invasion never ceased?

4. What was the intention of Ha Matala Development Scheme?

5. What and whatnot did you achieve in this scheme?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. What was your role in the Ha Matala development scheme?

Section 2

Now lets move into section 2

II

Section 2

Here are five solution strategies, each one has a series ofsocial, economical, political and
technical challenges, could you go through each one with me and identify the
implications of implementing these strategies.

1.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.

11.

Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions
of the plan.

Ill.

Abandon invaded areas, and find sites for public facilities.

IV.

Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.

v.

Redesign the area and accommodate the informal settlement

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning LIll..DC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

implications

implications

implications

implications

1.

Il.

...

Ill.

VI.

V.

3. Ofthe five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ~-----------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mrs. M. Molapo, The Managing Director at LHLDC
I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1
Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. Why was there land invasion in Ha Matala?

2. When invasion occurred, what steps did the Corporation take?

3. Why is it that the invasion never ceased?

4. What was the intention of Ha Matala Development Scheme?

5. What and whatnot did you achieve in this scheme?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------6. What was your role in the Ha Matala development scheme?

Section 2
Now lets move into section 2

ill

Section 2

Here are five solution strategies, each one has a series ofsocial, economical, political and
technical challenges, could you go through each one with me and identify the
implications of implementing these strategies.

1.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.

11.

Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions
of the plan.

Ill.

Abandon invaded areas, and find sites for public facilities.

IV.

Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.

v.

Redesign the area and accommodate the informal settlement

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning LHLDC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

l

implications

implications

implications

implications

I

l.

11.

...
111.

VI.

v.

3. Ofthe five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mrs. S. Kaka, The Chief Lands Officer at LSPP

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

2. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?
Section 2

Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series of social, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
1.
11.
111.
IV.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions of
the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Redesign affected areas and accommodate the informal settlement

IV

Section 2

Here are five solution strategies, each one has a series ofsocial, economical, political and
technical challenges, could you go through each one with me and identify the
implications of implementing these strategies.

1.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.

H.

Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions
of the plan.

HI.

Abandon invaded areas, and find sites for public facilities.

IV.

Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.

v.

Redesign the area and accommodate the informal settlement

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning L~DC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

implications

implications

implications

implications

1.

n.
...
Ill.

VI.

V.

3. Of the five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mr. Mpete, Principal Surveyor at LSPP

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

2. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?
Section 2

Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series ofsocial, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
I.

11.

lll.

IV.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Upgrade areas on site, relocate those on public space and return to intentions of
the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public
facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Upgrade / redesign invaded area around development and find new sites for
public uses.

v

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning Llll.-DC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

I

implications

implications

implications

implications

I

I.

11.

...
Ill.

VI.

V.

3. Of the five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mr. F. Mdee Chief Physical Planner at LSPP

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to aSsist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

2. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?
Section 2

Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series of social, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
1.

11.

lll.

VI.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions of
the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Redesign affected areas and accommodate the informal settlement

vi

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning Llll..-DC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

implications

implications

implications

implications

1.

11.

...
Ill.

VI.

v.

3. Ofthe five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mr. Lebenya, Engineer at LEe

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

2. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?
Section 2

Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series of social, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions of
the plan.
Ill. Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public facilities.
vu.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
v. Redesign affected areas and accommodate the informal settlement
l.

u.

vii

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning LHLDC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

implications

implications

implications

implications

1.

11.

...
111.

VI.

V.

3. Ofthe five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mr. Bota, Engineer WASA

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
3. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

4. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?
Section 2

Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series of social, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
1.
11.

111.
IV.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Upgrade areas on site, relocate those on public space and return to intentions of
the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public
facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Upgrade / redesign invaded area around development and find new sites for
public uses.

VID

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning LHLDC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

I

implications

implications

implications

implications

I

1.

11.

...
111.

VI.

V.

3. Of the five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mr. Dota, Engineer WASA

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

2. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?
Section 2

Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series ofsocial, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
1.

11.
111.

IV.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions of
the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Redesign affected areas and accommodate the informal settlement

ix

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning LIaDC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

implications

implications

implications

implications

1.

H.

...
111.

VI.

V.

3. Ofthe five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Mr. L. Mahlaha, Senior Physical Planner MCC

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

2. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?
Section 2

Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series of social, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
1.

11.

111.

IV.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions of
the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Redesign affected areas and accommodate the informal settlement

x

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning Llll.,DC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure ofland acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

implications

implications

implications

implications

I.

H.

...
111.

VI.

V.

3. Of the five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land

For Mr. M. Theko, Permanent Secretary, Local Government Ministry
I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.

Section 1
Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

2. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?

Section 2
Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios ofaction, each one has a series of social, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
l.
11.

Ill.

IV.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Upgrade areas on site, relocate those on public space and return to intentions of
the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public
facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Upgrade / redesign invaded area around development and find new sites for
public uses.

xi

Section 3

I would now like to ask more general questions concerning LHLDC

1. How do you relate with other planning bodies?
2. What is your procedure of land acquisition, plan preparation and implementation and
land allocation?
3. What delivery system do you prefer and why?

Alternative

Social

Economic

Political

Technical

implications

implications

implications

implications

1.

11 .

...

HI.

VI.

V.

3. Ofthe five scenarios, which one would you support and why?

4. Do you have any other suggestions or combination?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I
I

Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land
For Dr. Moeti, Informal Resident

I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.
Section 1

Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1. How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

2. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?
Section 2

Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series of social, economical,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
1.
11.

Ill.

VI.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions of
the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Redesign affected areas and accommodate the informal settlement
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Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land

For Mr. M. Seboka, Field Owner
I am doing a research on partial land invasion that took place in Ha Matala area, on a
completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and implemented by LHLDC. I
would like you to assist me by answering questions prepared for this study. The
questionnaire is divided into 3 sections and I will start with section 1.

Section 1
Firstly, could I question you about your views on this matter and your role in the
development scheme?
1 How familiar are you with the 1990 Ha Matala Development Scheme?

3. What do you know about land invasion that occurred there?

3. What was role in the scheme?

Section 2
Now lets move into section 2
Here are five different scenarios of action, each one has a series of social , economical ,
political and technical implications, could you go through each one with me and identify
different implications.
I.

11.

111.

IV.

v.

Relocate/remove invaders completely in order to restore the original scheme.
Relocate those on public space, upgrade areas on site; and return to intentions
of the plan.
Abandon invaded areas, and redesign the balance to find sites for public
facilities.
Temporarily relocate invaders in orders in order restore the plan.
Redesign the affected areas and accommodate the informal settlement.
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Title: Partial Land Invasion on Serviced Land

For Mrs. T. Matla tsa at LHLD C
Ha Matala Study
I have been doing a research on partial land invasion that took place at
implemented by
Area, on a completed and serviced layout plan that was prepared and
ews somewhat
LHLDC. I find some of the issues that were tackled during intervi
can.
confusing. I therefore, would like you to clarify on these issues if you
t started, your
1. I was informed by one of the respondents that, when the projec
to facilitate
ment
Corporation was offered a sum of R200, 000 by the govern
compensation process. Through which Ministry was this done?
ration bought
2. On the same matter, a different respondent informed me that the Corpo
me what
telling
the government through LSPP, and was on profit basis. Do you mind
it?
really happened, did the government grant you money to buy land from
owners and
field
the
by
3. I was informed at one point that LHLDC was taken to court
sued who,
another point that it was in fact LHLDC who sued the field owners, who
and why?
for a number of
4. It was alleged by one of the field owners LHLDC, did not show up
court cases, is it a fact? If so, why?
5. Has the Corporation ever won any of the court cases, ifnot why?
was demolished
6. It was claimed that the first house that invaded in the project area
how come that invasion continued regardless of this?
7. Who demolished the house?
8. How come you did not want to be associated with the demolition?
9. Why was there a delay in advertising ofthe sites?
10. When exactly was infrastructure installed?
11. If you were to resolve this matter, what strategy would you employ?
cal implications
12. What do you think would be the socio-economic, political and techni
of this strategy?
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APPENDIX
D

LIMITATIONS
INTERVIEWS

The researcher was unable to interview the Chief Physical Planner and Chief
Khoabane Theko who both, were involved in the Ha Matala Development Scheme
because they refused to participate. The researcher also failed to get hold of Advocate
Motsie who was assisting and representing the field owners in the courts oflaw. The
researcher was advised to see Judge Ramolibeli, but he was not conversant with the
Ha Matala case per se, he only had general information about the place as with any
other places in the country, which are faced with similar problem. There was no other
person to assist the researcher; as such the report lacks the legal aspect of the
development scheme. Having failed to interview the legal section, the researcher tried
the former Permanent Secretary of Local Government, S. Sekatle who could not give
assistance because he was preoccupied. R. Khatleli who is the former surveyor of
LSPP and who was involved in the surveying of the fields, both while he was in
government and in private practice has retired and is living in the mountains, therefore
the researcher could not reach him either.

MAPS

Maps were accessed with such difficulty; more often than not the researcher had to
improvise in order that she could submit understandable drafts to her supervisor. It
would take the researcher the whole day to work on these maps with the intention to
make them more readable. When the Researcher eventually found proper maps that
needed to be reduced to A4 or A3 size, the reductions were not satisfactory because of
the nature ofthe maps, which had a blue background and were abnormal in size. After
all the trials and errors, a colleague (Lesole Ramahlele) at work offered to help with
the maps and this was towards the end of April 01. It took us 2 weeks to compile and
produce the Maps exactly the way the researcher preferred them. However, The
researcher could not get information on electrical facilities in the study area because it
has not been mapped yet.

Land use Maps for the study area were prepared twice, in the first instance the plan
did not consider any of the brown fields that already existed. In the second instance,
some of these areas were excluded. The researcher has tried to merge this information
because there was a problem of obtaining all the Maps.

REPORT COMPILATION

The compilation took more than two weeks because the print work was quite
problematic. Page numbering was especially the most difficult part, because at first
the pages would not show and when they finally did, they were incoherent. The
numbers would start from page 1 and stop at page 8 then start to number page 10 as
page 2. At times the numbering would follow a sequence and towards the end of the
document, the pages would all be numbered page 8. When the problem of page
numbering was over, there was a problem with Map 3, which had some information
missing the problem was prolonged by the fact that there was some defect about the
plotter and it took 2 days to get fixed. The overlays, which would take the whole day
long, were also very problematic.
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